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Preface 

The following report on communications and weather observations was 

written in response to the need for background information that was to 

be utilized in preparing an exhibit on these subjects at the Halifax Defence 

Complex. Due to the short span of time allotted for this study, all obser

vations are of a preliminary nature. As the exhibit that is planned reaches 

completion, it will become necessary to sharpen the focus on areas for which 

the information in this report is insufficient. 
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Early Communication Systems to 1790 

Introduction 

The quickest means of communication known to man is speech. When used 

effectively, speech is the most rapid means of merging thought and action, 

while at the same time conveying the necessary information in a concise 

and coherent form. Despite these obvious advantages, speech has one ser

ious drawback; it is limited by the range of the human ear/voice. Once 

beyond the hail or shout of a speaker, the voice ceases to be the most 

efficient medium of communication. Thus, a gap of various dimensions is 

created between the two communicants which must be bridged by some other 

means - some accurate and rapid means. The history of communication before 

1900 can be summarized as man's search for .a communication method that 

would duplicate as nearly as possible the voice/ear process called speech. 

The culmination of this quest was reached in 1876 when Alexander Graham 

Bell spoke to his assistant Watson with the assistance of an amplifying 

device that reproduced his voice. The last century of man's electric vir

tuosity has seen the invention of wireless, television, radio and a world 

girded by communication satellites. This, in the long term, has simply 

been a refining of the voice/ear process which Bell developed and has led 

to an ever wider dispersal of electronic communication to other parts of 

our world and beyond. Our well wired globe is in a golden age of instantan

eous communication when thought, word, and deed are literally fused by'an 

electric impulse. 

Before the telephone brought this final refinement to communications, 

man had devised a whole series of systems -sound and sight- mechanical and 

electrical - to fill the vacuum between transmitter and receiver. Flare, 

fire, flag and reflection were all utilized as a medium to convey vital 

information to a visible relay station or terminus beyond the range of the 

human voice. The homing pigeon was occasionally used to send messages 
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which could not be transmitted by audible or visible means. It was not, 

however, until the electric telegraph in 1835 that sound, albeit in some 

form of audible code, could be received the instant it was sent over long 

distances. It was of enormous immediate value to political and military 

strategy. The social and economic repercussions were to be felt later. 

The windows of the nations of the western world were thus opened to each 

other and this aroused in .some the hope for a more peaceful world community. 

For many others, it brought dreams of a wider far flung empire strengthened 

immeasurably by rapid communications. Ironically as communication devices 

became more sophisticated, there occured a rapid fragmentation within the 

various empires and an eventual disintegration into nation states. This, 

however, has to do with the history of the twentieth century and does not 

concern us here. Initially what we now think of as communications was very 

simple and, as is typical for the human record, the development of communi

cation up to the twentieth century is marked by combat and war - that flour

ishing seed-ground of man's inventiveness. Let us turn then to the begin

ning of non-rverbal long distance communication. 

Beginnings: Fire, Flag and Reflection 

The historical record of mankind is not replete with references to commun

ication or communication systems and where references do exist they are 

usually concerned almost entirely with warfare. Even then, the historian 

is fortunate to discover them and they are usually nothing more than allu

sions. The use of communications as a device of military tactics or even 

in terms of overall strategy appears to have been very limited. What does 

appear to be certain is that the documented systems of communications were 

many and diverse. Around 2,000 B.C., the Chinese were using carrier pigeons 

to take messages to the provinces. Beacon fires were used in the twelfth 

century B.C. by King Agamemnon during the Greek seige of Troy. The sun's 

reflection on a polished surface, the principle of the nineteenth century 

heliograph, is referred to in the writings of Pythagoras in the sixth cen

tury B.C. Two hundred years later, the random communication methods began 

to be systemized. The speed and amount of information that could be sent 

was increased by the development of a code system by Aeneas the Tactician 
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in his book Art of War. Unfortunately there is very little information 

available about Aeneas' system. Much more is known of the communication 

system devised by the Roman tutor Polybius in 170 B.C. He suggested a 

means of communicating visually using torches or symbols in a code that was 

visually understood by both the transmitter and the receiver (See Appendix 

I). His system revolutionized signalling for it utilized alphabetic sig

nalling thus creating an infinite number of messages. For the first time, 

the transmitter could send, albeit in a labourious and time consuming way, 

a complete request literally spelled out. This meant that a greater number 

of different messages could be sent although these would take longer than 

the short pre-arranged codes already noted above. The Polybius system 

could be adapted in order that it would be functional with sound and could 

be used for both day and night signalling. There was no signalling system 

of comparable complexity until the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century with the invention of the semaphore and electric telegraph. One 

unfortunate flaw in the Polybius system was its limited range, for it was 

dependent on the perception of the human eye and in many instances repeti

tion was necessary. This novel invention by a Roman tutor was missing one 

key element to be a complete success - the telescope. This piece of techno

logy would not be developed for another 1700 years. The complex code of 

sight and sound developed by Polybius passed into oblivion for almost 1000 

years together with much of the wealth and knowledge that the Mediterranean 

civilizations possessed, leaving Europeans of later generations to recover 

and rediscover what had been lost. 

The use of flags and pennants as a signalling method reappeared in the 

documents in the fourteenth century A.D. in a setting which was and is the 

most advantageous for this method of communication - at sea. 

...in England flag signalling had long been in vogue in a more 

or less plain and simple manner, the earliest codes being found 

in the "Black Book of the Admiralty," and dates from about 

1340.1 

By 1800, visual communications had reached a sophisticated level and the 

development of the flag and symbol hoist method by the Royal Navy in England 

eventually had its affect on the armed forces of Britain. In the fourteen

th century, however, it was at a very early stage and not utilized in either 
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the complex coding or alphabetical system that it would eventually become. 

Certain flags when displayed on the various masts of the ship signified 

specific instructions. For example, there was a "banner of council" which 

was flown by the admiral if he wanted the captains to meet with him on 
2 

his ship. Merchant ships also displayed in a prominent place on their 

main mast the coat of arms of the town in which the ship's owner lived. 

This was known as the "port" flag. The rise of the nation states in the 

16th and 17th centuries would complement and in some cases replace these 

flags with national flags. Coded flags and pennants eventually became an 

important part of the panoply of the merchant and naval fleets of the west

ern world. 

The invention of the telescope in the early 1600's by Lippershey and, 

a year later, Galileo led to a greater use of visual communication. It pro

vided the receiver of a message with a much greater depth of vision and 

this allowed the signals to be sent a greater distance each time they were 

transmitted. Visual signalling, to be most effective, requires two simple 

conditions. The first is clear weather and the second is an unimpeded line 

of sight to the next signal station. The latter was the most difficult to 

obtain and a high tower had to be constructed if the terrain was wooded or 

had other obstructions. Many European towns constructed watch towers on 

the sea coast to warn villages of the approaching enemy. In the many 

coastal towns of Italy a watch tower or "torri di martello" was constructed 

in which a bell was struck with a hammer (martello) when the community was 
3 

threatened. Land communications, due to the above problems, were simple 

and did not reach much beyond the immediate village. There were, however, 

a number of more sophisticated methods developed which harkened back to 

previous communication systems. In 1551, the Italian mathematician Gerolamo 

Cardano suggested that five torches on five towers could be used to spell 
4 

out messages in an alphabetical code system similar to that of Polybius. 

This rather complex innovation, however, found little favour. In Britain, 

at this time a much simpler system was adopted. This consisted of flashing 

solitary signals with fire and flag.in case of attack. In 1569, a signal 

house was erected in Portsmouth, England. A system of beacon towers was 
5 

established which served to .warn England of the Spanxsh Armada in 1588. 

Despite these early efforts, the most rapid means of communication within 
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and between European towns was as old as Mercury, the Roman messenger of the 

gods. For land communications, a man on horseback or on foot would have to 

suffice. 

As the "age of discovery" became the age of European expansion, the 

oceans of the world became an enormously important means of reaching the 

new lands. Thus, control of the sea meant control of the colonies that 

were being planted wherever the Europeans had time to raise a flag before 

being driven out by the indigenous people. Each European nation became very 

dependent on its naval and merchant fleets to safeguard its imperial inter

ests. Not surprisingly, much time and effort was expended on technology 

that would be applicable to ships. One of the fittings that received con

siderable attention was the method of communication. 

It should come as no surprise that before the development of the elec

tric telegraph early in the nineteenth century, the greatest advances in 

visual communications were made on the sea. To quickly deliver an urgent 

message from one ship to another or from ship to shore involved a more com

plicated procedure than simply sending a messenger in a small boat. Other 

means were required. Fortunately the sea provided a much better setting for 

visual communication as it had a clearer atmosphere and the view to the hor

izon was not impeded by anything except the heaving sea. Thus a signal 

flashed from ship to ship by flag or fire could be relayed enormous distances 

very quickly. It would undoubtedly be faster on a clear day to send a mess

age by ship along the coast than"by way of the coastal signal stations. With 

so few encumbrances, sea signalling, although initially quite primitive, en

joyed some success and the invention of the telescope during the first decade 

of the seventeenth century increased its utility considerably. In the 150 

years that followed, the use of signals by ship's, both naval and merchant, be

came more frequent and more complex. 

The European nations between 1600 and the last half of the eighteenth 

century, were being transformed by a period of expansion and then consolida

tion. They squabbled incessantly over the new lands claimed and conquered 

and the period is distinguished by the efforts to establish and maintain 

colonies by force of arms. Not surprisingly, the confrontation of European 

warships was constant during this period. The nation with the most effici

ent fleet would prove superior. As tactics became important and ships went 
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from the simple process ,of ramaing to coordinating their offensives, the accuracy 
, _ . 6 

and swiftness of communications became vital. The first attempt at a-regu-
7 

lar code was made in 1665 and attributed to Sir William Penn. Before 

this time only a few reports or stated orders could be transmitted by a 

signal system of lights, guns,and flags. By 1715, the first unofficial attempt 

was made to introduce a regulation, signal book into the English Royal Navy by 

Jonathan Greenwood. His proposal was not adopted generally. Some sixty 

years later, signalling was still being done as it had been for centuries 

before, that is specific flags were raised on various parts of the ship to 
8 

signify a communication. The only difference now was the increasing number 

and variety of flags being raised. 

The last half of the eighteenth century is a period of immense import

ance to the history of Canada and the British Empire. The final conquest 

of North America by the British and the subsequent loss of the American col

onies some two decades later, together with the French revolution of the 

1790's mark a turbulent fifty year span. Perhaps not coincidentally a 

revolutionary change took place in the communications systems on both land 

and sea. Generally, war had become less defensive and victory usually went 

to the army or fleet that took quick and decisive action. This in turn 

required rapid communication. 

Between 1780 and 1783, a new plan of communications was devised which 

would eventually replace the positional flag system described above. The 

new system was attributed to a Mr. McArthur, secretary to Lord Hood who 

commanded the British fleet in the West Indies. It consisted of using more 
9 

flags and showing them in various combinations. The combination of flags 

(four at a.time) would mean that a greater number of signals could be sent. 

It also led to a rather larger version of the signal book which became in 

effect a detailed code book of numbers. As with so many other innovative 

ideas, it was some time before McArthur's signals were considered and util

ized. Finally, a system emerged in the early 1790's that was a fusion of 
10 

the codes devised by McArthur, Admiral Kempenfelt and Lord Howe. This 

remained unchanged for over a decade when, just before Trafalgar in 1805, a code 

devised by Sir Home Popham was introduced. It became the basis of the pre

sent marine signal system used throughout the world. 

It is important at this point to clarify precisely the type of system 
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tihat was proposed in the 1780's. The system that evolved was a product of 

its immediate surroundings, that is a system that could be adapted to a ship 

with a heaving deck, swaying masts and confined space. It was found by 

McArthur that the most feasible method was a combination of four flags at a 

time for there was little space for more. When the combinations" were limited 

to four flags per hoist, it was very awkward to signal rapidly any message 

using alphabetic signalling, for many times one word may require two or even 

three hoists. Thus a code book and number system was devised which would 

make the transmission quicker and easier. This marine code system was 

utilized throughout the nineteenth century and used extensively by the fleets 

and coastal stations within the British Empire. 

Coincidental with the refinement of the marine signalling system was 

the development of a rapid and accurate land communication system. Flags, 

balls and mechanical arms were the mediums by which messages were transmitted 

using alphabetical or code signalling called semaphore. Revolutionary 

France of the 1790's was to give birth to a manual system of visual commun

ication which is still being used today. This and other systems will be 

examined in some detail in the next chapter. 
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Shutters and Arm Waving - 1790-1828. 

"He can be informed of any occurrence in five minutes by telegraph...." 

Perspective; Beginnings of Semaphore 

As the eighteenth century in Europe wound down to a rather violent end, there 

was awakened in both individuals and governments a much greater interest in 

establishing a rapid and efficient means of communication. Sea signalling had 

been modified greatly during the 1780*s and now the focus of attention shifted 

to an improved land communication system. The result was a multiplicity of 

similar systems both manual and mechanical that utilized the three basic prin

ciples of permanent visual transmitting devices. The first was a position 

of sufficient altitude to be seen clearly from great distances; the second 

a system of moving parts so the signal could be varied and finally the estab

lishment of a series of transmitters and receivers arranged in sequence so 

the message could be sent quickly to its destination. By the 1820's the 

navy had adopted a signalling system that would complenient their flag waving, 

the army was experimenting with a navy system of balls and pennants, the 

first commercial semaphore network was in operation and, most importantly for 

the purposes of this study, the system that was instituted in Halifax in the 

mid-1790's by the Duke of Kent was still intact. The colonies in British 

North America during the first twenty-five years of this period fully real

ized the importance of a rapid communications system particularly with the 

Americans in 1812 only a flag wave away. 

Invention begins in clumsiness. Land communication contraptions are no 

exception. With a primitive model to refine and given some ingenuity, a new 

device begins to take shape and, eventually, stripped of its awkwardness 

after many changes, it becomes an effective tool. Visual signalling despite 

its simplicity seems to have taken longer than most. 

In 1684, the Royal Society in London was witness to the presentation of 

the first alphabetical land signal system. Robert Hooke, chemist, physicist 
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and inventor had devised an optical telegraph system which consisted of 

wooden letters and wooden symbols. These were hung on a wooden frame in a 

pre-arranged order. The hieroglyphic-like letters were large enough to be 

read from a distance either with the naked eye or a telescope. The Royal 

Society was not impressed. The raising and lowering of the large letters which 

were hooked to the frame, was not one of the more rapid methods of sending 

a message over a short distance. The letters were heavy and the process 

slow. Thus, this early alphabetical system which Hooke published on his own 

in 1726 after some alterations, did not gain widespread acceptance. The use 

of letters for spelling out messages was considered impractical and by the 

first half of the eighteenth century it was found that symbols and codes would 

appear to be the quickest means of land communication. Not surprisingly, 

such a rationale had already been exhibited at sea. 

The best communication system based on this precept came from France 

half a century later. It utilized a code system with an easily altered sig

nal device. In 1793, a beseiged French government appointed Citizen Claude 

Chappe Ingenieur-Telegraphiste and he was commissioned to construct a rapid 

communication system between Paris and Lille a distance of about 150 miles. 

France was surrounded by the armies of Prussia, Britain, Austria and Spain 

and the government required an efficient means of communicating with the 

provinces to coordinate their defence against the allies. Therefore, Chappe 

and his brother Ignace were responsible for inventing a method. After initial 

failures with a device very similar to that of Robert Hooke the Chappe brothers 

designed a tower with moveable wooden arms which when manipulated could send 

196 possible signals. (See Figure 1 .) This was the progenitor of what today 

is known as the semaphore, which translates into sign bearer. The first mess

age sent on the Chappe device was transmitted August 15, 1794 and it announced 

that the government forces had retaken LeQuemay. Needless to say this message 

by semaphore arrived somewhat more rapidly than if it had been sent by messen

ger. The transmitting time from Toulon on the Mediteranean Coast to Paris 

(425 miles) for one signal was 40 minutes or roughly an hour for a message 

of fifty signals. This represented a speed 90 times as fast as that of 

mounted couriers. 

Semaphore lines were soon fanning out from Paris in all directions. Like 

a central switchboard, the Parisgovernment was soon receiving orders from and 
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sending orders to the war zones on its frontier. It is not known how much 

bearing this had on France's eventual defeat of the allies but it must be 

surmised that such contact was a positive advantage. 

By 1805, Claude Chappe, France's first "télégraphiste", was dead. How

ever the communication system he invented was to last throughout the first 

half of the century and spread well beyond the borders of France. His sema

phore stations were not finally closed down until 1859 when they were replaced 

by the electric telegraph. By then the semaphore of Chappe comprised a 

total of 556 stations and a length throughout France of more than 2500 miles. 

Great Britain; Popham, Pasley and the Cutbacks 

As noted above, there was considerable interest elsewhere. By the fall of 

1794, a few months after Chappe's system was successfully tested, England 

was expressing considerable interest in a telegraph system of its own. A 

clergyman, Lord George Murray, presented a variation on the Chappe semaphore 

to the Admiralty. Based on a Scandanavian model, Murray's method consisted 

of a grid of wooden shutters which could be opened and closed in various 

patterns when a message was to be transmitted. (See Figure 2 .) Six solid 

wooden shutters were used and these could rotate 90°. A code system was 

devised and the telegraph would be able to inform London of any attack from 

the sea. A chain of stations based on the Murray shutter telegraph was quickly 

erected between London and Deal, on the east coast about 70 miles from Lon

don. The series of stations must have been considered quite essential for 

they cost the Admiralty over £4,000. Soon there were other shutter chains 

emenating from London to Yarmouth again on the east coast and Portsmouth and 

Plymouth to the south. Thus was established a line of signal stations on 

what usually became known as Telegraph Hills radiating from London and keep

ing this "great heart" in touch with the events on the coast. The telegraph 

system was not only useful for notification of the approach of enemy ships but 

also the. arrival of friendly merchant vessels as well. Murray's idea spread to the 

United States and a number of towns set up an exact copy of his shutter tele

graph. The merchants of the U.S. now had their own "Murray line". The one 

between New York and Philadelphia lasted until 1846. By mid-century the 

English lines were closing up as well, with the London - Portsmouth visual 
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telegraph being shut down in 1847. In that year the electric audile tele

graph replaced the manual optical telegraph as it had done elsewhere. 

The commercial electric telegraph was a marvel to nineteenth century merchant 

m M M e for It meant that messaqes could be transmitted instantaneously. No 

doubt the visual telegraph in the early part of the century aroused even 

more awe. It should be remembered that early 19th century England had few 

paved roads, no mail service tô speak of and the steam engine<,had yet to be 

applied to locomotion. Although the steam boilers were in industrial opera

tion by the 1780"s, the application to boat and carriage did not occur until 

the first and second decade of the nineteenth century. The speed of the 

visual telegraph when compared with any other means of communication was 

viewed with amazement. A contemporary description observed that a single 

letter could be transmitted from London to Plymouth and back in three min

utes which by the visual telegraph route was 500 miles. The progress of 

the letter worked out to 170 miles per minute or three miles per second. 

Not surprisingly, the observer noted the message travelled "... with a rapid

ity, truly wonderful!" Such speed for a single letter or symbol enhanced 

the value of a code as opposed to an alphabetical system. Why send a spelled 

out message when a simple symbol could transmit the same message. 

Such a system was not without its disadvantages. For example, a signal 

station was required every seven to nine miles and these had to be manned 

by trained personnel and provided with the necessary equipment. The numer

ous stations were obviously wasteful of manpower. Due to the expenses of 

operating it, the system in England was not accessible to the general public. 

(Chappe, ahead of his time in financial matters as well, had solved this pro

blem by linking his semaphore to a public lottery.) The English telegraph 

was used exclusively by the government for defensive needs. A third factor 

that mitigated against its value was the adverse weather in England. In 

many cases, the station on Putney Heath which communicated with Chelsea, was 

rendered useless by the easterly winds when the valley of the Thames River 

2 

was filled with smoke from London. Faced with these obstacles' most notably ex-

pence, the telegraph systems were invariably built by the state and only for 

the use of those agencies of the state that required it. Germany had estab

lished a state telegraph by 1833 and Russia had the same by 1838. Ironically 

this was in the same decade that Samuel Morse developed his electric telegraph 
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code which made the long distance visual communierions systems superfluous. 

By 1827 Britain, the most prosperous of the European Nations-*-had developed 

a commercial line of visual telegraphs. This will be examined in greater 

detail in the next chapter. 

During the first two decades of the nineteenth century countless plans 

of signal systems were being submitted to the British government, usually 
3 

the Admiralty for approval. With its long sea tradition, the communication 

systems adapted in Britain were applied to both land and sea. It becomes 

very difficult to differentiate where one ended and the other began. Within 

a decade the land system invented by Chappe was adopted and altered with the 

hope that it would replace both Murray's land system of shutters and the flag 

hoist method used at sea. The instigator of such a change was of the sea 

himself - Rear Admiral Sir Home Riggs Popham. 

Eopham designed two systems, both flag and arm waving semaphore which 

could be used on land and at sea. His systems are remarkable for their 

longevity in the service of the British Navy. The first edition of Popham's 

4 

book, Telegraphic Signals, was produced in 1800. His publications contin

ued under his name and his system was first used during the battle of Traf

algar (1805). By 1812, Popham had improved his vocabulary considerably by 

using alphabetical as well as numerical flags. This means that the vocabu

lary of a three or four flag hoist could be increased to 30,000 words. In 

1816, the British Admiralty published Popham's manual under its auspices as 

an official publication and therefore applicable to all Royal Navy vessels. 

A year later Captain Frederick Marryat adopted the Popham system for the 

merchant marine. On land the Popham semaphore had begun to replace the 

shutters of Lord Murray. Popham died in 1820 but his communication systems 

continued well into the twentieth century when they appeared still under 

government sponsorship in the booklet "Vocabulary Signal Book." 

Popham's mechanical system with a few simple alterations in structure 

and code could be used on land and sea. (See Appendix 2 ). Due to its height, 

the signal pole could not be rigged on a man-of-war and therefore two poles 
5 

were used instead with a signal arm on each. Nevertheless, this set-up was 

awkward for it meant that two men would be necessary to work it, one on each 

pole. The ultimate manual semaphore machine, most similiar to what is used 

today, was finally produced by a Royal Engineer. He provided the Royal Navy 

with that which His Majesty's Army was not to have for another half century -
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an efficient, rapid and accurate signal system. 

Charles William Pasley was born in 1780 and after an undistinquished 

childhood, joined the Royal Engineers in 1798. He had always, according to 

him, expressed an interest in signalling and throughout the first two decades 

of the nineteenth century laid claim ad nauseam to inventing the ultimate 

semaphore system with barely a mention of the Chappe system in France. Pas-

ley stated his discontent with the existing telegraph systems at an early 

age (24) and urged they be replaced with his. He sent a number of his schemes 

to various persona] acquaintances in the navy and army but elicited little 

response. Eventually in 1807, he was able to lay his scheme before the Admir

alty Board. Again he was rebuffed and now rather desperate he approached 

the London Society of Arts. They were not enthused by his creation either. 

All of the above showed eminent good sense. " If one examines the first Pasley 

system, bearing in mind what has been said about the difficulties with the 

manual telegraph, the rejection of Pasley's contraption may be better under

stood. 

The scheme was to have a row of no less than four machines of 

the type of to-day. The arms were to be 6 ft. long, so that 

when all were extended horizontally in the modern position R, 

the contrivance would occupy 40 ft. laterally. Very few tele

graph stations were likely to have this amount of roof space, 

so Pasley laid down that the two outer posts might be erected 

on a kind of gantry. 

One operator was to work two machines, one with each hand, 

and there was presumably some system of remote control, other

wise a man would have to stretch across a span of 13 ft. between 

the posts. The arms were worked with a kind of wheel and rat

chet arrangement, and when a sign was finished the ratchet 

could be disengaged, and the arm closed automatically of its 

own gravity. Another gadget prevented it from waggling when 

closed. Further, the arm was compensated by means of a counter

poise rod prolonged in the opposite direction, so as to give the 
7 

operator the least exertion. 

The British government did not have the money, personnel or patience for such 

a contraption. 
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Pasley continued revising his "pleasing speculation" and reduced the 

number of signal posts from four to one. Utilizing the ideas of Popham and 

others, Pasley invented a single communication post on a pivot with only 

two arms, one on each side. Such a device needed only one man to operate it. 

Finally in 1827 the Pasley system due to innovation and persistence was accep

ted by an Admiralty committee, whibh had been established a year previously 

to review the signal methods of the Royal Navy. Their findings were conclu

sive. 

Instead of the present Sea Semaphore, we propose the semaphore 

of Colonel Pasley, recommended by Vice-Admiral Harvey. We think 

his plan of working the arms on one pivot preferable to having 

two separate posts. The single post with the arms on the same 

pivot can be worked by the same man, and the mistakes which 

arise from the use of two posts, by the ship changing her posi

tion during the communication of the message, are avoided by his 
8 

indicator. 

The Pasley system had become a permanent part of the British navy. However, 

the army took much longer to be convinced of the latest Pasley device, which 

was semaphore at its simplist. One can only wonder why it took so long for 

a contrivance to evolve which in the end resembled a man waving his arms in 

a predetermined pattern. Perhaps it was all too simple! 

Despite the introduction of this semaphore system, other means of comm

unication were still of value. At sea during this period (1800-1825), the 

most important mode of exchanging information was still a series of coded 

flags raised on the most prominent part of the ship - the main mast, and 

read with the aid of a detailed code book. This system of efficient signall

ing provided the British Navy with a capability it had not previously poss

essed for it enabled fleet commanders to disregard the antiquated pre-set and 

rigid battle formations of the past and undertake elaborate, flexible yet con-
9 

trolled naval tactics. A good example of this is provided by the tactics of 

Lord Howe who engaged and defeated the French fleet in 1794. As acc

urate flag signals became more significant during the Napoleonic Wars, some 

one had to assume responsibility for the various signalling duties. By 1816, 

a "Yeoman of Signals" was appointed and a group of men were organized under 

him for signal duty. This does not mean by implication that there were no 
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signalmen previous to 1816, nor that communication was a haphazard operation. 

In fact the naval communication methods were held in such repute that one sys

tem was adopted by the Duke of Wellington for land use in another of Britain's 

interminable struggles with France - this time the Peninsular War. 

In order to defend Lisbon in 1810, and Stabilize the British retreat in 

Spain the Duke of Wellington erected a string of defensive positions which 

became known as the Torres Vedras. To coordinate the activities in these 

positions, rapid communication was vital and a "semaphore system" was set up 

which allowed messages to be "flagged" from the Atlantic Ocean to the Tagus 

River (25-30 miles) in seven minutes. To man this system Wellington called 

on the Royal Navy to supply a party of seamen specializing in communications 

and their necessary accoutrements. It is with this innovation that one sees 

a melding of land and sea communications fused by the necessities of war. 
12 

By October, 1810, the liih.es of Torres Vedras were reported as complete. 

A vital component of these lines was also completed: the signal system, which 

was noted as being rapid and precise. 

The position and working of the signal station were also perfected, 

and a party of seamen, supplied by the navy, now passed and rec

eived intelligence from one extremity of the line to the other in 
13 

seven minutes, with undeviating accuracy.... 

An auxiliary system, using Popham's principle of arm telegraphs, was construc

ted in Lisbon and placed at each port in case the masts or yards of the main 

telegraph were damaged. Wellington had directed that the main signal posts 

should be erected on the hills of the front line from seven to eight miles 

apart. Thus there were five principal stations each manned by a party of 

Royal Navy seamen. Flags and pennants which would shift in the wind were 

not used. Instead black balls, probably of canvas, were hoisted and suspen

ded from the yard arm of the mast. The vocabulary used was that of the Royal 

Navy although some sentences and expressions from the land service had been 

14 
added. This was probably due to the need for expeditious sea-land communi
cation between fleet and army and the fact that the land communication systems 
were not as developed as those of the navy. 

Wellington's communication system on the Torres Vedras was all very well 

in theory and definitely very necessary but there were problems - problems 

with material and personnel which were common to almost all early signal 

http://liih.es
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Systems. The seamen claimed that the distance between stations was too great, 
15 

the range of telescopes insufficient and the yards too heavy for the masts. 

In fact, two masts sprung not too long after they were erected. The most ser

ious difficulty arose concerning personnel. In September of 1810, the Admir

al of the Fleet decided to withdraw the seamen from their signal posts. 

Wellington thus had to find some alternative means of communication» Soldiers 

were considered,with two privates and a non-commissioned officer for each 

post. It was not anticipated that they would become very expert in the short 

training period that was available. Even retired Portuguese seamen were con

templated but this would mean a Portuguese telegraph system with a Portuguese 

language code and such a difficulty with a second language could be disastrous. 

What eventually transpired with the communication lines along Torres Vedras 

is not clear. Many expressed some doubt about the whole idea, v/hich perhaps 

is a partial reason for its rather rapid disappearance. 

The signal system used by Wellington and the Royal Navy seamen is of 

some significance for the purposes of this study and therefore should be 

examined in greater detail. This would appear to be the first time, the ball 

hoist system was used for such a purpose in time of war that far inland. 

The ball hoist method was common at sea or along the coast. It is immediately 

obvious that the army did not possess an efficient communications system of 

its own in 1810 for it had to rely upon and adapt to a system provided by the 

navy. The use of this ball hoist operation implies a number code much like 

that outlined by James Kempt in British North America in 1808. (See Appendix 

3 ). Such a system entails a far simpler method of operation than using a 

mechanical arm telegraph or raising a large number of coloured flags. Due to 

this fact, it was undoubtedly the quickest way t o proceed for a;Q one needed 

was a round black object of sufficient size to be seen at a distance thus 

transmitting a signal. 

When and how the ball hoist system and its accompanying code book evolved 

is not known. It was very different from the arm and flag waving methods 
17 

and the other more exotic attempts at communication that had gone on in the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. As with the above mentioned 

systems it was used at sea as well as on land. Sutcliffe notes that the 

Martello towers on the south coast of England functioned as signal stations 

commencing in 1812. 
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Naval and military messages were transmitted from Seaford in 

Sussex to Lympne in Kent by means of a union jack and three 

black canvas balls hoisted on a flagstaff mounted on the roof 

above the door. 

Within a decade the ball hoist method in Sussex had been replaced by the mec

hanical semaphore. The Sussex to Kent line appears to have been rather less 

complicated than the systems employed at sea but it was nevertheless very rep

resentative of coastal stations. This line and others like it illustrate the 

coastal signal systems which existed in Britain and throughout the British 

empire during the Napoleonic war. Commander H.P. Mead in his article "The 

Story of the Semaphore" notes almost as an aside the existence of coastal 

signal stations that had been established before 1805. These stations built 

throughout Great Britain and Ireland utilized a system of balls and flags to 

communicate with the men-o-war at sea. By 1810, the changeover to the three 

armed and later two armed mechanical semaphore device was beginning to take 
19 

place. The ball hoist method which had been a much touted part of Well*-

ington's defences soon became obsolete, at least in Great Britain. Else

where in the empire it had found favour as early as the 1790's. 

British North America: From the Duke to Gustavus 

In 1795 the citizens of the busy and increasingly important port of Halifax, 

Nova Scotia were entertaining royalty. Although not yet.a half century old 

nor able to boast a population of more than 4,000 souls the settlement was 

about to become the most important military and naval base in British North 

America. Prince Edward, Duke of Kent would see to that. He was preparing 

plans to rapidly modernize the Halifax defences and no effort or expence was 

to be spared. Edward was quite prepared to supply the energy, prestige and 

ideas to build the most modern defence complex the British taxpayer's money 

could buy. This by definition would have to include an efficient communica

tions system. 

The Halifax of the 1790's had already been deeply involved in two long 

wars in its brief forty olus years of existence. The Seven years War (1756-1763) 

and the recently ended American Revolution (1776-1783) had aroused a flurry of 

concern for the city's defence. This, however, quickly subsided due to a 

lack of sustained financial outlay from Britain. There was a profound differ-
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ence, however, when the maelstrom of the French Revolution brushed this placid 

and isolated corner of the empire. Having just recovered from an influx of 

Loyalists in the 1780's, Halifax now had to survive the ambitions of a very 

royal and very military personnage whose intent was to move heaven and earth 

(in this case the top of Citadel Hill) in order to transform the settlement 

into the most modern of military bastions. Throughout the French Revolution

ary wars and much of the Napoleonic Wars that followed, Halifax was never in 

any real danger of being attacked. This fact may be due to Prince Edward's 

exertions or perhaps it may be judged as a commentary on Halifax's lack of 
20 

strategic importance within the empire. However, there was always the new 

«Military» threat from the south, for the United States made threatening 

noises throughout this period until they finally made good their threats in 

1812. The Duke of Kent's responsibility then was to reinforce the Halifax 

defences and his efforts at communications systems are of interest in this 

regard. His life while in Halifax has been adequately dealt with elsewhere. 

In any approach to the topic of communications in Halifax, the geography 

of the settlement cannot be emphasised too frequently. Edward Cornwallis 

decided on this site due to its sheltered and excellent harbour. Such a 

location could be defended more easily in case of any attack by land of what 

was more likely, by sea. Once the peninsula of Halifax was sealed by line of 

blockhouses, the only way to reach an unguarded access point was from the 

sea. Thus any attack would most probably be a combined land-sea venture 

with the vital factor being the control of the harbour by a hostile naval 

force. In order to defend the city successfully the objective was to safe

guard the harbour as extensively as was possible against an enemy from the 
22 

sea. It was also essential to establish an adequate communication system 

to inform the defenders of any threat from beyond the harbour mouth. Although 

the evidence is scanty, it is likely that Halifax had a communication sys

tem of sorts established not too long after the city was founded. After all, 

St. John's Newfoundland had a signal code, albeit a simple one, as early as 

1705. 

When the lookout (Signal Hill) from either of the hills discovers 

any sails, they shall give notice by firing a Small Cannon or 

Paterero and hoisting the colours, if weather permit, and dis

charging as many musketts as sails shall be discovered, which 
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shall be observed at the fort by hoisting the colours, and re-
23 

turning as many small shot. 

Some similar system was no doubt in operation in the planted settlement or Hal

ifax but what precisely it was is not known. It was most probably connected 

with the lighthouse built on Sambro Island at the mouth of the harbour in 

1758. Surely a communication system would have been essential due to the 

threats from first the French and later the Americans and French during the 

Revolutionary War. Thus when Prince Edward, Duke of Kent arrived in 1794, 

a signal system was already in existance and connected quite closely to 

harbour activities. It was no doubt a simple symbol system much like that 

described in 1799, (See Appendix 4 ) which utilized flags, balls and pennants. 

No numerical code was used nor was a complicated code book really necessary 

for the entirety of what was sent by this system dealt only with the size, 

origin and nationality of incoming ships. The Halifax Citadel in the 1780's 

had a single flag staff and it would appear to have been used for elementary 

signalling of sorts. (See Figure 3 ). By 1790 a second staff had been built 

(See Figure 4 ) but it is not clear what this was used for unless one wishes 

to speculate on the system of 1799 described above. It was left to the Duke 

of Kent to introduce a more intricate system that could be used well beyond 

the coast - one that could transmit much more complex messages. By 1801, 

the Citadel can be seen to have yet another staff, making three in all (See 

Figure 5 ). 

Prince Edward, fourth son of George III and later Duke of Kent (See Fig

ure 6 ) arrived in Halifax in May of 1794 for a second stint in British 
24 

North America; his first duties had taken him to Quebec. Now, after a brief 

visit to the West Indies, Edward had arrived in Halifax to assume command of 

His Majesty's Forces in Halifax. A year previously, the French Revolutionary 

War had begun and Halifax was perceived as being quite vulnerable to any 

French fleet that chose to attack. Its fortifications, untended for a decade, 

had deteriorated rather dramatically with disuse. In 1795 Edward, with his 

considerable royal prestige, set himself and his troops the task of restoring 

and restructuring the defences of Halifax and thus making impregnable the 

only British Dockyard in North America. During his stay work was begun on 

the Prince of Wales Tower, Fort Clarence, Fort Charlotte and York Redoubt. 

Halifax soon had a completely revised defence system with the linch pin being 
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the third Citadel built where the present one stands. Named Fort George, for 

obvious reasons, the Citadel, by its very location, was a remarkable defen

sive structure. It commanded a view of the harbour and the sea approaches 

as well as the immediate land area and was the nerve centre of Edward's de

fensive system. Such a centre was of little use without the capability to 

communicate with the outposts. Edward's most important innovation for our 

purposes was the telegraph system he introduced centred at Fort George. 

Halifax now had two complementary signalling systems, one to regulate the 

harbour traffic and the other to direct the troops and the outforts. The 

former has been noted above and was a common system in the ports of British 

North America. (See Figure 7 .) The latter will be examined next. 

As noted previously, two manual telegraph systems for land had 

been devised in Europe in 1794. Prince Edward was probably familiar with 

their existence and had some knowledge of their mechanics. The system he 

introduced consisted of a code of flags and balls which were raised on the 

yard arms of a flag staff. These visual signals were not an innovation of 

Prince Edward's, although it is the first time they were brought to Halifax. 

Harry Piers, in his study, The Evolution of the Halifax Fortress 1749-1928, 

states that what Edward had introduced was a system of ball signals which 
25 

the British had adopted in 1795. He gives no justification for making such 

a statement. It would seem, however, given the enormous activity in the 

field of communications that the introduction of the ball signal system can 

be safely bracketed between 1785 and 1795 for it would appear to be a deriva

tive of one of the systems already mentioned in Chapter 1. Who manipulated 

the system, what symbols they used and where the various telegraph posts were 

located has allbeen documented and will be detailed below. What has not come 

to light is precisely what the code was that Prince Edward introduced. Per

haps, taking the other systems of the early nineteenth century, one could 

extrapolate to the Kent system. For now, however, we will concentrate on 

operations not code systems. 

Edward, Duke of Kent was a bureaucratic meddler but, to be fair let him 

tell it. 

...I never consider anything that happens within my command and 

that is connected with the King's service, as below my notice or 
26 attention. 
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One can imagine the implications of such a statement when Edward became Com

mander in Chief of British North American forces. He did not spare his en

ergy when some task of importance was to be done. It was soon obvious to 

Edward that what was of primary importance was the defence of Halifax Har-
27 

bour. Thus, a visual telegraph system was introduced to connect the 

Halifax Citadel with the outposts and it complemented the flag-ball system 

already in existence. Initially, the Kent system began at the Citadel, then 

to York Redoubt and on to Chebucto Head which in 1798 was replaced by Camper-

28 

down. Probably the system's termination point was the Sambro Island light

house. This was the primary route and as the energetic Edward added each 

new fortification, adaptations and additions were made in the signal system. 

It no doubt communicated to the Prince of Wales martello tower in Point 

Pleasant Park and by 1800 to Melville Island where the prisoners were kept. 

Due to its geographic- position, the most likely receiver station of all 

was at Fort Charlotte on George's Island although this cannot be confirmed 

as yet. These outposts were manned by at least six men at a time who per

formed their duties on a rotational basis - i.e. four men on duty at a time. 

They were drawn from various regiments such as the Royal Nova Scotia Regi

ment, for in the late eighteenth century a specialized signal corps in the 

British army had yet to be developed. 

Edward was not satisfied with Fort George as the only communication 

centre. During his stay in Halifax, Edward added his own private telegraph 

system. Happily ensconced in Governor John Wentworth's retirement home on 

the Bedford Basin, he was kept informed daily of the activities of his sub

jects by telegraph and was kept in close touch with his men. He could in 

fact command from that site. It was possible for Edward to be '„',.«informed 

of any occurence in five minutes by telegraph and, if necessary be in town 
29 

in fifty minutes." The telegraph station was located in an old blockhouse 

which had existed in a commanding position since the time of the early set

tlers. The blockhouse was repaired and altered. It consisted of a struc

ture twenty feet in height, supporting a flag staff with yard arms. Although 

it was only six miles from the Citadel, a direct view was impossible. Con

sequently, there were two relay stations, one at the neck of the peninsula 

(this side of present day Fairview) and the second at Fort Needham. From 
30 

Fort Needham it was relayed to the Citadel. It was received at Fort George 
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(See Figure 8 ) by the men who operated the telegraph staff which was situa

ted on the roof of the Cavalier barracks at the south end of the building. 

There is little doubt of its efficiency. In the words of one observer. 

...The interchange of words was as correct though slow as it is 
31 at the present day under the electric system. 

All messages, all communications came to Fort George, which now resembled a 

spider attending an intricate web of invisible signal lines. 

The good Prince was not content however to restrict his "instantaneous" 

command to Halifax and its environs. He was intent on extending it through

out Nova Scotia and New Brunswick as well. After all a reliable and swift 

communications system was essential to the war effort. In the summer of 1797, 

the coast of British North America was being threatened by French privateers 

and unverified rumours of a French invasion could cause as much panic as the 

actual attempt. Edward thus arranged for telegraph stations to be erected 

from Halifax to Windsor. By 1798, such stations stretched to Annapolis. The 

dispatch of a fast boat allowed the telegraph connection to be picked up 

again in St. John and the message was then transmitted by visual telegraph to 

Fredericton. At times the connection would be short circuited as it was in 

September 1799 when the Duke of Kent arrived in Halifax to take up his posi

tion as Commander-in-Chief of British North America. Thet ship H.M.S. Arethusa 

was sighted on Friday September 6, 1799„by the Sambro signal station. The 

word was sent to the Citadel that Prince Edward was aboard. Within twenty 

minutes, the visual telegraph had relayed the news to Windsor. From Windsor, 
32 

it was taken by boat to St. John. ~ Thus the public of the two provinces 

was informed of the Royal party's arrival within forty-eight hours.,, All this 

occurred at a time when a letter would have taken some three or four weeks 

in covering the same distance. 

Two months after the above message was conveyed an even more joyous com

munication was passed between the telegraph stations. Simeon Perkins, in his 

diary entry of November 25, 1799, noted its arrival and even more importantly, 

its rapid dispersal to other areas of Nova Scotia. 

...they have news at Shelburne of Cessation of Hostilities, which 

came in the pacquet, and was sent to Annapolis by Telegruagh [sic] 
33 

in six hours, and came to Shelburne by a vessel from Argyle. 
Unfortunately, despite all the effort at dispersal, the message was inaccurate: 
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not the first time that the medium has shown a greater concern for the rapid 

dissemination of a message than for its accuracy. As this was a military 

communication system, it was not used by the civilian population at all. 

News of war and peace and princely arrivals and departures were only a frac

tion of the volume of messages. After all, Edward had established the sys

tem in order to keep his hand firmly on his command and thus he sent mess

ages on all matters even the most picayune. Captain Lyman in February of 

1800 wrote from his office in Halifax commenting to Edward Winslow in Fred-

ericton on the Prince's attention to detail. 

The Duke returned on Saturday, what he has been about so much 

longer than he had proposed I have not heard, but I am told 

they have established telegraphs all the way to Annapolis, so 

that there was a continual communication kept up of ordering 

and counter orders while he was away even to the approval of 

courts martial and ordering the men to be flogged. I was at 

Barracks on Saturday to pay a visit to Col. Burrows when on 

looking out the window I saw preparations making that I did 

not understand, on asking what it meant the Col. told me it 

was a punishment going on. Expressing my surprize at it dur

ing the Duke's absence, I was told the men were to be flogged 

by Telegraph. So though am hundred miles off, the Duke was 

acquainted with what was going on, and giving orders the same 

i 3 4 as usual. 

The Duke also used the telegraph for his travel arrangements. In July of 

1800, a month before he returned to England, Edward directed the Commission 

in Halifax to charter a vessel in Windsor in order that Major H.W. Hailes 

could return to St. John. Arrangements were made to the effect that when a 

ship was available in Windsor, a telegraph message would be sent to Hailes 
35 in Halifax to proceed. The flag staff at the Citadel was also performing 

some of the signalling functions it had in the pre-1790 period. For example, 

in the Garrison Orders of 1803 it was noted that patrols would return to 

their Quarters when three perpendicular lights were hoisted on Citadel Hill. 

Prince Edward's communication system worked admirably and for this rea

son consideration was given to extending it well beyond the two Atlantic pro

vinces. Edward, with the able assistance of Dugald Campbell, had planned a 
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route from St. John to Fredericton. They now wished to extend this northward 

around the Bay of Chaleur and up the St. Lawrence in order to connect with 

the telegraph system in Quebec. (See Figure 9 ). This route was taken to 

avoid the possibility of it being cut by a surprise attack by the Americans. 

It is conceivable that if an efficient telegraph system had been erected be

tween Halifax and Quebec and a message sent to Quebec in ideal conditions it 

would taie about twenty-four hours. This would have represented no mean 

accomplishment for 1800. However, the operative phrase is ideal conditions -

such rarely if ever existed. In fact even "imperfect conditions" were 

difficult to maintain. 

If not for the fact that the British empire and therefore Halifax was at 

war, Edward's communication system would undoubtedly not have been built. 

By all accounts it was expensive in material and men and impractical at a 

number of stations due to the weather. The route of the system has been out

lined above but not the components of the system. (See Figure 9 ). This 

will be examined next. 

The telegraph stations were built on high ground with the surrounding 

area cleared of any undergrowth that might obscure the view of the flag 

staff. The telegraph operations also had to maintain a clear vista to rec

eive and transmit their signals. The distance between stations varied, being 

dependent upon whether the terrain was high ground or not. On average, how

ever, the land stations were seven to eight miles apart. Over water they 
37 

might be over 15 miles - a distance which a good telescope could cover. For 

example the St. John communication system had two signal stations, Point Le 

preau and Wolf, that were seventeen miles apart across Maces Bay in southern 

New Brunswick. This was greater than the normal distance. There were nine 

stations up the St. John River to Frederiction. Although there is no evidence 

of specific distances, nine stations following the river for eighty miles 

averages about nine miles between stations. This is a rough calculation and 

there were no doubt some stations closer to each other and others farther 

apart. Of more interest at this point are the distances between stations in 

the area around Halifax. The Halifax telegraph crossed a land and water 

stretch and the distance varied greatly: Citadel to York Redoubt, four miles; 

York Redoubt to Camperdown seven miles, and Camperdown to Sambro four miles. 

It was thus that a chain of structures topped by a masted flag staff wound its 
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way from Halifax to Fredericton and well beyond that point if Edward had had 

his way. Each wooden structure was manned by six service men who were usually 

billeted in the area. The building itself was a single storey and measured 

14 feet by 16 feet. It had a ladder and perch on the roof for viewing. 

Judging by the estimates, (See Appendix 5), there was also a large window, 

or more likely two smaller ones, as the estimate included 12 squares 8" x 10" 

glass. The cost of building the station on Partridge Island, New Brunswick 

was 613.30 for the labour and 612.66 for the material. 

Edward's vision in 1799 was of an unbroken and uninterrupted communica

tion with Canada for this was "so obviously essential to the safety and pro-
38 

sperity of this Province." A simple exercise in addition and subtraction 

points out the disadvantages of Edward's telegraph. His vision was too 

expensive. With signal stations 6-8 miles apart and requiring six men to 

man them, the line of small wooden stations could hardly be justified at 625 

each to construct and a long term operating expenditure. Thus after Fredericton 

the stations began to peter out. Aside from the expence there were other con

siderations. Governor Carleton in Fredericton expressed them best. 

A hundred men (at least) would be required to attend such a chain 

of telegraphs as was contemplated, and as the General had no other 

troops under his command but the New Brunswick Regiment, which 

then consisted of about 290 effective men, he could not have 

furnished the complement for the Telegraphs without abandoning 

some of the most important posts in the province, and changing 
39 

the whole distribution of the troops. 

Aside from the operational expenses, there was also the clearing away and 

maintaining of a clear view between stations, the possibility of a high rate 

of desertion among the signal men to the American side, and the necessity of 

compensation to the land holders who may be in the path of the line - a prob-
40 

lem which occurred quite frequently in the Canadas. There were also the 

difficulties with fog in the Bay of Fundy which could close down any of the 

coastal systems. In this matter, Carleton's comments are noteworthy» He 

writes in a letter dated 10 July, 1801 to Edward as follows: 

The uncommon and impenetrable fogs which have prevailed here dur

ing the whole of this season and which still continue without 

abatement will prevent my attempting to erect the Telegraph on 
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the Wolves [islands south of St. John] agreeable to the recommen-
41 

dation of Your Royal Highness.... 

Given the problems, it should not be surprising that Edward's communication 

system faltered not too long after he left British North America and it soon 

was limited to Halifax and St. John. Edward departed in 1800 and in 1802 

peace with France meant the military importance of the signal stations was 

inconsequential. Cuts were made, a small guard maintained, the forts and 

the expensive toy of visual telegraph fell into disrepair. Raddall noted 

that after 1802 "... a cloud of mystery as impenetrable as the Fundy fog 
42 

obscured Edward's system." Beyond Bedford Basin and into the hinterland 

towards Windsor it was not used. The Halifax harbour military communication 

from Sambro was maintained by the army, and, as will be detailed later, was.; 

used into the twentieth century. The St. John system of signals also seems 
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to have been kept up. 

Despite the renewal of hostilities in Europe in 1803, there was little 

interest in the telegraph system until the War of 1812. With the threat of 

an attack on the province by the American privateers the Legislative Assembly 

in Nova Scotia was moved to vote B8,000 for blockhouses, temporary work, arm-
44 ing boats and the telegraph operation. The defences of Halifax and St. 

John were once more co-ordinated by a telegraph system and the province steel

ed itself for an American land and sea attack which never came. Although 

trouhled by privateers at times the Atlantic provinces were never in any 

real danger of assault. Flags on flag staffs elsewhere carried this message 

to Nova Scotia. Murdoch notes in his History of Nova Scotia that the war 

with Britain was so unpopular in the eastern United States that 

when the declaration of war reached Boston, all the vessels in the 

harbour immediately hoisted their colours half mast high, three 

excepted. The populace compelled the three vessels to follow 
45 the general example. 

The closest Halifax came to combat was the sea struggle between the U.S.S. 

Chesapeake and the H.M.S. Shannon. Aside from the surge of enthusiasm and 

patriotism it gave Haligonians when the Shannon won., it also allowed the cap

ture of the private signal code of Commander James Lawrence "... the Chesa

peake having been boarded too suddenly to admit of the document being des-
46 

troyed." Even then, it was of some importance to break the enemy's signal 
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code for the copy of the code and private signals was sent to the frigate 

Nymph which was cruising off Cape Breton looking for stray Yankee privateers. 

By 1815, the Empire was at peace with both the French and the Americans 

and the most frequently used signal systems returned to reporting shippage 

to the military and the town merchants. However, a telegraph system was 

maintained for the private use of the military. No doubt it was similar to 
47 

the one published in Quebec in 1809. (See Appendix 3 ) and related to the 

earlier system of Prince Edward Duke of Kent. This system allowed for both 

day and night signalling between the two most important terminals, which 

were the Halifax Citadel, the headquarters, and York Redoubt, the chief re

lay station. (See Figure 1°.) The latter was important for the defence of 

the main entrance of the harbour and was used as a telegraphic post between 

the Citadel and Camperdown. As noted this private military system communi-
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cated with Melville Island, Fort Charlotte and H.M.S. Dockyard as well. 

Communication by signal and telegraph, of public and private interest re

mained a vital part of the third Halifax Citadel until it was rebuilt in 

the late 1820's. The Duke of Kent in his passion for building had erected 

a system that remained a permanent part of the Halifax defences long after 

he had departed. 

During the first quarter of the nineteenth century, two communication 

systems were established that centred on the Halifax Citadel in plain view 

of the public. Each served a rather different purpose but both were essen

tial for the defence of British North America. 

The first system was the military telegraph system which has been des

cribed above. It is reported to be the first real telegraph system in Amer-
49 

rca. It was used for military and governmental operations only. Few if 

any of the citizenry had any knowledge of its manipulation. The codes were 

military secrets and the balls and pendants going up the flag staff to the 

yard arm were likely noted but not interpreted. At times the Navy attempted 

to utilize the convenience of this ball and flag hoist contraption. During 

Lord Dalhousie's term in Nova Scotia, he noted in his diary the persistent 

attempts of an Admiral to recall his ship. In this entry for January 18, 

1820, he wrote 

. . . . Y e s t e r d a y Cyrene, Capt. Tozer, s a i l e d for Bermuda, a f t e r 

many delays & r e c a l l s by Admiral G r i f f i t h , the most undecided 
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man I ever yet met with. None of the Captains of the Squadron 

think themselves sure of his orders until they have lost sight 

of his flag, & the cant phrase is, that the wind is very change

able at the Admiralty House. Tozer has been going every day 

these 10 days. At last he did sail at daybreak yesterday. At 

noon the weather began to lower & threaten a southerly gale. 

At 2 P.M. the admiral sent an order to Citadel Hill Telegraph, 

to recall Cyrene; fortunately the military posts have not the 

naval signals, otherwise Tozer must have returned from beyond 

the Light House. Such want of decision in an Admiral is lamen-

table. 

Besides pointing out the indecisive nature of the Admiral, this excerpt also 

reveals something of even greater importance. The military and navy did 

not share signals or signal code books at the outposts. It appears that the 

army telegraph system was used specifically for its own purposes and the 

Royal Navy practiced a separate and very different code. It would seem that 

there were in existence in Halifax three systems of communications in the 

port of Halifax. The one used by the Royal Navy, the military telegraph (See 

Appendix 6 ) and the signal flags which were shared by both. 

This last mentioned was of public interest for it made note of all the 

ships entering the harbour. The signal flashed from Sambro was soon displayed 

on the Citadel and the meaning of the flags utilized were common to all. 

One of the early Nova Scotian almanacs printed in Halifax in 1800, records 

the signals relayed to the Citadel when vessels were coming into the Halifax 
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Harbour, the enemy signals and finally the signal of distress. By 1817 

"The Nova Scotia Almanack" was being published and it was markedly different 

from the earlier edition. The Almanack included the private signals of Hal

ifax merchants; these flags were of various colours. They were hoisted on 

the telegraph staff or at the yard arm of the Signal Staff at Fort George. 

In addition to this were signal flags raised on the Ensign Staff at Fort 

George to denote the origin of the vessel, e.g. red flag from Europe, blue 

flag from the West Indies, etc. A-copy of the merchant signals and other 

signals has survived and individual signals can be traced. (See Figure 

11 ). Belcher's Almanac continued publishing descriptions of the signals 

flashed from the various forts, throughout the nineteenth century, in the 
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public interest although there was some discussion as to whether this should 

be an army responsibility or not. More will be said of this in the ensueing 

chapter. For its part, the Halifax Citadel maintained its three flag staffs, 
52 

the ensign, the telegraph staff and the signal mast throughout the military 

cutback period, which will be described below. Obviously the Halifax commun

ication system was of great importance to survive this. When the new Citadel 

was begun in 1828 the staffs were to be transferred to new sites. 

The preceeding detailed description may have created the impression that 

only the east coast of British North America maintained a signal system of 

any intricacy. This was certainly not the case. It would appear, however, 

that the military signalling system elsewhere was not as sophisticated as 

that introduced by Prince Edward. The signals between stations in Quebec 

made use of direction poles and signal fires. Inevitably, there were prob

lems with such a primitive method. In 1797, there was a complaint of a false 

fire; the difficulty was a lack of equipment. The letter begins: 

I beg leave to inform you that a signal fire was made at L'Islette 

on the 18th instant taken from a false one below; but was not 

repeated by the men at Isle aux Gan, who say that having referred 

to their direction poles found it not in line which may very 

probably be the case as the distance is so great in this and 

several other situations, that it is impossible to set poles in 

a true line without the assistance of a glass. Could one be 
53 allowed, every error of this kind might be corrected. 

In 1809, the Quarter Master General in Quebec, James Kempt, released a tele

graph code using the ball hoist method.. This was the first evidence that a 
54 

system similar to that of Edward's was used in Canada. A telegraph station 
55 

was established at L'Islette near Quebec a year previously. When the War 

of 1812 began, the war to "liberate" Canada, the settlements strung along 

the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes were in a vulnerable position. With 

neither the full strength of the British Army nor the British Navy to pro

tect them, new defensive methods had to be devised for self-preservation. 

Rapid communication between the limited forces scattered along a far-flung 

frontier were paramount. 

War had been declared by President James Madison in June of 1812, but 

the worsening relations between Great Britain and the United States had 
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caused the Canadas to begin their preparation for invasion before this. 

Drills and military evolutions were held in Kingston and of no lesser import

ance, the telegraph stations were being victualled in Quebec in readiness 

for an expected attack. The details as to what type of signal system was 

used in the Canadas is conflicting. The official system was probably that 

of Kempt already described. There were some local adaptations. In 1813 a 

telegraph post was placed on the Point Henry blockhouse. It was not uncon

nected with an army innovation in Kingston. Here, in 1813, a telegraph and 

signal system between the Army and Navy was compiled by Captain Sabine R.A., 

Quarter Master General and his chief clerk Daniel Daverne. Fortunately 
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Daverne kept a record of this system. In the summer of 1814, approval 

was granted to allow the army and navy to communicate by signal. It is simi

lar to others developed elsewhere for it utilizes the ball and flag hoist on 

a flag staff and yard arm and a numbered code to decipher the message. 

There were coastal fortifications near Fort Henry at Point Frederick which 

made use of the signal system in order to warn of invading ships. The system 

was not unlike that used in Halifax although not as sophisticated. It was, 

however, one that was commonly agreed upon in the lakes area. 

... transmitting a few signals to be established at my different 

posts on the Lake, in order to enable Sir J. Yeo to distinguish 

our positions from those that might be occupied by the Enemy. 

These signals have been communicated to the respective officers 

in command of Posts. 

The war ended in 1814.due more to combat weariness than to decisive victories 

by either side. There was, however, still considerable interest in maintain

ing a signal system. The chain of signals around Quebec and Kingston were 

still very necessary. James Watt, a veteran in the signal service, applied 

for a permanent position as superintendent of the Telegraph operations in 

Quebec and suggested that it be made a civil establishment used by both 

military and civilians. Watt .was given his appointment and continued with 

the optical telegraph system until 1845. 

By the early 1820's many of the telegraph stations had become superfluous. 

Like the situation in Halifax, the military saw little necessity for these 

structures that required personnel and financial expenditures to maintain. 

The military proposed to abandon, them but the mercantile interests of Quebec 
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had other plans. The Committee of Trade sent a deligation to the Governor, 

Lord Dalhousie, to request the station be maintained if the mercantile 
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interests assented to charging this expence to local revenues. This was 

agreed upon for the stations were becoming a burden to the military 

government. It was noted by the Deputy Quarter Master General that in 1819 

the year's provisions for the telegraph station in Quebec came to just 
GO 

over £1,000. In this period of peace this represented a large sum to 

pay simply to report the passage of ships up the St. Lawrence River. This 

system, when compared to the Halifax communication complex, is of little 

further concern to this study. It therefore will not be touched on any 

further. 

By 1828, it would seem that many of the various telegraph systems had 

closed down in British North America and, for that matter, throughout the 

British Empire. Many of the telegraph buildings in Quebec were being 

given over to the proprietors of the land upon which they stood. In 

St. John it became difficult to even obtain money for the repair of a signal 

house in this coastal centre. In a letter dated 11 May, 1825 both the 

Master General and the Board of Ordnance were quoted as stating that 

"Telegraph and Signal Stations have been put down since the peace [1815] 

in all parts of the Empire..." as they were no longer needed. Despite 

this Imperial pruning, the visual telegraph operations remained in Quebec 

(See Figure 12), in St. John, and in Halifax as a real, if rather peri

pheral part of military life, and in all three examples were connected 

quite closely with the signal system required by the merchants and citi

zenry of these centres. Halifax, due to its relationship with both the 

Imperial Army and Royal Navy was to keep its telegraph despite Imperial 

cutbacks. This network was about to undergo two major changes - one local 

and the other due to changes in world communication patterns. The first was 

due to the rebuilding of the Citadel, begun in 1828. The second effected 

far greater changes both within the minor communication network of Halifax 

and those extant throughout the world. Visual communication were about 

to be surpassed by sound transmitted by electricity - the electric tele

graph. The military in Halifax, however, would wait almost half a century 

before they made use of this new invention. 
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Sound Replaces Sight - 1828-1880. 

"Their line is gone out through all the world 

And their words to the end of the world." 

Psalms XIX: 4. 

The Whole Wired World 

Long distance communication in the old and new world in 1830 was an almost 

mysterious process. The message to be sent was formulated, gears, ropes and 

pulleys were manipulated and the slow, silent motion of a flag, wooden board 

or some other object began. In the distance watching eyes strained, hands 

scribbled and a similar contraption motioned in reply. The silent message 

had been transmitted and became verbal once more. In this fashion a silent 

language of coded words was sent in measured rhythm across nations and con

tinents. This was as near to instantaneous communication as visual signalling 

would allow. As fast as light the signals were transmitted but as slow as 

man when translated and transcribed. With the mediums then known to man, 

visual communication, as it had done for centuries, far surpassed audile com

munications. But the nineteenth century was not one in which the western 

world would remain content with such an outmoded process. Almost every as

pect of the European traditional life pattern was being upset by what has be

come known as the Industrial Revolution. Business, transport, industry and 

social customs had all shifted to a more frenetic pace and the methods of 

communication would have to keep up. Some technical process beyond flags, 

arms, pigeons and messengers had to be found to complement the rapid world 

of steam energy. The answer came from an American, Samuel B. Morse, who 

utilized an entirely different form of harnessed energy, electricity, and in 

the 1830's produced truly instantaneous communication. His inventiveness 

built upon the inventions of earlier men of a scientific bent who throughout the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century, were attempting to tame that elusive 

spark of lightning and use it to man's advantage. 
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The principle of the electric telegraph was first put in words in 1753 

by an unknown inventor who described the process in a Scottish magazine. 

Like many later inventors, however, the technology was not in existence to 

allow the scheme to become a reality. The work of Volta and Galvani had just 

begun and by 1787 static electricity was used to send messages between Madrid 
2 

and Arannuez. But the process needed a constant source of electrical power. 

The electro-chemical telegraph of S.T. Von Soemmerring in Munich in 1809 gave 

promise of such a source, although it did not become widely practical until 

the 1830's. Meanwhile static electricity would have to suffice. In England 

one curious system using this power source was developed by Sir Francis Ronalds 

in 1816. His was a multi-wire scheme with very different terminals. The 

current and therefore the message shocked the operator. Ronalds did make up 

for this rather crude method by devising a pith ball system to spell out a 

message. He submitted his later idea to Admiralty but they were no doubt still 

trying to sort out the Pasley and Popham systems for they replied: 

telegraphs of any kind are now wholly unnecessary and no other 
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than the one now xn use will be adopted. 

Thus, aside from the difficulties with primitive technology, a coterie of hide 

bound officials also slowed down the adoption of new techniques. But indus

trialization brought to Europe a great liberalization of capital. That is 

to say that innovators did not have to rely on government largesse to finance 

their ventures. Two men in England found that the ever expanding railway in

terests could provide capital as well. William F. Cooke and Professor Charles 

Wheatstone devised a five needle electric telegraph (See Figure 13 ) and put 

it on display in 1838. The apparatus could be interpreted visually and was 

simple to install and operate. The Great Western Railway immediately bought 

the plans and by 1839 a five needle telegraph system was in operation between 

Paddington and West Drayton, a distance of fifteen miles. This was the first 

practical use of the electrical telegraph and significantly it occurred just 

as the first trunk line of railway was being completed and the first ocean 

steamer was being built. Both of these means of transport would eventually 

depend greatly on the electric telegraph system. 

The English public only fully appreciated the speed of the electric tele

graph when the murderer John Tausell was captured in 1845 due to a telegraph 

message. Tausell had committed a murder in Slough and quickly boarded attrain, 
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the fastest known means of transportation. The police were waiting for him 

when he stepped-off in Paddington for they had been alerted by a telegraph 

message which much to the amazement of the public and Mr. Tausell had out 

stripped the train. In 1846, the Electric Telegraph Company founded by Cooke 

and Wheatstone came into existence and six years later there were over 4000 

miles of telegraph line in England all using the, by now, single needle de

flecting system. From the 1850's on this "visual" electric telegraph was used 

extensively. Soon newspapers were transmitting items of public interest 

over it and, like the Daily Telegraph, naming themselves after it. Eventually 

it was adopted by the post office in 1870. Thus it became the standard metro

politan means of communication for the Post Office had established the exclu

sive right to transmitting telegrams in the United Kingdom. The needle system 

remained a common part of railways and post offices well into the twentieth 

century. Elsewhere the "audial" electric telegraph of Samuel Morse was fav

oured. 

At the same time as the railway in England was installing the Cook-Wheat-

stone system, Samuel Morse, described by many American taxpayers as a broken-

down artist, was requesting funds, $30,000 in toto, to demonstrate his in

vention which sent messages "by lightning". His request was granted grudg

ingly and by January 1, 1845 messages using the mysterious "tappings of the 
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Morse code" were flashing between Baltimore and Washington. At a normal 

operational speed of 25 words per minute, the Morse system could transmit 

faster than the slower needle system used in Britain. It should be noted 

that the former required more highly trained operators while the latter de

manded only literacy. Rapidity was of the essence in the mid-nineteenth cen

tury and so most industrialized countries adopted the Morse system. The 

optical telegraph outlined in the second chapter was outdated and was eventu

ally removed. The Morse telegraph spread quickly throughout the world. By 

1845 it was being used in France, in Belgium 1846, Italy 1847, Germany 1849 

and by 1853 Russia had constructed electric telegraph lines. The system sat

isfied the two sectors of society that could afford such a device. To the 

business community it meant faster communications, accurate financial trans

actions, less delay and spoilage and therefore greater profits. To the govern

ment, the electric telegraph was viewed as an efficient means of establishing 

more centralized control of the state and the empire. The electric telegraph 
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together with the steam locomotive opened national boundaries to outside in

fluences more than any other previous invention^ The extent to which rapid 

communications shaped the industrialized Europe of the last half of the nine

teenth century is a subject in itself and will not be pursued here. One 

notable result will be noted, however, in military affairs. The effective 

use of the telegraph by the Prussians in the swift mobilization of their 

troops and the centralized direction of their operations aided them in defeat-

ing the French in 1871. This served as adequate notice of the electric tele

graph's great value as a military tool, an observation which will be consid

ered in greater detail when the British army is examined. For now it is 

noteworthy that by 1860 the electric telegraph had penetrated land borders. 

The United States had a continental telegraph operating by 1861. A far greater 

challenge was ahead - to lay a telegraph cable that would connect nations 

and colonies across the seas. A large share of British capital was going to 

North America (both Canada and the United States) to be invested and it was 

to the advantage of Britain to have the distance between the old and new 

world bridged as quickly as possible. 

In 1813, an Englishman John Robert Sharpe succeeded in transmitting elec

tric signals through seven miles of insulated wire submerged in a pond. Forty-

five years later an electric signal sparked across almost 2,000 nautical miles 

of Atlantic ocean 1400 fathoms beneath the ocean's surface in almost exactly 

the same time. In between were years of discouragement, persistence, minor 

successes and a great outpouring of capital. Everything had to be researched 

and experiments were costly. The type of wire, the outer coating, the effect 

of the ocean currents, pressure and brine and most importantly the question 

how was it tô be laid. All these difficulties were eventually overcome by 

the unceasing efforts of one man, an American financier named Cyrus W. Field. 

He ably tapped the financial and technological resources of Great Britain and 

on 5 August 1858 an electric cable was completed between Valentia, Ireland, 

and Trinity Bay, Newfoundland. "The cable is laid" Field wired. This was an 

enormous achievement and its significance is best summarized by William Cullen 

Bryant who wrote on that day in the New York Evening Post "... all other 
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events that may happen through the world on this day will be trifles." The 

cable connection lasted barely a month then went dead. Field began to gather 

financial assistance for yet another attempt. By 1861, however, all his plans 
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were postponed with the outbreak of the C i v i l War in the United S t a t e s . I t 

was not u n t i l a f t e r the war t h a t renewed e f f o r t s were made to l ink the con t in 

en t s once more. In 1865, two e f f o r t s f a i l e d u n t i l f i n a l l y in Ju ly 1866 the 

l i n e s were jo ined once more between B r i t a i n and North America never t o be 

broken. Five years l a t e r France l a i d a l i n e from Bres t t o S t . P i e r r e . The 

number of cables inc reased (See Figure 1 4 ) by 1900, 13 cables crossed the 

North A t l a n t i c . Thus when Cyrus F i e ld died in 1893, h i s ob i tuary a p p r o p r i a t e l y 
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appeared with the news from a l l over the world for t h a t day. The impact 

t h a t h i s e f f o r t s had on Nova Sco t i a and Hal i fax w i l l be examined l a t e r in 

t h i s chap te r . 

In 1865, the f i r s t I n t e r n a t i o n a l Telegraph Union meeting was he ld in Gen

eva and i t e s t a b l i s h e d p r i o r i t i e s for t e l eg raph cos t s and at tempted to i n t r o 

duce some order i n t o the new i n t e r n a t i o n a l chaos of communication. The ben

e f i t t o Europe was enormous. Al l aspec t s of i n t e r n a t i o n a l l i f e were a f fec ted 

- f i n a n c i a l , d ip lomat ic and p o l i t i c a l . Daily newspapers now repor ted on 

events the day a f t er o r in some cases the very day they occurred . An i n 

c reas ing ly l i t e r a t e p u b l i c showed a g r e a t e r i n t e r e s t in news from around the 

world and began t o p lay an i nc r ea s ing ly a c t i v e p a r t in shaping these e v e n t s . 

P o l i t i c i a n s became more aware t h a t government ac t ions in the i n t e r n a t i o n a l 

scene were " i n s t a n t news" and must be manipulated accord ingly . Members of 

the " four th e s t a t e " thus became more p r e s t i g i o u s and in some cases p o l i t i c a l 

ca ree r s l i k e Winston C h u r c h i l l ' s were begun using the overseas i n t e r e s t s of 

the reading p u b l i c . This i s a l l t o p o i n t out t h a t the e l e c t r i c t e l egraph 

system had world wide e f f e c t s and none g r e a t e r than on the world wide empire 

of Great B r i t a i n . 

Great B r i t a i n ; M i l i t a r y Theory and P r a c t i s e 

As noted above, much of the c r e d i t for the development of the e l e c t r i c t e l e 

graph and i t s ex tens ion around the world can be l a i d a t B r i t a i n ' s door. 

After a l l B r i t a i n a t t h a t moment in man's h i s t o r y combined both the techno

logy and c a p i t a l t o p ioneer such an under tak ing . I t must not be assumed t h a t 

t h i s was simply an a c t of a l t r u i sm on B r i t a i n ' s p a r t t o b r ing the "family of 

man" c l o s e r t o g e t h e r . There were o the r mot ives . By the mid n ine teen th cen

t u r y , the Union Jack waved over twenty p e r cent of the e a r t h ' s surface and 
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the British empire was still expanding. The development of sophisticated mil

itary and industrial technology in the last half of the century would see to 

that. By the 1850's, the aegis of Britain was widespread and a rapid commun

ication system to both the civil and military authorities in the colonies 

would serve to consolidate and expand the empire. Britain therefore concen

trated on f o r9 i n a. an electric link with the colonies. Although the much-

heralded efforts of Cyrus Field have been given deserved attention, other 

shorter submarine cables were being laid long before the Atlantic cable was 

completed in .1866. In 1852 a cable linking Great Britain with her oldest 

colony, Ireland, was in place. The British colonies of Ceylon and India were 

linked in 1857. Despite or perhaps because of the "Sepoy Mutiny" in India, 

London was by 1860 in direct electric contact with the sub-continent. The 

telegraph system there was vital to military authorities in suppressing the 

rebellion and maintaining Britain's control of the colony which Disraeli later 

called the jewel in the Imperial crown. It was not the first time the British 

military had used the electric telegraph system for operational requirements 

in time of war. The first military use of the telegraph in combat conditions 

occurred during the Crimean War (1854-56) when the allied army erected lines 

in 1854 to connect command headquarters at Varna, Bulgaria with troop units 

in the field. A year later a submarine cable was laid across the Black Sea. 

Such communication techniques however did not mitigate the enormous confusion 

of strategy and tactics that the struggle in the Crimea was most remembered 

for. It is one thing to place a new tool or weapon, like the telegraph or 

tank in the hands of the military, but there is no guarantee that it will be 

wielded effectively. 

By late in the decade, the telegraph was being applied to logistical mat

ters in the colonial outposts with great profit. In the brief period during 

which the Atlantic telegraph was operable in 1858, over 400 messages were 

sent over this cable. Among these messages two were sent which probably cost 

the military authorities £10 but saved them £60,000. Both were the result 

of the successful suppression of the Indian Mutiny. The first wire was to 

General Trollope in Halifax directing him to keep the 62nd Regiment in Halifax 

and not to allow it to return to England. The second was to the officer in 

command at Montreal and it stated that the 39th Regiment was to stay in 

British North America as well. These orders cancelled the previous commands 
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which had been mailed a s h o r t time be fo re . The cost of t r a n s p o r t i n g these 
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t roops unnecessa r i ly was saved. Unfortunately wi th in a month the cable was 

dead and so was d i r e c t communication with the new world. Aside from the 

economic advantages t h a t might have occurred i f the cable had remained i n t a c t , 

t he re was a l s o the d e l i c a t e balance of d ip lomat ic r e l a t i o n s between a country 

in the t h roes of suppress ing a r e b e l l i o n and an empire whose support wavered 

between the two s i d e s . No doubt B r i t a i n ' s r e l a t i o n s with the U.S. e s p e c i a l l y 

a f t e r the "Trent" i n c i d e n t , could not have been worsened by more rap id com

munica t ions . For the remainder of the centuny the e l e c t r i c t e legraph played 

i t s p a r t in the "smal l wars" of the empire. In Ghana, Afghanis tan, South 

Af r i ca , and Egypt the t h i n wire was l a i d with the advancing t roops and became 

as much an i n t e g r a l p a r t of the Imper ia l m i l i t a r y baggage as the water canteen 

and the maxim. 

By the I860*s , m i l i t a r y s t r a t e g i s t s were beginning to awaken to i t s 

importance as a defensive weapon as we l l and t h i s was of e s p e c i a l i n t e r e s t 

to ' c o a s t a l consc ious ' B r i t a i n . The I860 ' s saw the f i r s t sa lvoes of an 

i nces san t verba l c lash between army and navy over the appropr ia te s t r a t e g y 

for the defence of the empire. Each claimed t h e i r importance and the re fo re 

the l a r g e s t share of the government 's defence budget . I t i s wel l beyond the 

scope of t h i s work t o d e t a i l the var ious arguments proposed over t h i s t h i r t y 

year shoot ing match but as communications i s involved and as the var ious 

t h e o r i e s were of d i r e c t import t o Ha l i f ax , a b r i e f d i scuss ion of the h igh

l i g h t s would not be ou t of p l ace h e r e . 

"Steam has br idged the channel !" , Rober t 'Pee l proclaimed with some f o r e 

boding and the repercuss ions of t h i s s ta tement t o the defence of the i s l a n d 

and the empire were enormous. Where once the vagar ies of fog, cu r ren t and 

wind could delay o r d i s r u p t an invas ion and give the Royal Navy time to con

c e n t r a t e i t s f o r c e s , the power of the steam engine changed t h i s . Unaided by 

wind, ve s se l s could steam across the twenty-one mile d i t ch in a couple of 

hou r s . Steam had transformed the Age ^of S a i l and B r i t a i n would have t o adapt . 

Where Napoleon's armies had stopped on the French coas t t h a t loca t ion was now 

a mere sp r ing board t o an enemy force i f i t possessed enough steam v e s s e l s . 

The steam r a i l r o a d had changed the face of the countrys ide and a l t e r e d the 

value of communications. The use of steam for v e s s e l s would have the same 

impact on sea communications. I f a t t acked the alarm had t o be sen t more r a p 

i d l y , dec i s ive ac t ion taken more quickly and a force launched immediately t o 
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repulse the enemy. Weaponry soon became more and more sophisticated. With 

steam driven armoured ships, came accurate and powerful guns as the smooth 

bore was replaced by the rifled gun. Then the ships became more heavily arm

oured leading to even more powerful guns. With such speed and improved 

armaments, a surprise attack on England's coast or her empire became a dis

tinct possibility. Such an attack could be defeated only with the aid of an 

early warning system. Thus to maintain their military might in relation to 

the growing European strength, England had to improve its coastal defences. 

To fortify the coasts of England would be an expensive procedure. To fortify 

the coasts of the Empire would be enormously expensive. 

One outgrowth of the discussion of the defence of the empire was the 

argument put forward in the I860's that the empire was unnecessary and ought 

to be discarded. This was easier said than done and was never considered 

seriously by any politician of note. Related to this was the fact that there 

also came into being what was known as the "blue water school" consisting of 

military and civilian strategists who felt that the navy was paramount in 

the defence of the empire. Therefore the bulk of government defence expendi

ture should go to the Royal Navy. In any case, the British government wished 

to reduce all defence spending. In 1865 the Colonial Defence Act was 

passed which encouraged the development of local defences: revenues and 

coastal defences to be paid for by the colonies concerned. The colonies were 

to pay their own way. At the same time Britain began to withdraw her army 

garrisons from the self governing colonies. By 1871, the British Army had 

abandoned Canada, with exception of the garrison at Halifax. The troops in 

Halifax guarded the Imperial naval dockyard which served the Royal Navy's 

North American and West Indies squadron. There was also an Imperial naval 

dockyard for the Pacific Squadron at Esquimault, B.C., but its military defense 

was partially left to the Canadian militia, and was to be a source of political 

contention between the Dominion and Imperial governments until 1905-06. 

It was not until the 1880's that the government's purse strings were un

knotted in reply to the incessant demands of blue water stategists for naval 

expansion. With the ambitious warship construction of the 1890's, the work 

on overseas coastal forts came to a halt and "... no more permanent defences 
12 

of land fortswere constructed in any part of the Empire." During this 

twenty year span (1860-1880) the coastal fortifications of the empire were 

receiving a great deal of attention from strategists. New communication tech-
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niques were being devised for both ship and shore and the new toy of electric 

telegraphy was a great contribution in the latter instance. One writer believed 

that no trouble or expence should be spared in maintaining a totally satis-

13 

factory communication system. One strategist who exerted a profound influ

ence on British military thought for almost a century (1860-1940) fully appre

ciated the new position in which the British empire had been placed by the shift 

from the age of sail to the age of steam. Due to swiftness now afforded to 

a striking force, Captain John Colomb, ^ e father of the Blue Water School, 

put forward the belief that the empire could only be defended by adhering to 

two major principles. . The first was that the safety of the Imperial communi

cations must be secured and the second that sufficient military strength must be 

created to defend to all parts of the empire. Such a policy seems expensive 

at first glance but Colomb felt it could be effected if only strategic points 

within the empire were equipped, most particularly the harbours necessary 

for the operations of the Navy. These points would be well fortified and de

fended by a coordination of army and navy strength. In his calculations the 

navy was to furnish the first line of defence, to engage the. enemy before it 

reached British territory, while the army would secure the navy's bases 

against attackers who got past the warships. Colomb clearly saw the interde-

pence of naval and military defence, and emphasized the need of the army and 

navy to cooperate closely. 

If, therefore, we trust the protection of our lines exclusively 

to a purely naval force, by imposing on our fleets the defence 

of the points which command them, we risk nay we court a general 

attack, not on England, not on the Channel, but on our vast col

onial empire, our extended commerce and interests in every quar-
15 

ter of the globe. 

The reason for the maintenance of such a coastal force was the security of 

the Imperial communications for in Colomb?s view, if these communication cen

tres were not protected, "our enemy could make it physically impossible for 
16 

the several parts to afford mutual assistance when attacked." Colomb closed 

his brief with a plea for a Royal Commission on the defence of Imperial com

munication. The writings of John Colomb together with his brother Philip 

(of whom more will be said later), undoubtedly had some impact for in 1879 

a commission was set up to enquire into the naval and military means provided 
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for the defence of important sea ports within the colonial empire. Marked 

out for special notice were those stations established for coaling, refitting 
17 

and repairing ships of the Royal Navy. Thus, by the 1880's, the coastal 

defences of a vital station like Halifax were receiving considerable attention. 

With this very sketchy glance at the theorectical aspects of communica

tion with coastal defences behind us, it might be well to turn to the prac

tical matters of signalling once more. Before examining Halifax specifically 

a brief examination of the activities of the innovations in the field of mil

itary and naval communition would be in order. The first half of the century 

had been dominated by Pasley and Popham; for the last half credit must be 

extended to the work of Philip Colomb, a naval officer and historian. Colomb.'s 

work of a theoretical nature has been examined in D.M. Schurman's book The 

Education of a Navy and therefore will not be analysed here. His contribu

tion was probably greatest, however, when one considers his invention of a 

flashing system of signalling, a system which was eventually adopted by both 

the Royal Navy and the British Army in the late 1860's. 

As previously noted, the invention of the electric telegraph did have its 

impact on the British army overseas in 1858. In national terms, however, it 

was still a fragile device in the 1850's that could only be installed in rela

tively stable circumstances. It was of little value for the frontier skirmishes 

and quickly coordinated efforts of battle. These required an efficient and 

more adaptable type of communication. By the 1870's the Field Telegraph played 

a large role in British Imperial expansion. It was used in Afghanistan, 1878-

80, and South Africa, 1877-81. Due to its tactical operation in Egypt in the 

early 1880's, the Royal Engineer Field Telegraph Battalion was formed in 
19 

April 1884. This established telegraph communication as an integral part 

of army manoeuvres. 

The Royal Navy, for obvious reasons, could not use the electric cable at 

all despite the fact that the technological changes had made obvious to the 

naval strategists the necessity of even more rapid communication than the old 

flag, pendant and ball system of the past. Coastal defences found them most 

useful in keeping in close touch with each outpost. The-first such electric 

telegraph was established in Halifax in 1869. Before this, however, the 

telegraph was being adapted as an offensive weapon as well. In 1865, the 

Royal Artillery Institute in England was informed of the use of the electric 
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telegraph to measure the distances of ships from coast batteries. In this 

way a more accurate fire from recently installed RML's could be concentrated 

on enemy ships. The author Captain R.W. Haig also noted that the course and 

speed of the ship could also be measured - a situation which would prove in

valuable if the coastal station was armed with long range guns and torpedoes. 

The implementation of the electric telegraph in Halifax for such a purpose 

was still a decade or two away.. Nevertheless the technology and the concern 

was there. 

Given the above, the communication systems of the armed forces were still 

rather archaic. This was especially true of the ship to ship and ship to 

coastal station signalling systems. In 1859, there was a slight modification 

of the General Signal Book but this was relatively insignificant. Signals 

had to be fast, short and unambiguous for ships were now swift, quick turning 

vessels independent of wind. The flag system was too slow and the electric 

telegraph was impossible. The answer was forthcoming when in 1863 Lt. Philip 

Colomb presented a paper on a new type of signal system to the Royal United 
21 

Services Institute or what one writer calls "the university of the services." 

The Admiralty took such an interest in Colomb's work that in 1867 it was 

adopted by the Royal Navy and published editions were distributed. Henceforth 

it became known as the "Colomb Flashing Signals". Colomb1s idea was simple 

in the extreme. He merely took the audile signals of the Morse code and 

applied the principle to a visual communication method that Could be manipu

lated easily and rapidly. Flags were tested and found too awkward although 

they could be used in some cases. Lights were ideal and a shutter or screen 

was used to accomplish the flashing. The code could also be used with "hooters" 
22 

as well. Of greatest import, this system could be used at night. This in 

one stroke did away with the cumbersome Pasley semaphore with lights. The 

navy, depending on the conditions, could utilize three visual signals - flags 
23 

and pendants, semaphore and flashing. 
The British Army which had always trailed the Royal Navy in signalling 

initiatives exhibited a great interest in the Colomb flashing device. The 

pressing question of army signalling was seriously considered by military 

authorities and Colomb himself was briefly attached to the Royal Engineers 

in order to advise them on signalling matters. It had been finally realized 

that some corps within the army would have to take responsibility for commu-
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nications. The Royal Engineers thus made official what they had been doing 
24 

in practice all along. A school of signalling was set up at Chatham and 

virtually all units were required to furnish men to be trained as signallers. 

The signallers were instructed in the semaphore system of the Royal Navy, 

lamps for night work, the heliograph for long distance work and the electric 
25 

telegraph. In the case of the last mentioned, after 1879 four officers and 

160 men were prepared to take over the post office telegraph system if an 

emergency situation arose. 

By the late 1870's, the Royal Engineers had a highly trained Telegraph 

troop consisting of six officers and 245 NCO's and men. 

The troop is so organized that it can be broken up into three 

sections, each complete in itself. A certain proportion of the 

men are trained to act as signallers, and all the materials for 

visual signalling flags for use by day rockets and lime light 

for flashing signals by night - are carried with the troops. 

The troop also carried wagons of insulated wire, telegraph poles and four 

wagons fitted as offices with Morse recording instruments. The experience for 

such an efficient corps of men was provided by the activities of the empire. 

The heliograph, for example, was used extensively in Wazeri Egypt in 1881 and 

in the Sudan in 1897, a heliograph signal station sent almost one thousand 

messages in a period covering eighteen days. 

The British army and Royal Navy in the I860's, due to the changes occurr

ing around it, had either to adopt to the new methods of communication or be 

left behind and worse still fall victim to more adaptable enemies. Colomb's 

concept of flashing signals can be seen as the beginning of modern communica

tion in both services, although the senior service, the navy, had shown a 

marked interest in any type of communication for a considerable period before 

this as shown above. The army, although innovative at times, as in 1810 dur

ing the Peninsular War, was much slower to realize the value of instantaneous 

communication. By 1880, an ever - increasing number of different visual and 

audile signals were being transmitted as the western world accustomed itself 

to the flashing lights and dot-dash clatter of telegraphy. 

Halifax; Flags and Wires 

In 1829, Gustavus Nicolls began his reconstruction of the Halifax Citadel. 
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This fourth and last Citadel was to defend not only the provinces of the east 

coast but also the British military might that was garrisoned in Halifax and 

most importantly the Imperial Naval Station. When Nicolls began his work, 

he little realized that the Halifax Citadel would be three decades in the 

making, cost some quarter of a million pounds and be outdated when it was 

completed in 1860. In 1829, Nicolls had other worries both major and minor 

and one of his minor concerns was whereto put the flag staves which the Duke 

of Kent had erected in the Citadel. Before this, however, he had to decide 

what system he wished to use. 

Despite the fact that Lieutenant-Colonel Pasley's semaphore had been 

adopted by the Admiralty the British army appears to have been more reticent 

in utilizing the Pasley system. In 1827, while still at Chatham, Pasley,was 

asked to provide information on his semaphore by the Board of Ordnance. He 

replied enthusiastically describing his device in some detail and urging that 

it could be used to great advantage in the colonies as the clearer atmosphere 

of the colonies would allow for greater visibility. The signal stations could 
27 

then be separated by a greater distance. The Board of Ordnance had requested 

this information as it would be required to provide equipment and furnishing 

for the new Citadel being erected in Halifax. The almost yearly expense of 

flags and bunting for the Naval Yards had led the Ordnance to believe that 

the semaphore would be cheaper. As it was very difficult to make a cost com

parison of the Pasley semaphore and the flag and bunting system already in 
28 

operation, the commanding officer in Halifax was asked to assess the value 

of each method. 

Nicolls, with his penchant for circumlocution, eventually got round to 
29 

saying "no", although he ensured that the Lieutenant Governor concurred first. 

This was not difficult as James Kempt had played a prominent part in the tele

graph system in use in Halifax at that time as noted in the second chapter. 

Nevertheless, Nicolls had sound arguments for maintaining the present system. 

It was simpler and more economical to operate than the Pasley device. Flags 

and pendants were not inordinately expensive and by their use they supplied 

the desired information to Navy, Army and inhabitants of Halifax. Nicolls 

argued that the present telegraph made over 700 questions and answers and 

could make more if required. The Pasley semaphore would not increase 

the signalling vocabulary. He also pointed out that all four stations - Fort 
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George, York Redoubt, Camperdown and Sambro would have to be re-equipped which 

might mean entirely new buildings. Nicolls thus found it most expedient to 

maintain the present system. Surprisingly, Nicolls did not use the severe 

climate of British North America as an excuse for not adopting Pasley's sema

phore. Perhaps he was not familiar with the experiments carried out by 

Lieutenant-General J. Sherbrooke some years earlier. These experiments showed 

that the machinery would be impeded by cold weather and that the balls could 

be more easily seen through the haze of Nova Scotia than the arms of a sema-

phore. ^ In fact the only advantage that occurred to Nicolls was that the 

men working the Pasley semaphore could work under shelter whereas with the 

existing system they had to go outside the hut to operate the ropes. But 

"...no complaints have been made in this head [and therefore] it does not 

appear to be advisable that any unnecessary expence should be incurred on this 

account." Nicolls did mention one expense of the present telegraph system 

that would be queried in the years to come by the Ordnance board. He noted 

that the major expense for flags and pendants in Halifax was to keep them in 

repair. This, however, was not for the Telegraphy but for signals made on 

the Signal Staff to denote vessels coming into the harbour and on the Ensign 

Staff to denote the port from which these vessels had come. In addition, a 

great part of the work was for naval purposes for the various Admirals at 

different times used this station. These expenses were defrayed to a certain 

extent by the government. The Citadel then in 1828 was well established as 

the centre of Halifax communications and for this reason, Nicolls positioned 

them in a prominent place on the new Citadel. 

As the rebuilding of the Citadel proceeded, it was plain that the posi

tions that the three staffs occupied in the third Citadel were unacceptable. 

(See Figure 15). They were all to be moved from the centre of the fort to 

the south front. The flag staff was to be placed on the southwest demi-bas

tion and both the telegraph and signal staff were to occupy the right rampart 

of the south eastern front. This location allowed all three flag staffs to 

be seen clearly by the signal station, the ships in the harbour (See Figure 16) 

and the inhabitants of Halifax. (See Figure 17). The question as to when the 

staves were moved cannot be answered with any certainty. As early as 1828, 

before Nicolls had even started construction, the signal post at Fort George 

had deteriorated to such an extent that it was considered dangerous to main-
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tain. The signal staff eventually erected in the southeast salient was there

fore new and would in the normal course of events have been erected as soon 

as possible. Whether the Ensign staff and the Telegraph staff were replaced 

is not known. In the case of the latter, it had been proposed by Rice Jones 

that the telegraph would be of better service if erected on the Cavalier 

building. Nicolls, however, believed that the movement of the large mast by 
33 

the elements would adversely affect the masonry of the building. Somewhat 

surprisingly, the Signal Director was housed on the top floor of the Cavalier 

building until the 1850's when he and his assistants moved to the southeast 

salient. The staves were not erected until the mid-1830's but by 1836 they 

appear to have been raised in their appropriate positions (See Figure 18) 
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outlined by Nicolls. 

Although the Citadel signal posts were altered, no action was taken on 

the outposts. York Redoubt still maintained its telegraph post (See Figure 19) 

which could be seen clearly from Halifax without the aid of a telescope. (See 

Figure 20). It was not only an important link between Camperdown and the Citadel 

but it also served the harbour by firing fog signals, a duty which was also car-
35 

ried out by Sambro Light House. Camperdown was also busy in the 1830's as a 

vital link in the telegraphic chain. The four men in the detachment were 

constantly required and despite a request by the Lieutenant General commanding 

assistance in digging a well, their absence from the post could not be 

granted for it would cause great inconvenience to the signalling service. 

The only record of signals sent during the 1830's is a framed sketch in 

the possession of the Public Archives of Nova Scotia entitled "Signals made 

at the Signal Hill, Halifax when vessels were coming into Harbour" (See Figure 

21). It included merchant, naval and packet signals and in it is the first 

mention of the use of wooden crosses as distress signals. There was no doubt 

a proliferation of such sketches in the offices of the Halifax business com

munity in 1840. 

The 1840's brought renewed questions concerning the expense of the signal 

stations in Halifax and once more their upkeep had to be justified by the 

military. C.E. Trevelyan of the Treasury set forth to the Secretary of Ord

nance the principle that only those signal stations in the Empire which were 

required for any military or naval object would be maintained by the home 

government. The expenses for any of the men employed in such a service were 
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to be met by the Ordnance estimates instead of the Quarter Master stores. 

Such strictures were applied to the various signal stations in the empire and 

led to the closure of several of them. In the colony of New Brunswick, the 
37 

signal house near Carleton Martello Tower had closed, a likely result of 

Treasury action. Other stations were successfully transferred to the Ordn

ance Department and these included Bermuda, Jamaica, Gibraltor, Sierra Leone 

and Nova Scotia. In the case of Nova Scotia only Halifax harbour, as the 

sole signal station in the province, was affected by a relocation within the 

financial structure and the stricture presented for its continued maintanance 

was forcefully put. In a letter dated 25 March 1844, Major Matson stated 

that the CKE Halifax must 

... make the distinction between such Signal Stations as appertain 

to Commercial and Police purposes - and those which are required 

for any Military and Naval object.... This distinction is to be 

critically adhered to, both in Peace and War:- and the the charge 

of the Military Signal Station will be under the Quarter Master 

General; the Signal men, paid on his Certificate, the Buildings 

and Signal Posts repaired by the Engineer Department... and the 
38 

Gear supplied on his Requisition upon the Ordnance Storekeeper. 

The Halifax station was soon fully justified. In May, 1844 Viscount Falkland, 

Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia, wrote to Lord Stanley on the necessity of 

keeping the Signal Stations for military purposes and included enclosures by 

J. Dickson Major General commanding, and the officers of the Ordnance, includ-
39 

ing P.D. Calder Lt. Col. R.E., all of whom were favourable to such action. 

The correspondents noted that the signal station was vital to army, navy and 

the shipping interest and was not used for any public service. As to the 

matter of the shipping interests, the expense of their flags was met by them

selves viz. the merchants and was not considered an inconvenience by the mil

itary authorities. It would appear from the correspondence that the situation 

in Halifax was left as it was. An increase in sea traffic in the 1840's and 

1850's would change this accommodating attitude as will be seen later. What 

is not clear from the correspondence is how the "public" telegraphs were used 

if indeed they were. Halifax was listed as one of the "Foreign Semaphore 

Stations" all within the British Empire. All were links in the Watson Tele-
40 

graph system set up on an international basis in 1842. Perhaps Watson's 
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dream far outreached reality and he never succeeded in finalizing his system 

in the colonies. As noted earlier the electric telegraph was rapidly estab

lishing itself and by 1847, five years after Watson had advertised his system 

as international, the electric telegraph, had replaced the government's opti

cal telegraph system. 

By the late 1840's, some concepts about the use of the electric telegraph 

were entering the province from two sources, England and the United States, 

and this new invention would eventually, although not without a struggle, dis

place the flag and ball system of the Halifax harbour. That, however, would 

take another three decades. 

In 1850, a letter appeared in a St. John's newspaper from John T. Mull

ock, Roman Catholic Bishop of Newfoundland. He suggested in his letter to 

readers what many others had already considered a possibility. This was a 

telegraph line across the island and connected to Nova Scotia by a cable across 

the strait. This would shorten the transmission of messages by forty-eight 

hours. No action was taken until 1852 when a New Yorker named Frederick N. 

Gisborne organized a company which was granted exclusive rights to erect tele

graph lines across Newfoundland and then the messages received were passed on 
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to Nova Scotia by carrier pigeon or steamer. He consulted the American fin

ancier Cyrus Field whose career has already been examined and in 1854 the 

New York - Newfoundland - London Telegraph Company was formed. The interest 

in such a venture was quickly taken up elsewhere for in 1855 the Nova Scotia 

Legislature Assembly passed a private act to incorporate the Transatlantic 
41 

Submarine Telegraph Company. Obviously it was not intending to limit itself 

to the Newfoundland - Nova Scotia cable which would have been financially 

unviable. The Nova Scotia - Newfoundland submarine cable was completed by 

1856 before the adventure of the Atlantic cable was begun. Within twelve years 

Cyrus Field, almost bankrupt, had completed his task which would permanently 

revolutionize worldwide communications. 

From the above it should not be imputed that the eastern colonies of Brit

ish North America were waiting on an American financier before beginning a 

telegraph line. Within two years of Morse's line being erected between Balti

more and Washington, a report was presented to the Lieutenant-Governor of New 

Brunswick, Sir William M.G. Colebrooke,' by two doctors, J. Robb and J.B. Told-

ervy, which estimated the cost of an electro-magnetic Telegraph between Fred-
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e r i c t o n and S t . John which would follow much the same route suggested by 
42 Prince Edward almost f i f t y years be fo re . The two men advised the adoption 

of the Morse system as i t was not only cheaper but a l s o r e g i s t e r e d on the pap

e r any t e l e g r a p h i c d i s p a t c h . I t i s probable t h a t s h o r t l y a f t e r t h i s time 

Nova Sco t ia a l so had i t s own te legraph system, the Nova Sco t i a Telegraph Line, 

which suppl ied information not only to government but a l so to the popular 

p r e s s as w e l l . I t served p r o v i n c i a l and i n t e r n a t i o n a l i n t e r e s t s equa l ly . In 

the February 17, 1851 i s s u e of t h e Novascotian, the winner of the Colchester 

County e l e c t i o n was being proclaimed by the newspaper before the votes had 

a l l been counted, due t o the "magic" of t h e e l e c t r i c t e l e g r a p h . The t r a n s 

c r i p t i o n of the information rece ived i s a s t r ange mixture of the most modern 

communication device of the time t r a n s m i t t i n g the very t r a d i t i o n a l and p r e 

d i c t a b l e vot ing p a t t e r n s of r u r a l Nova S c o t i a . 

Creelman's E l ec t i on i s secured . Majority y e t u n c e r t a i n . No ce r 

t a i n word from Tatamagouche and New Annon. Creelman's ma jo r i t y , 

t he re l a s t year was 126. Munroe's major i ty exc lus ive of these 
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p l aces i s 37, we may c a l c u l a t e on a major i ty of 75. 

In May of 1851, the Novasco t ian ,ca r r i ed news of s tock market q u o t a t i o n s , steam

er a r r i v a l and B r i t i s h and European news under the heading "Via Telegraph from 
44 

New York." By 1858, Hal i fax was in d i r e c t communication with Montreal and 

Boston for the f i r s t time and by the l a t e summer of t h a t year the A t l a n t i c 

cable was completed and Hal i fax was r ece iv ing the most recen t of i n t e r n a t i o n a l 

news. 

The army in Halifax, however, was not quite in tune with the times. In 

the same paper that reported on the New York business community was a story 

concerning the Nova Scotian inventor Dr. A. Gesner, who was experimenting 

with his kerosene gas light on the flag staff of the Halifax Citadel. The 

hope was expressed that this light, which reflected "a very brilliant light," 
45 

could be adapted for telegraphic purposes. It is not clear when the electric 

telegraph connection to the Citadel was established. The military was cer

tainly not enthralled with the telegraph posts that the Nova Scotia Telegraph 
46 

Company had erected on the glacis of the Citadel in the early 1850's. The 

posts were not linked to any telegraphic connections within the Citadel for 

Lieutenant-Colonel Savage complained of the posts interfering with military 

operations. Whether they were still there in the I860's is not known but they 
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are certainly still in evidence in a photo taken of the Citadel in 1899. (See 

Figure 22). Although still apparently clutching a rapidly out-dated means of 

communication, the military authorities were showing less enthusiasm than 

they had exhibited in the 1840's with regard to the mercantile communications. 

In 1855, 1410 British vessels of 207,044 tons entered Halifax harbour. In

cluding foreign vessels, especially American ones, a rough estimate would 

suggest over 2,000 vessels in total. As the harbour traffic increased in 

the 1850's, so too did the work load of the military signalling community. 

The importance of the flags on the southeast salient to the city cannot be 

overemphasised. As each ship entered the harbour, its coming was flashed to 

the Citadel which initiated a flurry of activity on the Halifax waterfront. 

An Acadian Recorder columnist describes it best: 

How eagerly the merchants of the city would watch from day to 

day, the signal staff to see if their private signals were float

ing in the wind. And what a scurrying there would be of the 

employees on the wharves to be on hand when vessels arrived. 

All hands on deck - from merchant to the laborer - at six o'clock 

in the morning, with an intermission from 8 to 9 o'clock for 
47 

breakfast. Those were lively times on the waterfront. 

With such time-consuming responsibilities to the city and perhaps a suspicion 

that the electric telegraph would soon replace the military telegraph, the 

decision was made in 1857 to shift the expence of the mercantile signals else

where by closing down the signal staff. This included the military signals 

as well, for Lord Panmure commented in a letter dated 22 September 1857 that 

the signal establishment in Nova Scotia no longer need be maintained during 
48 

peace trme for any mrlitary purposes whatsoever. The mercantile community 

quickly requested that the signal station be maintained as a boon but Panmure 

felt such action would entail a boon too expensive for any funds to manage. 

While the merchants and War Office dickered, the flagstaffs and yard arms of 

the Signal Station were lowered on 1 January 1858 as threatened by the army. 

New estimates of the cost of keeping the signal posts were formulated. The 

press had other ideas. The Acadian Recorder suggested that the people of Hal

ifax lay a submarine electric cable line to Sambro which would involve nominal 

cost and swifter communications. This system could be used day and night and, 

ending on a patriotic note, the paper commented that such action would leave 
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the masts and flag staffs on Citadel Hill to be used only to display the 
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British flag and holiday bunting. The issue was resolved in 1858 when 

the Nova Scotia government agreed to defray the expense of the signal 

station at Halifax. The costs would be met by charging all vessels and 

steamers entering the port of Halifax from out of the province an entry 

fee of five shillings to the collector of colonial duties. The signaller 

would remain military personnel and be paid at set rates. (See Appendix 7). 

Presumably before the end of 1858 the signal staff and telegraph staff once 

more dominated the Citadel skyline. However the next decade would see a 

long-anticipated change in signalling practices and the long awaited 

adoption of the electric telegraph for the Halifax Defences. 

The I860's gave rise to a long dormant threat to the security of 

British North America. In the spring of 1861, the American Civil War began 

and a series of incidents between Britain and the northern states almost 

lead to hostilities which would certainly have affected British North 

America. Halifax was, after all, an important refuge for British squadrons 

and an excellent flanking position if any American force attempted an 

invasion. As the war drew to a close in 1865 there was also the fear that 

the Union army of a million would, by simply marching, fulfill the much 

espoused prophesy of "Manifest Destiny" from the young republic and create 

a continental nation from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Artie to 

the Caribbean. This obviously did not occur but during 1866-67 the male 

inhabitants of Upper and Lower Canada and the Maritime Provinces of 

militia age were on alert to prepare for possible Fenian attacks. 

Generally than the 1860's was a period of tension in Halifax. It should 

not be surprising that during this decade over £170,000 was expended on 

the Halifax fortifications. This was in keeping with the new imperial 

policies as regards to coastal defence and also due to the shadow of 

American power. An accurate and rapid communication system was vitally 

important to such defences. With this factor in mind it is surprising that 

the establishment of an electric telegraph connection to one of the outlying 

forts was postponed until the end of the decade. 

The visual military communication utilized in Halifax was as modern as 

was possible. Several of those involved in signalling were in tough with Col

omb' s latest innovation in the field of signal flashing. Thus Halifax prob

ably knew of any army or navy signal changes before they actually went into 
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practice. Captain Bolton even contributed to the deliberations of the Royal 

United Services Institute in London and is credited with effecting several 
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important improvements in the art of telegraphy. His efforts were probably-

responsible for the lanterns that were hoisted on the yard arm beginning in 

May 1863 to note the direction from which a ship was approaching. The old 

signal route was still in place in 1861. (See Figure 23). The military 

communications system was constantly evolving while the merchant signal staff 

played a constant role in city affairs. (See Appendix 8). There was, however, 

an interruption of the mercantile service in February of 1866 when the signal 

staff was shifted to. allow for a change in armaments on the Citadel. The signal 

staff erected on the south front was removed and replaced by a taller staff which 

included sixteen additional feet. The additional length was due to the flag 

staff's new position on the re-entrant angle of the southeast salient. The 
work was completed by the Naval Artificers as they were considered to have 
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more practical experience in this work than the military workmen. Details 

of the structures on the southeast salient in 1867 appear in Appendix 9. 

The electric telegraph was certainly proving its military value elsewhere» 

In New Brunswick during April of 1866, a series of telegraph communications 

from the southern border of New Brunswick to the Commander in Chief in Fred-
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eriction warned of possible Fenian raids on St. John and Frederictbn. Men 

were quickly mobilized at the borders and along the Bay of Fundy and, although 

the invasion was of little consequence, there were rumours throughout the rest 

of the decade that the Fenians would try again. Such speculations provided 

the necessary impetus for the installation of the electric telegraph connect

ing the Halifax Fortress to the outposts. 

In 1869, the Report and Estimate of Works and Repairs included a sum of 

B223 to complete the electric telegraph. This amount would provide for the 

necessary instruments and three telegraph officers to be situated at the Cit

adel, Cambridge Battery and York Redoubt. The instrument requisitions are 

detailed in Appendix 10. By October of 1869, the submarine military telegraph 

from Fort George to York Redoubt was in operation. The electric telegraph was 

extended to Camperdown by 1871 for trained telegraphists were being sent to 
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both York Redoubt and Camperdown. The military had finally awakened to the 

advantages of the electrical system. Colonel R. Burnaby C.R.E. in a letter 

to Colonel Ansell CO., Halifax, was unstinting in his espousal of the new 
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communication network. He was struck by the advantage of a system that allow

ed exchanges at night and in fog. One telegraph operator could replace the 

four necessary for the old method and there would also be no wear and tear of 

flags, ropes, spars, etc. It would also be of benefit to the army in time of 

war and yet he noted the cost could be borne by the Dominion authority due to 
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the fact that Canada was at peace. The repeated arguments were eventually 

accepted and by 1871, the military can be said to have firmly stepped, or 

should one say sidled, into the electric age of communications. Now Halifax 

could better fulfill the role that Colomb had cast her as the Imperial for

tress to provide "... a moveable and purely military force for strategical 
59 coast distribution, and for counter attack," in case of a war with the 

United States. 

Although the Halifax Citadel still commanded the defence of the harbour, 

the most important fortress in the 1870's was York Redoubt. Although the op

tical signal staff was still up in 1870 (See Figure 24).as a back up system 

and also to transfer messages from Camperdown, the electrical telegraph to 

the Citadel was more important. Invasion by land was no longer feared and 

thus to counter the threat from the armoured steamers, Halifax's defences began 

to move outward. Ordnance in the various outposts of the harbour were changed as 
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rifled muzzle loaders replaced the old smooth bores. 

For a change, Halifax's strength was all out of proportion to the likely 

dangers to it in the 1870s and 1880s. " Due to this increased fire power 

and its commanding position on the high bluff at the harbour mouth, York Re

doubt became the keystone in the Halifax Defence system. Flags and pendants 

between the Citadel and York Redoubt were still used although the bulk of 

the communications was by telegraph. Then in November 1873 a fire completely 

destroyed the signal hut at York Redoubt (See Appendix n ) and only the 

electric telegraph was used after that. Whether a new signal staff was ser

iously contemplated is not known at present. It does not appear to have been 

built, for a sketch done in 1880 shows only a flag staff. (See Fioure 25). Thus 

was broken the first link in a visual communication system that had lasted almost 

a century. The final disruption came even more rapidly. In 1879 an electric tele

graph was installed in other batteries at Fort Charlotte, Ives Point and Cam-

perdown. The message of a ship's arrival would no longer be sent by a 

flash of bunting but by a spark of electricity. The harbour and its coastal 

batteries were now completely wired for defence. Only the flags and bunting 
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waved at the Citadel as the commercial code was still flashed. (See Figure 26). 

The introduction of the new devices did not lead to the lowering of the 

bunting. Messages were still flashed to the city by the signal staffs. In 

fact a staff had been added. In 1873 a storm mast was erected on the south

east salient to give the city and harbour due warning of an approaching storm» 

The flags still played their part in celebrations. It was noted by the Morning 

Chronicle on 25 May 1870 that Queen Victoria's birthday was observed in the 

"usual manner." 

Early in the day the signal staff at the citadel, the ships of 

war, and many of the merchant ships in port, were decorated with 
*i 6 3 flags.... 

Despite the very noticeable displays that the staffs on the southeast front 

put on (See Figure 27) the work of communication was being done by other means. 

The noon-day gun was fired only after the Halifax timekeeper Robert Cogswell 

sent the correct time by private telegraph to Citadel Hill. The city had 

even installed a fire alarm telegraph and plans were afoot to connect the 

Halifax Imperial station with its counterpart in Bermuda. This would be a 

reality in the 1880"s. 

The Halifax Citadel flags had by 1880 become more a tradition than a nec

essity. True the mercantile signals were of some importance although they 

were not nearly as important as they had been. The storm mast, when it was 

accurate, was an advantage to the city but it was only used occasionally. The 

army's long distance telegraph had long ceased to be of any value. The special 

corps of R.E.s had their various methods of communication but these did not 

include the flag and ball hoist method introduced to the Citadel many decades 

previously. This method had finally been discarded for sound. 
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The Spoken Word 

Tis not impossible to hear a whisper a furlong's distance (200 meters), 

it having already been done; and perhaps the nature of the thing would not make 

it more impossible though that furlong should be ten times multiplied. 

- Robert Hooke 

(17th Century inventor) 

In the 1870s, man was on the verge of accomplishing what Robert Hooke has casu

ally remarked upon almost two centuries before - voiced long distance communi

cations. Hooke was referring in the above quotation to speaking tubes and the 

voice being transmitted within a confined air space. By 1870, however, western 

technology was able to provide a contraption infinitely more sophisticated and 

far-reaching in its impact. Electricity, which had been harnessed to send a 

code of dots and dashes, was about to be employed in transmitting the voice. 

After its invention in 1876 by Alexander Graham Bell, the telephone spread 

throughout the world even more rapidly than the telegraph had before it. Ob

viously, man was becoming more and more susceptible to the introduction of new 

inventions. A year after Bell had first spoken into his transmitter, the 

telephone became commercially viable. In 1878, the first telephone and switch

board for commercial service was installed in New Haven, Connecticutt and by 

1880, there were 138 exchanges in operation in the United States with 30,000 

subscribers. The pattern soon spread to Canada and Europe and in 1887 there 

were 12,000 subscribers in Canada, 26,000 in Great Britain and 22,000 in Ger

many. The last thirty years of the nineteenth century did not experience the 

foot dragging and the conservatism of the earlier years of the century in matters 

of technology. New devices were no longer considered toys and were soon gobbled 

up by consumers and put to some functional and commercial use by some entrepre

neur. The pace of inventiveness picked up as new discoveries spawned innova

tions and modifications which would have been considered with some awe and 

suspicion two decades previously but were now welcomed with grand style and the 
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cry went up for more. 

The changes in communication devices will not be chronicled in detail 

here save to mention that the wireless and later radio would usher in a whole 

new era in the twentieth century. In the first year of this new century, 1901, 
2 

the wireless had spanned the Atlantic. When Marconi transmitted the letter 

"s" from Cornwall to Newfoundland in that year, he made the efforts of Cyrus 

Field and his Atlantic cable between continents seem as ancient as the Duke of 

Kent's visual telegraph system between Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Of 

greater interest to this study and its sea-bound tradition is the impact that 

the wireless had on ship communications. No longer would the flag and light 

manipulations of Popham, Pasley and Colomb be the sole means of sea communica

tions. Now ships could transmit night or day and, more importantly, when 

separated by hundreds of miles. The impact this would have on warfare was 

barely of hinted at during the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05). A thorough exam

ination is beyond the confines of this study. Suffice to say that man had 

finally discovered the means of instantaneous communication to any spot on 

the globe and it now remained to erect the necessary receivers for its use. 

The ether had become even more glutted with "sound". Orders, commands, re

quests and market quotations were utilizing the telegraph, telephone and wire

less to cross oceans, continents and empires. The empires in particular found 

the new inventions useful and their armed forces were becoming less likely to 

leave these new technological marvels for "lesser breeds" to adopt first. 

The British military strategists were still in the depths of their debate 

over the defence of the empire and by the late 1880s the British Royal Navy 

would once more receive the attention that it requested to defend the homeland 

and the colonies. The empire was still expanding and its best defence was 

still due to the maritime quadrilateral outlined by the Duke of Cambridge in 

1869. The four points on this figure were Malta, Gibralter, Bermuda and Hali-
3 

fax. All were coastal Imperial stations which contained both military and 

naval forces and received whatever military expenditure was necessary to main

tain modernity in weaponry and communications. One, Halifax, had been 

improved and fortified well beyond its defensive requirements. 

The defences of Halifax in 1880 have been detailed in the previous chap

ter. Large sums of money had been spent for new construction, the latest in 

heavy armament and a communication system to ensure the impregnability of the 
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defence system. The telegraph lines and cables had been laid to link the var

ious forts in the complex in 1879. A telephone connection was still in the 

future. The city of Halifax, however, was not far from telephone communications 

for in 1883 the Bell Telephone Company of Canada was about to begin the con-
4 

struction of a switchboard system. A telephone connection between the Citadel 

and military property was no doubt in place by 1890. (See Appendix 12.) The 

Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institute noted in 1893 that a farewell 

dinner was held in the mess for General Sir John Ross. As he was absent from 
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the party, his bon voyage was communicated to him by telephone. Further 

research will no doubt provide a fuller account of the telephone exchange in

stalled by the military in Halifax. 

The defence of the Imperial station in Halifax from 1880 to 1900 was as 

efficient and modern as a former colony could expect. Aside from the introduc

tion of the telegraph and telephone, there were also the breech loading guns 

that had replaced the rifled muzzle loaders in 1878, the electric searchlights 

at Point Pleasant in 1886 and the quick fire guns at Fort Charlotte in 1887. 

The problem during this period appears to have been not so much the means of 

communication but how to coordinate all the various systems that were being 

used. Where once a flag could be waved as a signal, there was now a whole 

plethora of ways to transmit a message. Training in all the various forms of 

signalling or communication was being given and specialists were developing. 

Communication in all its forms was no longer the sole responsibility of the 

Royal Engineers although they still undertook much of the training. The 

Royal Artillery now had a very competent signalling program which included 

telephone, the naval system, electric signal lamps and the ordinary signal flag. 

In the latter instance the army had not yet caught up with the naval semaphore 

system. Those stationed in coastal batteries like Halifax had taken a more 

active interest in flag waving and the system was widely known. It was noted 

by Sherbrooke in an article written in 1904, 

In many batteries, practically every man can now read semaphore 

signalling. 

By 1900 the Halifax Citadel, from all outward appearances, still waved the flag 

and showed the bunting on Royal birthdays and accession days. But the previous 
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decades had seen the continual decline of the Citadel to a much less formid

able stature as a fortification. In the dim beginning of the settlement, the 

outstations were there to support the heart of the Halifax defences on Citadel 

hill. The nineteenth century witnessed a dramatic shift in society brought 

about by increased industrialization. The corresponding changes in military 

technology had their own particular effect on strategy and tactics and in 

turn the military base of Halifax was affected. The Halifax Defence Complex 

in a brief fifty year period (1850-1900) underwent a great transition. Rapidly 

the firepower of Halifax's defence moved outward towards the mouth of the har

bour. At the same time communications between the Citadel and the outstations 

transformed from visual flag waving to direct communication by voice. The mil

itary had been swept up in a world wide revolution in communications and the 

Halifax Citadel, so near completion in 1850 as the most modern of forts, would 

soon be outmoded in weaponry and of less than primary concern as a bulwark of 

defence. But it still had a part to play besides being a rather uncomfortable 

barracks. Utilizing the new electronic links to the outstations, the Citadel's 

new role was well established by the end of the century. It would be the 

collector, coordinator and disseminator within the new communication systems -

the nerve centre of the Halifax Defence Complex. It was just as it had been a 

century before when Prince Edward raised the first flags of his telegraph system 

over the ramparts of Fort George. 
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Appendix 1 : Polybius' Communication System 

About 170 BC while a tutor in the house of Aemillus Paulus in Rome (charged 

with the education of his two sons, Fabius and Scipio), Polybius apparently 

found time to develop his improved signalling method. In Chapter 46 of his 

10th book of history, Polybius writes: 

The last method which I shall mention, was invented either by 

Cleoxenes or Democritus, but perfected by myself. This method 

is precise, and capable of signifying everything that happens 

with the greatest accuracy. A very exact attention, however, 

is required in using it. 

• • • 

Take the alphabet and divide it into five parts, with five let

ters in each. In the last part, indeed, a letter will be want

ing, but this is of no importance. Then let those who are to 

give and to receive the signals, write upon five tablets the five 

portions of the letters in their proper order, and concert to

gether the following plan: That he, on one side, who is to make 

the signal, shall first raise two lighted torches, and hold them 

erect until they are answered by torches from the other side. 

This only serves to show that they are on both sides ready and 

prepared. Then afterwards, he again who gives the signal shall raise 

first some torches upon the left hand, in order to make known 

to those on the other side which of the tablets is to be inspect

ed, - if the first, for example, a single torch; if the second , 

two; and so of the rest. That then he shall raise other torches 

also upon the right, to mark in the same manner to those who 

receive the signal, which of the letters upon the tablet ,is to 

be observed and written. When they have thus regulated their 

plan and taken their respective posts, it will be necessary 
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first to have a dioptical instrument formed with two holes or 

tubes - one for discovering the right, and the other the left 

hand of. the person who is to raise the torches on the opposite 

side. The tablets must be placed erect and in their proper 

order near the instrument; and upon the right and left there 

should be also a solid fence of about ten feet in length, and 

of the height of a man, that the torches, being raised along the 

top of these ramparts, may give a more certain light, and when 

they are dropped again, that they may also be concealed behind 

them. 

When all things, then, are thus prepared, if it be intended, 

for example, to convey this notice, 'that some of the soldiers, 

about a hundred in number, have gone over to the enemy,' it will 

be necessary, in the first place, to choose words for this pur

pose which contain the fewer letters. Thus, if it be said, 'Cre

tans a hundred have deserted,' the same thing is expressed in 

less than half of the letters which compose the former sentence. 

These words, then, being first written down, and communicated by 

means of torches in the following manner. The first letter is K 

(Kappa) which stands in the second division of the alphabet and 

upon the second tablet. The person, therefore, who makes the 

signal first, holds up two torches upon the left, to signify that 

it is the second tablet which is to be inspected; and afterwards 

five upon the right to show that Kappa is the letter, which who 

receives the signal must observe and write - for Kappa stands 

fifth and the second division of the letters. Then again he holds 

up four torches upon the left, because P (Kho) is found in the 

fourth division; and two upon the right to denote that it stands 

the second in that division. From hence the person who receives 

the signal writes Kho upon his tablet, and in the same manner 

all the rest of the letters. By this method, an account of every

thing that happens may be conveyed with the most perfect accuracy. 

It is true, indeed, then, because every letter requires a 

double signal, a great number of torches must be employed. If the 
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necessary pains, however, be used, the thing will be found to be 

very practicable. In both these methods it is principally requi

site, that the person employed should first be exercised by prac

tice: that, when a real occasion happens, the signals may be made 

and answered without any mistake. 

There were naturally some problems in reading signals sent by Polybius1 sys

tem, due in the main to the lack of telescopes. It was difficult at long 

range to discern the left screen from the right. To alleviate this Polybius 

used what he called "a geometrical instrument." Professor Chevalier of the 

Royal College at Paris has described this portion of the system: 

An upright post was driven into the ground, and provided at the 

top with a pin, on which the cross-bar works oh a pivot horizont

ally at right-angles to the bar; each tube being exactly parallel 

to the other, and in the same plane. When the signal stage has 

been prepared, the "geometrical instrument" of two tubes is set up, 

in such a position that the right and left tube align directly on 

the right and left screen of the distant station. An observer is 

stationed at the tube and by carefully watching the opposing 

screens reads off the signal lights. Needless to add, each sig

nal station is provided with one of these instruments. 

Source: David Wood, A History of Tactical Communication Techniques, 1965, pp. 

8-10. 
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Appendix 2 : Admiral Popham's Land and Sea Telegraph 1816. 

FIG. i. POPHAM'S SEA TELEGRAPH 

Fie. ii. POPHAM'S LAND 
TELEGRAPH 
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Sea Telegraph 

The sh ip t e legraph cons i s t ed of two p o s t s , s ide by s i d e , each ca r ry ing one 

arm. For a sh ip the s i z e of a f r i g a t e t h e pos t s were t o be 12 f t . 2 i n . h igh , 

the vanes 6 f t . 4 i n . in length by 10 i n . wide. For l a r g e r v e s s e l s , the 

s i z e s might be increased in~propor t ion . When s i g n a l l i n g abeam, the foremost 

p o s t was considered as ca r ry ing the upper arm, the af termost the lower. 

S i m i l a r l y , when s i g n a l l i n g ahead o r a s t e r n , the s t a rboa rd pos t meant upper 

arm, la rboard lower. 

In 1816 t h e r e was a genera l demand for Popham's sea t e l eg raphs t o be 

suppl ied to the f l e e t . On Ju ly 6 t h , for i n s t a n c e , approval was given t o 

supply a l l of Lord Exmouth's l i n e - o f - b a t t l e s h i p s . Communication was kept 

up between Chatham and Sheerness by means of Popham's semaphores on board 

the guardships and in te rmedia te ve s se l s ly ing off Upnor and in Sal tpan 

Reach. In t h i s same connect ion, the Admiralty on"November -2nd, 1818, gave 

approval for the Bulwark and Northumberland, guardships a t Chatham (Long 

Reach) and Sheerness r e s p e c t i v e l y , t o bear each two supernumerary seamen 

for keeping up semaphoric communication. 

The foot of the sh ip semaphore p o s t was stepped i n t o a block of wood, 

bu t the Explanat ions sa id " the pos t s may be f ixed on t r u c k s , t o be moved 

from one p a r t of the ship to the o t h e r . " As a mat te r of f ac t Popham d id , 

when submit t ing h i s quar terdeck t e l eg raph t o the Admiralty on Apri l 22nd, 

1816, suggest the f ix ing of one of h i s semaphores on the topmast c r o s s - t r e e s 

for d i s t a n t communication. Although t h i s might conceivably have been pu t 

i n t o p r a c t i c e , i t was a very d i f f e r e n t p r o p o s i t i o n to h o i s t i n g the machine 

t o the t ruck , an opera t ion which one would p r e f e r t o have seen before b e 

l i e v i n g . 

Land Telegraph 

Popham's land machine cons i s ted of a hollow hexangular mast made of t imber , 

30 f t . high above the b u i l d i n g , with two arms, p ivo ted a t 12 f t . and a t the 

t o p , 8 f t . long, and 16 i n . wide. When a t r e s t , the arms folded i n s ide the 

mast , and the machinery, composed of "bev i l " wheels , rods and screws, was 

a l so enc losed . The whole contr ivance was p ivo t ed , and could be t r a i n e d a l l 

round the hor izon . The purpose of t h i s was not evident in a s t r a i g h t l i n e 
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of overland stations, but it was a necessity at a coastal post, where a ship 

might have to be followed as she passed in the offing. 

Source: Commander H.P. Mead, R.N., "The Story of the Semaphore," Mariners 

Mirror, Vol. 20, No. 3, pp. 349-370. 
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Appendix 3: Description and Use of the Telegraph, Quebec 1809. 

Description of the Telegraph 

Lower Yard 

The Lower Yard is equally divided into Two Arms, (one upon each side of the 

Mast,) and Each Arm, into Five divisions; the alternate divisions being 

marked by a square piece of wood placed under them, for the greater facility 

in distinguishing the divisions. 

Arm A Upon the Arm A, Units are represented, and a second Ball (sus-

UNITS. pended from another,) upon this Arm, invariably denotes Five. 

Thus the No. 3, is made by hoisting One Ball as the third 

division from the end of the Arm. The No. 8, by suspending 

a second Ball from the same. 

Arm B Upon the Arm B, Tens are represented, and a Second Ball upon 

TENS. this Arm, invariably denotes Fifty. Thus the No. 20 is made 

by hoisting One Ball at the Second Division from the Mast. 

The No. 70 by suspending a Second Ball from the same. 

Slider C— Hundreds represented by means of a Triangular Slider C, which 

HUNDREDS, is placed behind the Mast when not in use. It slides along 

the whole extent of the Lower Yard, and by placing it upon any 

of the nine divisions from 1, A, to the 4th division upon B, 

any number under One Thousand can be made. 

N.B. The Arm A, upon which Units are represented, is invariably that upon 

the Right Hand when looking up the River. 

Upper Yard 

Upon the Upper Yard, Thousands are represented in the following manner: 
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Arm D One Ball denotes One Thousand. 

A Second Ball Two Thousand. 

Arm E One Ball, Three Thousand. 

A Second Ball Pour Thousand. 

One Ball upon Each Arm . Five Thousand. 

In the annexed Plan of the Telegraph, No. 4678 is represented. 

Instructions for the Use of Telegraph 

Preparative - Previous to making any Communication by the Telegraph, a Blue 

Flag is to be hoisted (as a preparative) at either end of the 

Upper Yard, and kept flying till repeated by the next Station; 

the Message will then be proceeded with, number after number, 

until finished. 

Message - When the Message is finished, a Blue Flag is to be hoisted at 

FINISHED. either end of the Lower Yard (where the Communication originated,) 

and kept flying till repeated. 

Message - A Red Pendant at .either end of the Upper Yard, indicates that 

UNDERSTOOD. the Message is understood. 

Message Not - A Red Pendant hoisted at either end of the Lower Yard, indicates 

UNDERSTOOD that the Message is not understood. 

EXAMPLE - Suppose it were required to convey a Message from the First to 

the most remote Station;-The Preparative Flag will be hoisted 

at the 1st, and kept flying till repeated by the 2d Station.-

The Flag at the 1st will then be taken down, and the first 

number of the Message hoisted.-The Preparative Flag at the 2d 

Station, will, however, be kept flying until it is repeated by 

the next; it will then be struck, and the No. communicated from 

the first Station hoisted, which must be kept up until repeated 

by the third Station. The 2d Station will then take a new num

ber from the 1st, and proceed as before, taking care always that 

no signal is to be struck till correctly repeated by the next 

in succession. 

REMARKS __ Each Station will have a Distinguishing Number.-Communications 

originating with any of the intermediate Stations, or which 
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apply only to them, must be preceeded by the distinguishing 

number of such intermediate Station, hoisted immediately after 

the Preparative Flag, and previous to the first No. of the 

Message. 

Every signal made is to be correctly entered in a Book, at each 

Station, in the form and manner therein prescribed. 

VOCABULARY. - Words are represented by Numbers as arranged in the annexed Vo

cabulary.-Prepositions and articles will be used as seldom as 

possible, and the sentences will be made short.-In verbs, the 

number, person, tense and mood must be applied to the sense of 

the sentence, and attention in the same respect must be paid 

to words having more than one termination; but when it happens 

that the exact word is not in the Vocabulary, one nearest 

synonymous will be adopted; should it however be necessary to 

use a word not in the Vocabulary it can be spelt by the Numeri

cal Alphabet, which may be known by the numbers from 1 to 25, 

and is to be spelt as short as possible.-When it is required 

to spell more than one word in succession by the Alphabet, No. 

3051 must be hoisted, to mark the termination of Each word. 

Simple words may be used to form a compound (which will save 

time in spelling,) and when any simple word forms a syllable, 

it may be also used, and the other part of the word spelt by 

the letters. 

Head-Quarters, Quebec, 1st April, 1809. 

By His Excellency's Command 

James Kempt, 

Q.M.G. 

N.A. 

Source: PAC, RG 8, C, Vol. 1712, Cypher Book, 1809, pp. 2-6. 
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/Appendix 4 : signals Made in Halifax 1799. 

The following signals are made in the Citadel when vessels are coming into 

Halifax Harbour. 

One Ball - For one square rigged vessel. 

One Ball half hoisted - For two square rigged vessel. 

Two Balls close - For three square rigged vessel. 

Two Balls separated - For four square rigged vessel. 

A Pendant of any colour - For five square rigged vessel. 

A Pendant under one ball - For six square rigged vessel. 

A Pendant over a ball half hoisted - For seven square rigged vessel. 

A Pendant under two Balls close - For eight square rigged vessel. 

A Pendant between two Balls separated - For nine square rigged vessel. 

A Flag of any colour - For ten or more. 

The above are hoisted at the East or West Yard Arm, according to the Quarter 

the Vessel first appears in, and as soon as the Vessel can be described one 

or more of the following Colours are hoisted at the Mast head. 

A Union - For a Flag Ship with or without a Squadron. 

A Union with a Red pendant over it - For a two decker. 

A Union with a Blue pendant over it - For a Frigate. 

A Union with a White pendant over it - For a small armed vessel. 

A Red flag pierced White - For a Packet. 

A Blue pendant - For a merchant ship. 

A Red pendant - For a merchant Brig. 

A White pendant - For a Topsail Sloop or Schooner. 

A Red flag - For a Neutral Man of War. 

A Red Flag with Blue pendant under it - For a Neutral Merchant Ship. 

A Red Flag with Red pendant under it - For a Neutral Merchant Brig. 

A Red Flag with a White pendant under it - For a Neutral Sloop or Schooner. 
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Enemy's Signals 

A French Jack - For an Enemy's Fleet. 

A Blue Pendant under a French Pendant - For an Enemy's Ship. 

A Red Pendant under a French Pendant - For an Enemy's Brig. 

A White Pendant under a French Pendant - For an Enemy's sloop or 

Schooner. 

N.B. No Signals can be made with those for describing Enemy's Vessels except 

when they are in our possession, in which case, a Union Jack will be hoisted 

over the Signal. 

Signal of Distress 

In cases when immediate assistance is necessary, A Ball at the mast head, in 

addition to the descriptive colours of the Vessel in Distress, and Guns occa

sionally until the Signal is attended to. 

By Command 

G.S. Smyth, D.Q.M.G. 

November 21, 1799. 

Source: PAC, RG 8, I, "C", Vol. 371, pp. 7-10. 
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Appendix 5 : Signal Station Estimate 1800 

Signal Station of Partridge Island, St. John, 14th July, 1800. Estimate of 

the expense of Erecting a Wooden Building for Six Men near the Signal Staff 

on Partridge Island, Size of the Building 14 feet by 16. 

Carpenter's Work fell. 5.0 

Masons's Do 0.15.0 

Glazier's Do 0. 3.0 

Working Parties (laborers) 1. 0.0 

\ _B13.3.0 

Materials: Seventeen Hundred feet of Boards, Six Hundred feet of Scantling, 

One Thousand Shingles, Thirty Six lbs. 20d. Nails, Fifteen lbs. 6d. Do., One 

pair of Hinges & Hooks, Twelve Squares of Glass 8 by 10, One H'hd. of Lime, 

Two Loads of Sand, Half a lb. of Putty. 

Amount of Materials, „B12.6.6 

Submitted by 

W. Bartlet, Capt. Commanding R. Engineers. 

Recommended 

Thos. Carleton, 

Lieut, General Commanding. 

Approved. Edward 

*General & Commander in Chief 

of His Majesty's Forces serving 

in British North America. 

Source: Winslow Papers AD 1776-1826, edited by W.O. Raymond, pp. 454-55. 
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Appendix 6 : Plan of the Halifax Telegraph, 1817 

1 January 1817 

No Copy to be made from this Signal Book nor any part of its contents made 

known to any person not entitled to be instructed in the Signal Duty. No 

writing to be put into it, or alteration made, except at Head Quarters. 

This Book is to be returned to the Deputy Quarter Master Generals' Office, 

when the person to whom it is entrusted may be leaving Nova Scotia, or has 

retired from a situation the duties of which require its use, except in 

cases where it may be delivered over to the Successor in Office. 

Plan of the Halifax telegraph and Directions for taking the signals made on 

it. 

As many of the above Numbers as are hoisted at the same time form one Signal, 

and must be written down under each other, in the following order, viz:-

1. The thousands according to the situation of the Pendant. 

2. The hundreds according to the situation of the Flag. 

3. The number hoisted at the east yard arm. 

4. The number hoisted at the centre of the yard. 

5. The number hoisted at the west yard arm. 

Every numerical signal, and the first letter of telegraphy, must be answered 

by the Post to which it is addressed, by hoisting as one answer, and lowering 

as a second. 

A numerical signal will always have two balls in one of the three posi

tions, a flag or a pendant with it. 

Orders and Instructions for the Signal Duty at Halifax. 

1. All balls and colours composing one signal, must be hoisted and lowered 
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exactly together therefore no signal is to be commenced until all the 

balls and colours which will be necessary for the signal are fixed. 

2. All figures shewn under the same view, are to be written under each 

other. 

3. Should it be necessary to fire guns to call attention to a signal of 

which guns compose a part, the guns which belong to the signal must be 

fired after the signal, in addition to those used to call attention. 

4. Guns never to be fired in thick weather when the duty can be executed 

without; and fog signals are never to be repeated, except by the Post 

which first makes them. 

5. Guns "to call attention,V are only to be fired when dispatch is indispens

ably necessary. 

6. When no particular time is specified, all orders by telegraph are to be 

immediately complied with; therefore doubts respecting the meaning of, or 

inability to comply with, an order, must be instantly notified otherwise 

it will be understood that the communication is clear; and in cases where 

a signal has been repeated, and is still not fully comprehended, a messen

ger must be sent to head quarters for an explanation. 

7. In repeating signals from one Post to another, the first signal is not to 

be altered until it is accurately repeated by the Post which is to forward 

it, and so on with every successive one. 

8. Out Posts are to report by telegraph, all useful information which is 

obtained from a good authority. 

9. Officers commanding at advanced Posts are responsible that the harbour is 

not surprised by an enemy; to prevent which, should any number of armed 

ships have approached on Out Post in thick weather or under a supposition 

that they are friends, ar by night, a signal must be made to give the 

alarm, on which every preparation is to be made for action by all Har

bour Posts, and all persons are to remain at their alarm posts until dis

missed by authority from headquarters. As a surprise would be the most 

dangerous, as well as the most disgraceful thing to an officer, whose 

particular duty is to guard against it, too much attention cannot be paid 

in maintaining the strictest regularity and vigilance amongst the guards 

and sentinels, especially during thick weather and by night, and though 

false alarms should be carefully avoided, yet they had better be hazarded, 
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to avoid the possibility of surprise. 

10. Should any vessel pass in during the night, or in thick weather, a report 

thereof is nevertheless to be made the next morning, or by guns, as direct

ed when the weather is thick and foggy. 

11. When signals are made to or from distant Posts in thick weather, it is 

the duty of officers at the intermediate Posts to repeat the signals if 

possible, or otherwise send them to the place where they are addressed. 

12. The commanding officer at a Post is alone responsible for the correct 

execution of all signals made at his Post, and also for the interpretation 

of such as are addressed to him. 

13. All signals made by army boats or vessels are to be answered and attended 

to by the harbour posts; if they convey information, it must be reported 

to headquarters. 

14. When a Post repeats signals from a vessel, the name of such vessel is to 

be given. 

Alarm 

Fog - 4 or more guns f i r e d qu i ck ly . 

Clear - 3 b a l l s over a f l ag a t mast-head ' t i l l every Post r epea t s the s i g n a l . 

Night - guns and rocke ts a l t e r n a t e l y , u n t i l every Pos t r e p e a t s . 

Fog 

1. One gun from Fort George, is for a Boat and a non-commissioned officer from 

Post to report to Head Quarters for orders. 

2. Two guns fired quick - the signal for desertion. 

3.' When a square rigged vessel passes York Redoubt, one gun is to be fired 

as a signal to Head Quarters. 

4. Should a vessel be on-shore or need assistance, two guns to be fired from 

York Redoubt, Point Pleasant, or Sherbrooke's Tower, wherever the distress 

may be visible from. 

5. One gun is to be fired from the Light House in answer to each gun heard at 

sea, as a guidance for ships endeavouring to make the port. 
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Night Signals 

1. Will require four lanthorns, one of which is only for the purpose of shew

ing the centre of the signal yard, and therefore must not be reckoned as 

a figure, and will make No. 4, appear thus fg and No. 3, thus _ffl..«L . 

2. Telegraphy by Night should always commence with a letter, requiring three 

numbers to describe it, in order that the person who is to take the signal 

may ascertain the exact position of the yard. 

3. In changing from one figure to another, the lanthorns must all be moved 

at the same moment. 

4. Great care must be taken that no lights are shewn at Out Posts, except 

such as are intended as signals. 

5. Numerary Signals by night, are to be made agreeably to the following direc

tions, to prevent the necessity of using two lights on the same haulyards. 

1 2 3 4 

5 5 5 5 

12 3 4 5 0 in the same manner as with balls, and 6 7 8 9 

A double light in the centre of the yard, thus & is the general preparation 

and will be used as No. 100, in making the number of .Posts. 

6. A night signal should always be examined at the time the answer is made to 

it, and if not then correct, it must be annulled. 

Signal of Desertion by Night 

Four lights under each other. 

Note: The particulars will be explained by Telegraph, early next morning, 

if necessary. 

Explanation of Signals made on the yard of the Signal Staff at Fort George, 

to denote the number of Vessels coming into Harbour. 

'One ball, close up, one sail square rigg'd. 

One ball, half hoisted, two do. 

Two balls close, three do. 

Two balls separated four do. 

IA pendant five do. 

A pendant under a ball six do. 
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iA pendant over a ball seven do. 

A pendant under two balls close, eight do. 

A pendant between two balls, nine do. 

A flag. ten do. 

Explanation of Signals made on the Signal Staff at Fort George, descriptive 

of Vessels coming into Harbour. 

A St. George's Jack, a flag ship. 

Ditto with red pendant over, a two decker. 

Ditto with a blue pendant over, a frigate. 

Ditto with a white pendant over, a sloop of war. 

Ditto with a red and white pendant over, a schooner or cutter of war. 

A red flag pierced white, a packet. 

A blue pendant, a merchant ship. 

A red pendant, do. brig. 

A white pendant, do. sloop or schooner. 

A blue and white flag horizontally divided, a neutral fleet. 

White and blue pendant, a foreign man of war. 

Blue flag, a foreign merchantman. 

A red, white and blue flag, an enemy's fleet. 

A red, white and blue pendant, an enemy's man of war. 

A red flag, an enemy's merchantman. 

A union jack over neutral or enemy's signals, vessel is detained or prize. 

A white flag, over any signal, vessel bears a flag of truce. 

A ball at the mast head, a vessel is on shore or in distress, should immediate 

aid be necessary, guns to be fired. 

Explanation of Signals made on the Ensign Staff at Fort George, to denote the 

Port which vessels entering the Harbour have arrived from. 

A red flag, from Great Britain. 

A red and white do. the Mediterranean, 

A red pendant, the Continent of Europe, 

A white and red pendant, Madeira, Canary or Western Isles, 

A blue flag, the West Indies, 

A blue pendant, Bermudas, Bahamas or Turks' Islands, 

A blue and white flag, the United States, 

A white flag, Newfoundland, 
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A red and white flag, horizontally divided, Quebec, or Gulph of St. Lawrence. 

A blue and white flag do. do. New Brunswick or Bay of Fundy. 

A white and blue pendant, Vessel has an English Mail on board. 

A white pendant, Coasts of Nova Scotia or Cape Breton. 

Merchants Private Signals will be shewn upon the Telegraph Mast Head. 

When vessels are reported off, from an Out Post, the following Signals will 

be hoisted on the Yard of the Signal Staff. 

Two Balls of a size, one at the yard arm, the other in the centre, to denote 

a square rigg'd vessel. 

A large Ball out, and a small one in the centre, a ship. 

A small Ball out, and a large one in the centre, a brig, 

A Cross in the centre, close up a schooner. 

Do. do half hoisted, two or more Schooners. 

The Royal Standard will be hoisted on the Ensign Staff, in fine weather, 

for rejoicing Days, and during Salutes. In thick weather, an Union, which 

will also be hoisted on Fort George, when any of His Majesty's Ships are 

sailing in or out of Harbour, and by the Harbour Posts, when any Man of War 

passes them. 

Numbers of Out-Posts 

No. 100 General Preparative for all Posts 

101 Fort Clarence 

102 

103 Sherbrooke Tower 

104 

105 Melville Island 

106 Camperdown 

107 York Redoubt 

108 Light House 

109 Fort Charlotte 

Answers between Head Quarters and Out Posts. 

No. 1 Fort Clarence 

2. Fort Charlotte 

3 York Redoubt 
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No. 4 Sherbrooke Tower 

5 Melville Island 

0 Camperdown 

Thick weather, a flag used instead of a Ball. 

Numerical Table 

A E I O U B C D F G H K 

1 2 3 4 5 3 1 2 1 30 20 32 22 33 

L M N P Q R S T V W X Y * 

23 34 24 35 25 36 26 37 27 38 28 39 29 

* signifies repeat. 

Source: PRO, W044, Vol. 203, pp. 66-68, Nicolls to Board of Ordnance, 30 

April 1827. 
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Appendix 7: The Civilian Signal Station, 1859 

In 1859, the military authorities relinquished their responsibility for 

the signal stations. The following letter, outlines what followed. 

Halifax 

26 April 1859 

General Order 

The provincial Government having made a grant to cover the expense 

of re-establishing the Signal Stations in Nova Scotia. 

The Following rates of Bay will be issued to the non-commissioned 

Officers and Privates employed at those Posts, monthly, in arrears from 

1 Instant. 

Fort George 1 NCO in charge 1 shilling per diem 

3 Ball hoisters 6d. each per; diem 

2 Messengers 3d. each per- diem 

York Redoubt 1 NCO in charge 9d. each per di-em 

3 Ball Hoisters 6d. each per diem 

Camperdown 1 NCO in charge 9d. each per-diem 

3 Ball Hoisters 6d. each per-diem 

Sambro 1 NCO in charge 9d. each per diem 

3 Ball hoisters 6d. each per diem 
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The grant of the Provincial Government is to be paid into the Treasury 

Chest quarterly and the comptroller will keep an account of the receipts 

and Disbursements. 

No portion of the expense for keeping up the signal posts is to be 

borne by the Imperial Government. 

A. J. Percy 

Major of Brigade 

Source: PANS, MG 12, HQ 52 
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Appendix 8: Explanation of Signals, 1867 

Made on the ship Staff at Citadel Hill, when vessels are seen from 

the Citadel or reported at an outpost. 

For 1 square rigged vessel, 2 balls close up, one on the outer halliard 

and one on the inner halliard. 

" 2. Do. 1 ball hoisted on the outer halliard, and one close up on the 

inner halliard. 

" 3 Do. 2 balls close up, one out and one in. 

" 4 Do. 2 balls separated, and one close up on the inner halliard. 

" 5 Do. a pendant of any colour on the outer halliard, and one ball 

close up inside. 

" 6 Do. a pendant under a ball close up on the outer halliard, and a 

ball at the inner halliard close up. 

" 7 Do. a pendant over a ball close up on the outer halliard, and a 

ball close up on the inner halliard. 

" 8 Do. a pendant under two balls close on the outer halliard, with a 

ball close up on the inner halliard. 

" 9 Do. a pendant between two balls close up on the outer halliard, 

with a ball close up on the inner halliard. 

" 10 Do. a flag of any colour close up on the outer halliard, with a 

ball close up on the inner halliard. 

The above balls, &.' c., are hoisted at the east or west yard arm, accord

ing to the quarter the vessel first appears in. 

When sailing vessels are reported from an outpost, the following 

signals are made on the lower yard, now used exclusively for sailing 

vessels, as repeats: — 

For a square rigged vessel, two balls of a size, one at the outer, the 

other at the inner halliard, close up. 

A ship, a large ball at the end of the yard, with a small one of the 

inner halliard. 
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A Barque, a l a r g e do. a t end, wi th a small one dropped a t the inner 

H a l l i a r d . 

A Br ig , a small b a l l a t the end of the ya rd , and a l a rge one a t the 

inner h a l l i a r d . 

A B r i g a n t i n e , a c ross c lose up a t the ou t e r h a l l i a r d . 

Two or more d o . , a c ross h a l f h o i s t e d . 

A t o p s a i l Schooner, a c ross c lose up a t the inner h a l l i a r d . 

The upper yard of the Ship S ta f f i s used s o l e l y t o des igna te Steam 

Vesse l s , t h u s : 

Two l a rge b a l l s c lose up , one a t the ou t e r and the o the r a t the inner 

H a l l i a r d , E. or W., a Steamer r epor ted i n t h a t q u a r t e r . 

A small b a l l a t the o u t e r , and a l a r g e one a t the inne r h a l l i a r d , a 

second c l a s s Packet or Merchant Steamer. 

A l a rge b a l l a t the o u t e r , and a small one a t the inne r h a l l i a r d , a 

Man-of-War Steamer, or Royal Mail Steamer, or l a rge Merchant 

Steamer. 

Two l a n t e r n s , one red and the o the r w h i t e , are h o i s t e d a t n i g h t to 

denote a Steamer r e p o r t e d . 

The red l a n t e r n i s always shewn a t the end of the yard arm, and the 

white one a t the inner h a l l i a r d , E. or W., according to q u a r t e r the 

Steamer i s r epor ted i n . 

Numbers are i n d i c a t e d the same as on the lower yard . 

When the d e s c r i p t i o n of ves se l i s a s c e r t a i n e d , the following d e s c r i p 

t i v e colours w i l l be h o i s t e d a t the mast-head: 

A Union Jack—a'F lag s h i p . 

Man-of-war Screw Steamer, a white pendant with a b lue b a l l in the 

c e n t r e , over the Union Jack . 

Man-of-war Paddle Steamer, a white pendant with a blue b a l l in the 

c e n t r e , under the Union Jack. 

A red Flag p i e r ced w h i t e , Royal Mail Steam Packet from England. 

A b lue and red Flag crossed w h i t e , do. from Boston. 

A white and b lue Pendant , do. from S t . Johns, Nfld. 

A white and red Pendant , do. from Bermuda. 

A blue Pendant - a Ship . 

A b lue and white Pendant - a Barque. 
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A red Pendant - a B r ig . 

A red and white Pendant - a B r i g a n t i n e . 

A white Pendant - a Sloop o r Schooner. 

A blue and white Flag h o r i z o n t a l l y d iv ided - a Foreign o r Neutra l 

F l e e t . 

A white and blue Flag v e r t i c a l l y d iv ided - a Foreign or Neutra l 

Man-of-war. 

A blue Flag - a Foreign o r Neutra l Merchantman. 

A red Flag - an Enemy's Merchantman. 

A red , white and blue F lag , red next the mast - Enemy's F l e e t . 

A b l u e , red and white F l ag , red next the mast , under Steamer ' s 

s i g n a l , a French Man-of-war. 

Amererican Flag ( s t a r s and s t r i p e s ) under Steamer ' s s i g n a l , American 

Man-of-war. 

When an Engl ish Packet a r r i v e s between evening and morning gun

f i r e , a red t r i a n g u l a r f l ag w i l l be kept f ly ing a t the mast head from seven 

t i l l e i g h t o ' c l o c k . 

Source: B e l c h e r ' s Almanac, 1867, p p . 116-117 
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Appendix 9: Structural Notes on the Signal Station 

This appendix lists sources and information relating to the structure 

of the Signal Station c. 1860, together with earlier or later information 

that may prove useful. This appendix should be read in conjunction with 

pages 49 to 52 of "Showing the Flag: A Structural and (Narrative History 

of the Southeast Salient, Halifax Citadel" by James H. Morrison. 

Signal Hut (Quebec) 

- tin laid at edges of floor to prevent rats and mice from 

destroying signal materials 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 237, p. 113, Quebec, 1829 

- 4 windows of 28 panes each, Glass 7 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches, each 

window to have sliding pane. 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 243, p. 123, Quebec 1831 

Flag Staffs 

Signal Staff 

- place at re-entrant angle, new pole was 16 feet longer, 11 to 

the ground and 5 below ground for frost 

- old spar was of mora wood and new spar will be the same 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1431, P. 310, Halifax, 1865 

Telegraph (Quebec) 

- new telegraph pole of red pine 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 242, p. 95, Quebec, 1830 
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Signal Staff and Telegraph 

- coated with linseed oil and after seasoned given two coats 

of copal varnish 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1653, p. 90, Halifax 1844 

Miscellaneous 

- ensign staff is to be 50 feet 

Source: PANS, MG12, RE 8, P. 102, Halifax, 1829 

Me as urements 

- main mast - 100 feet 

- top mast - 35 feet 

- diameter - 25 inches 

Source: Research Memo: Signal Mast, by James H. Morrison, 

November 10, 1978. 

Signaling Paraphenalia 

Balls 

- wicker balls using ash strips of various lengths unpeeled 

and thin 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 240, P. 54, Quebec, 1829. 

- wicker balls measure 36" diameter 

24" diameter 

18" diameter 

Source! Commissariat, Halifax, 5 April 1848 

Crosses 

- no measurements, most probably wood 

Cylinders 

- 60" x 18" 

Source: Commissariat, Halifax, 5 April 1848 
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Rope 

- 500 fathoms of 1 1/2 inch tarred rope for halyards of Signal 

Staff 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1449, p. 98, 1859 

Instruments 

Telescopes 

- 6 telescopes 36 inches issued 

Source: PAC, MG13, WO 44, Vol. 203, p. 97, 1829 

Index Board 

- for flags? messages? code? 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 242, p. 58, 1830 

Personnel 

- ball hoisters at the Citadel: Private James Woods 

Private Thomas Wilson 

Private Samuel Dean 

Source: PANS, MG12, HQ 111, p. 500, GO, 5 June 1866 

- ball hoisters at York Redoubt: Corporal William 

Saunders (Signal Director) 
st Gunner Patrick Flanigan, 1 RA 
st Gunner William Launoth, 1 RA 

Source: PANS, MG12, HQ 113, p. 138, GO, 20 July 1867 
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Appendix 10: Estimate for Completing Electric Telegraph, 1869-70. 

This service provides for the necessary Instruments and for three Telegraph 

Offices in connection with aerial line of Telegraph between York Redoubt and 

the Citadel . . . . The offices to be at the Citadel, Cambridge Battery and 

York Redoubt. 

Three Cells Battery Trough Chat Pattern 

zinc & Copper Plates for do. 

Detectro [?] Galvenometer 

Lightning Protector Walkers Cylinder 

Pliers large 

Pliers small 

Terminals 

Instrument Terminals 

Small Box for Tools for repairing instruments 

Portland Cement 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1653A, PP 607-8, Demand of Stores and materials 

... Halifax, 1869-70. 
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Appendix 11: Documents concerning the fire at the Signal Station, 

York Redoubt. 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 

6 November 1873 

Sir, 

I have the honour to report that the Look out house and room occupied 

by the Signal party in the Tower at York Redoubt were completely destroyed 

by fire between 12 M.N. and 2 A.M. this day. The fire is believed to have 

originated in the Look out house; the man on duty there Private Flood 1 1/60 

Rifles is a prisoner. The Telegraph instruments were saved. 

Ls. N. Peters, Captain R.E. 

Superintending Signals 

To C.R.E., Halifax 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1402, p. 23 

The proceedings of the Court of Inquiry follow this letter. Only extracts 

of concern to this report are included below. 

List of Telegraph s signal Stores missing at York Redoubt 

1 Signal Board 1 Union Jack 
2 Telescopes 2 Call flags 
2 Slates 1 Hand flag & Staff 
1 Commercial Code Book 1 Flashing Lamp 
1 Marryatts Code Book 1 Oil Can 
1 Board of Colours 1 Clock 
19 Commercial Code flags 5 Chimney Lamps 
4 Marryatts Code flags 1/2 Chamois 

20 fathoms 3/4 inch rope, hemp. 
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Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1402, p. 32 

List of Barracks Furniture and Utensils destroyed by fire. 

1 Axe Felling helved 
5 Bedsteads Iron 
1 Board Inventory 
1 Box Coal 7 Bushels 
1 Brush Hand Scrubbing 
3 Chairs Officers 
1 Form Soldiers 6 feet 

2 Handles Brush sweeping 
2 Heads Brush sweeping 
1 Pan Frying 
1 Potter Soldiers 
2 Tables Officers 
1 Top Table 6 feet 
2 Trays wood coal 

Source: PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1402, p. 35 

Telegraph Stores 4 Glass Cells 
4 Power Cells 
1 Brush 
1 Pair Pliers 
2 yards insulator Copper Wire 

4 1/2 Gallons Kerosine Oil 
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Appendix 12: Telephone and Telegraph, 1888. 

Halifax 

31 October 1888 

General Order No. 1. 

The following instructions relative to the use of the military telephone 

system in this command are published for general information and guidance 

and are to be strictly adhered to on all occassions. 

The superintendant of signals is held responsible that any deviation 

therefrom is at once reported to the Chief Staff Officer for the information 

and orders of the General Officer Commanding. 

Between the hours of 9 A.M. and 3 P.M. the Telephone system will be re

stricted to the transmission of messages on the public service only. A ser

vice message sent for transmission to a telephone station must be in writing 

and signed by an officer herein named as an "authorized officer." 

• • • • 

A service message recorded at any line for transmission to have preced

ence of all private messages. 

Verbal communication between 9 A.M. and 3 P.M. are restricted to author

ized officers only. 

All previous orders to the above points and not in accordance with the 

foregoing are hereby cancelled. 

J. Goldie, Colonel. 

Chief Staff Officer. 
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Appendix 13: Directors of Signals,-Halifax Citadel, 1863--1870. 

November, 1863 Sergeant John Dexter, 17th Regiment. 

May, 1865 Captain H. Brailsford, Captain 17th Regiment. 

November, 1865 Sergeant James Halloran 17th Regiment. 

March, 1866 Sergeant George Aspland 17th Regiment. 

November, 1866 Sergeant James A. Purlory 47th Regiment. 

February, 1867 Sergeant D.O. Sullivans 47th Regiment. 

March, 1868 Sergeant Robert Gilmore 47th Regiment. 

December, 1868 Sergeant Thomas Storae 16th Regiment. 

February, 1869 Sergeant James Halloran 87th Royal Irish Fusiliers. 

March, 1869 Sergeant T. Storae 16th Regiment. 

January, 1870 Second Captain W. Marshall R.E. 

Source: PANS, MG 4, #40, Meteorological Register for Fort George, Citadel 

Hill. 
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Appendix 14: Estimate for Providing Telegraphic Communication between the 

Works erected for the defences of Halifax and Harbour, 1868-69. 

16 Copper wire twice covered with Gutta Percha 

ooper's strand of 3 No. 20 prepared copper conducting insulated, accord

ing to Patent Process, sewed [?] with prepared hemp and protected 

With 11 No. 78 timed [?] covered with tarred hemp 

Twelve Cells Battery Trough Chat Pat [?] 

& Copper Plates for do. 

Three Cells Battery Trough Chat Pat 

Zinc & Copper plates for do. 

tector Galvenometer 
d 

ghtning Protectors Walkers Cylin 

No. 18 Copper Cotton covered 

Sheet Gutta Percha 

Pliers large 

ditto small 

Binding Screws 

Terminal 

Instrument Terminals 

Plates for changing Currents [?] 

Small box of Tools for Instruments 

Warming Irons for Gutta Percha joints 

Spirit Lamp 

Earth Plates Copper 2 ft. Square 16 gauge 

Naptha Coal 

Cast Iron Ash Bin 

Note: It appears many of these items were not allowed. 

PAC, RG8, C, Vol. 1653A, pp. 573-4, Demand of Stores and Materials ... Halifax, 

1868-69. 



Communications Chronology 

* indicates Halifax related material. 

300 B.C. Polybius, Greek historian reports a method of signalling the 

24-letter Greek alphabet was devised. 

586 B.C. Babylonian priests (Jewish) informing Jerusalem by bonfires 

that the moon was up and a new year? month? had began. 

1084 B.C. First feat of telegraphy ordered by King Agamemnon to his Queen 

on the fall of Troy using beacon fires on line-of-sight loca

tions covering 500 miles. 

0040 Early naval signal codas in England described in the "Black 

Book of the Admiralty". 

1543 Publication of "Book of War by Sea and by Land" by Jehan By 

thorne c c - ining signal references. 

1551 Gerolamo Cardano of Italy devised 5 torches on 5 towers to spell 

out words. 

1665 Duke of York's Fighting Instructions drawn up by Wm. Penn. and 

the first time signals are incorporated into such instructions. 

1684 Robert Hooke outlines system of optical telegraphy to the Royal 

Society. 

1753 First mention of proposed electric telegraph in Scots Magazine. 

95 
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1780 Admiral Kempenfelt devised a plan of flag signalling, the par

ent of the present system. Instead of varying the position of 

a solitary flag he combined distinct flags in pairs. 

1783 McArthur, Secretary to Lord Hood devised a plan to show flags 

in combination. 

1792-3 Lord Howes' signals used with some additions by McArthur (see 

1783). 

1794 First semaphore message sent between Lille and Paris by using 

the I.U.G. Chappe system. 

1794 Lord George Murray proposed visual telegraph system to British 

admiralty. 

1795 Lord George Murray, England devised the shutter telegraph. 

'1799 Admiralty Signal Book issued to Commanders-in-Chief of the 

British fleet by Admiralty. 

'1799 News of Duke of Rents' arrival in Halifax sent to Windsor, N.S. 

by telegraph system. 

*1800 Telegraph has been completed from Halifax to Annapolis. 

1800 First visual telegraph using semaphore built by Jonathan Grant 

and connected Martha's Vineyard with Boston (104 kilometers). 

1803 Alphabetical code of signals devised by Sir Home Riggs Popham, 

British navy. 

1805 S i r Howe Popham's code used i n s t e a d of Lord Howe's (1792-93). 

I t i s the b a s i s of the p r e s e n t system. 
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1806 A "number box" telegraph system devised by Governor Patton in 

St. Helena. 

1810 Use of seamen by British army in Spain for communicating by 

signalling. 

1812 Sir Howe Popham British navy used alphabetical and numerical 

flags and increased vocabulary on a 3 and 4 flag hoist to 

30,000 words. 

1816 In England, a synchronized clock telegraph was tried. 

1816 New General Signal Book issued by Admiralty. 

*1817 Sir Frederick Marryat Royal Navy, adopted Popham (see 1803) 

system to merchant service. 

1831 Principle of the telephone arrived at by Charles Wheatstone, 

Britain. 

1833 Germans had semaphore line from Berlin to Coblenz. 

1835 Samuel Morse developed the Morse code. 

1837 U.S. Congress considering a N.Y. - New Orleans semaphore line, 

while Morse requesting support for his electric telegraph. 

1837 First practical telegraph line in world on the Great Western 

Railway from Paddington to West Drayton, England. 

1837 Wm. Cooke and Charles Wheatstone devised the 5-needle telegraph. 

It was used by the railway beginning in 1839. 

1838 Russian semaphore line from Moscow to Warsaw. 

1842 Semaphore system of signalling considered at Quebec City. 
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1844 Telegraphsystems in Quebec discontinued. Transferred to Royal 

Engineers. 

1844 First line between Baltimore and Washington. 

1845 Telegraph line opened between Washington and Baltimore. 

1845 First telegraph line completed in France. 

1846 Electric Telegraph Co. formed by Wm. Cooke and Charles Wheat-

stone. 

1846 First crude printing telegraph was experimented on. 

1847 First telegraph line completed in Italy. 

1850-51 Submarine cables laid Dover to Calais. 

*1851 N.S. act passed to incorporate the Nova Scotia Electric Tele

graph Company. 

*1851 N.S. Act to establish line of electric telegraph from Halifax 

to New Brunswick border. 

1852 Wales, Scotland, and Ireland linked by telegraph. 

1853 England linked with Belgium and Denmark by telegraph. 

1853 First telegraph line completed in Russia. 

1854 Crimean War, telegraph first employed militarily by allied 

army at Varna, Bulgaria to connect command H.Q. with troop units. 

*1855 Nova Scotia Act to incorporate the Transatlantic Submarine 

Telegraph Company. 
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1855 400 mile telegraph under the Black Sea during Britains' stay 

in the Crimea. 

The New York, Newfoundland and London Telegraph Company laid 

85 miles of cable from Newfoundland to Cape Breton, 140 miles 

were added to connect it with the Nova Scotia mainland. 

*1856 2 Submarine cables laid Newfoundland to Canada. 

1856 Flag telegraphy devised by Albert J. Myer in the U.S. and two 

British officers Captain Francis Bolton and Captain P.H. Colomb 

in Britain. 

First Commercial Code of Signals produced by British Board of 

Trade. 

1857 Ceylon and India linked by telegraph. 

*1857 First attempt at laying transatlantic cable fails. 

*1858 Halifax Signal Station on Citadel has been dismantled of its 

yards and flagstaffs. 

*1858 First transatlantic cable completed and on August 5, Cyrus 

Field telegraphed from Trinity Bay, Newfoundland to (Dowlas 

Bay, Valentia) Ireland."The Cable is laid". It only remained 

in operation for a month. 

1859 B r i t i s h Government l a i d the Red Sea cab l e . 

1860 London and India linked by telegraph. 

Lanterns to be used at signal station at Fort George when a 

steamer comes in. 

*1863 

*1857 

*1856 
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1863-64 British Government laid the Persian Gulf cable. 

1865 Transatlantic cable attempt made and failed. 

1865 British military authorities took up questions of army signalling 

and a school of signalling was set up at Chatham. 

1865 First International telegraph Union meeting held. 

*1866 2nd Transatlantic cable completed to Hearts Content, Trinity 

Bay, Newfoundland from Valentia, Ireland. 

1867 P.H. Colomb's Flashing Signals adopted by Royal Navy (this con

sists of the Morse Code being used with hooters and lamps). 

*1869 Military telegraph line from Fort George to York Redoubt in 

operation (?). 

*1870 International Code of Signals adopted. 

1870 France laid' cable from Brest to the island of St. Pierre. 

1870 Administration of all telegraphs in Britain went to Post Offfice 

authorities. 

1871 Duplex cable introduced and messages could be sent in both 

directions simultaneously on the same wire. 

1872 Telephone completed. 

*1873 A storm signal staff completed on Halifax Citadel. 

'187: Nova Scotia Act to provide a Fire Alarm Telegraph for Halifax. 

1876 First telephone message made by Alexander G. Bell to Watson. 
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1877 Thomas Edison patented a telephone transmitter and receiver. 

1878 First telephone and switchboard for commercial purposes set up 

in New Haven, Connecticut. 

1882 News of the British victory at Tel-el-Kebir was telegraphed from 

the battle field. 

*1882 Act to allow Bell Telephone Company of Canada to build in Nova 

Scotia. 

1884 Establishment of the Royal Engineer Field Telegraph Battalion. 

k1885 Nova S c o t i a c o n n e c t e d t o I r e l a n d by c a b l e . 

1887 12 ,000 t e l e p h o n e s u b s c r i b e r s i n Canada . 

*1889 Halifax and Bermuda Cable Company formed connecting these two 

important naval stations. 

1891 First telephone circuit opened between London and Paris. 

1893 Scotland and Ireland connected to England by telephone. 

1898 First commercial radio telegram was transmitted in England. 

1899-1900 Heliograph used extensively in Boer War. 

1902 The last link in the Empire was completed when Australia linked 

to Canada by Telegraph. 

1904-05 Radio - telegraphy used in time of war during the Russian-Japanese 

war. 

1927 First public Transatlantic Telephone service opened using radio 

transmission. 
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1 The Chappe brothers* telegraph structure,. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada» 
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2 Lord George Murray's telegraph system. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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3 The Halifax Citadel viewed from the south circa 1780. The ensign 

staff seems to be flying other signal flags as well. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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4 The Halifax Citadel viewed from the Dartmouth Shore in 1791. Note 

the two flag staffs. 

Source: Nova Scotia Museum-. 
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5 The Halifax Citadel circa 1800. Note that three masts are shown. 

Source: Metropolitan Toronto Library Board. (JR 2149). 
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6 The originator of the Halifax Citadel telegraph system, Edward, 

Duke of Kent. 
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2 The ship signals used in St. John's, Newfoundland circa 1800. 

Source: Metropolitan Toronto Library Board. (JR 133). 
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8 The Duke of Kent's private telegraph line from Prince's Lodge to 

the Halifax Citadel. 

Source: Parks Canada drawing by 3. P. Camus* 
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9 The Duke of Kent's proposed telegraph system from Halifax to Quebec 

City, circa 1800- . 

Source: Parks Canada drawing by .T. P. Camus. 
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10 The York Redoubt signal mast mounted on the Martello Tower in 

1803. 

Source: Public Record Office. 
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11 Signals made at Fort George circa 1820-

Source: Public Archives of Nova Scotia» 
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12 The signal station at Cape Diamond, Quebec circa 1825. 

Source : Public Archives of Canada . 
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13 The Cooke and Wheatstone five needle electric telegraph adopted 

by the English railway in 1839 . 

Source : Public Archives of Canada . 
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14 Map showing the cables laid from Europe to Canada's east coast by 

1876. 

Source: Canada, Department of Marine and Fisheries. 
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15 Plan indicating the location of the old staffs of the third Citadel 

on an 1831 plan of the fourth Citadel. The flagstaff (1) was on 

the west front, the telegraph staff (m) in the middle of the word 

George on the parade and the signal staff (n) nearly on the proposed 

east front. 

Source: Public Record Office. 
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152 

16 A view of Halifax and the Citadel from Dartmouth in 1837, showing 

two signaling staffs. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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17 A view of the Halifax Citadel from the Commons showing two signal 

staffs and the ensign staff. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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18 This 1831 plan shows the proposed new locations of the staffs. As 

mounted circa 1835 the flagstaff (L) was in the Southwest Demi-Bastion 

and the telegraph (M) and signal (N) staffs in the Southeast Salient. 

Source: Public Record Office. 
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158 

19 York Redoubt signal mast looking up the harbour, 1837 . 

Source: Public Archives of Canada» 
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20 The York Redoubt s i g n a l mast as seen from Poin t P l e a s a n t c i r c a 

1840. 

Source: Publ ic Archives of Canada.-
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21. A sketch of the signals made from the Halifax Citadel 

in 1839. 

Source: Public Archives of Nova Scotia 
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22. Looking towards the city from the southeast salient, 1899. 

Source: Nova Scotia -Museum, 
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23 The signal line from the Citadel to Sambro in 1861. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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24 An 1870 plan of York Redoubt tower and signal staff. 

Source: Halifax Defence Complex» 
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25 Looking towards Halifax from York Redoubt in 1880. Note the 

absence of a signal staff. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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26 Signals made at Fort George, Halifax for all vessels circa 1880. 

Source: Public Archives, of Nova Scotia. 
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27 The signal staff of the Halifax Citadel in full array in 1903. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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It is important to realize at the outset that meteorology is not simply 

observation. Of greater importance is the noting of atmospheric variation. 

The change of temperature, of humidity, wind direction and quantity of rain

fall must be carefully scrutinized. In the past, an ability to note and 

communicate (quickly) this climatic change was of great assistance in pre

dicting what the weather would be. By trial and error, it was learned that 

certain observed physical phenomenon predicted a particular change in 

meteoric conditions. It was not until the eighteenth century that man 

attempted, with any seriousness to apply the relatively new icon of science 

to the study of atmospheric conditions. This application became known as 

meteorology. Those first Europeans who arrived in what was to become Cana

da learned of its rather harsh climate from bitter experience. All that 

they brought with them had to be modified or discarded in favour of new 

habits of dress, shelter and food. The climate of Canada was of great con

cern to the Europeans who settled in the northern regions of the continent 

if not to the European scientific community, many of whom still pictured 

it as "a few acres of snow." By the 1740's, weather observations were be

ing recorded in Montreal and in the 1760's in Quebec. These observations 

made over 200 years ago mark the beginning of meteorology in Canadian 

society. It is a science which has grown from the at times random observa

tions of interested men to one which attracts more attention, comment and 

one may say, cynicism in our daily life than any other. 

This essay purports to examine the study of meteorological observations 

in one outpost of the British Empire - Halifax, Nova Scotia - before 1880. 

The intent is to focus specifically on the weather station that was estab

lished on the Halifax Citadel and to describe how it got there, who utilized 

it, what instruments were used and the period during which the weather 

station remained on the Halifax Citadel. The essay will also note in a 

general way how the science of meteorology developed in Canada. From the 

following analysis the Halifax Citadel can be seen as an essential commun

ications centre during the last half of the nineteenth century and the 

early years of the twentieth century for measuring and communicating weather 
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conditions and time. 

The interest in climate and weather forecasting was usually heightened 

by the location of a populated centre near a large body of water. Halifax 

since its inception in 1749 was of value primarily as a natural harbour for 

merchant and Royal Navy vessels. A near accurate forecast of the weather 

was essential to the ships that frequented Nova Scotian waters. The exper

ienced seaman could usually provide an intelligent prediction as to what 

the weather would be. Temperature, humidity, wind and instinct were all 

part of his mental calculation but he had little or no inclination to 

measure and compare his observations. He almost never kept a detailed re

cord of his surveillances. 

The first public record of climatic observations in Nova Scotia appear

ed in a Halifax newspaper in 1769. The Nova Scotia Chronicle included in 

its pages some meteorological observations in Halifax for a two week period 

from March 28 to April 10. These observations were taken twice a day, the 

first usually at 9 a.m. and the second at 11 p.m. The Fahrenheit tempera

ture was recorded at what the newspaper calls a North Passage entry. The 

wind direction was also noted and the weather briefly described. (See 

Appendix 1). In the century that followed, there is a dearth of either 

statistical or descriptive information with regard to the weather in Hali

fax. This is not to suggest that such information was not compiled for 

there is adequate evidence that it was a matter of some importance. Halifax 

was first and foremost a seaport town, a settlement that relied on mercan

tile trade to survive. Therefore, some note had to be taken of the weather 

and its forecast be it public or private. 

In Halifax in the late eighteenth century, there were a number of pri

vate individuals noting some aspects of climatic change in the town. Jona

than Odell of Halifax in a letter to Edward Winslow of Fredericton dated 8 

September 1794, compared the Reaumar thermometer scale to the Fahrenheit 
2 

scale and showed how they could be calculated. Seven years before that in 

1787, two Halifax men, a Mr. Black and a Mr. Hill, began a register of the 

weather in Halifax. Thirty years later the Earl of Dalhousie, shortly after 

his arrival in Halifax to assume the governorship of the province, noted 

that the work of these two men, "the oldest and most respectable inhabitants 
3 

here," was still going on. At first glance, it may appear unusual that 
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Lord Dalhousie should single out for mention in his journals these two 

early "weathermen". However, Dalhousie himself was very aware of the wea

ther and not surprisingly during the first few months of his stay in Halifax 

he made note of the frigid winter temperatures in Halifax. His journal 

entry for 22 December 1816 stated: 

At 9 o'clock this morning the glass in the Ball room was at 

0, and continues at 5 with a bright sun at 2 o'clock. The wind, 
A 

however, is most intensely cold and penetrating. 

Marjory Whitelaw, who edited the Dalhousie journals, believes his awareness 

of changing weather conditions was due to his earlier career as a country

man. She notes that he kept careful records of daily temperatures and bar

ometric pressures because of his fascination with the ever-changing pattern 
5 

of Halifax weather. The Public Archives of Nova Scotia has a folder of 

early thermometer charts which were acquired from the 9th Earl of Dalhousie's 

library. The first such chart was begun in December 1818 and covered a 

five month period. It also provided space for the age of the moon and a 

sketch of same. Dalhousie seems to have used a temperature scale devised 

for the temperate climate of England and not suitable for the at times 

frigid new world. Thus, although the scale for the winter months went from 

45° Fahrenheit to -15° Fahrenheit the temperature in Halifax almost dipped 

off the scale in the cold days of February and March. This appears to be 

the only extant record of temperatures for Nova Scotia. Dalhousie took 

his meticulous charts to Quebec when he was appointed Governor of Lower 

Canada in 1820. He carried out the same careful recording of the tempera

ture on Cape Diamond, Quebec and adapted his now useless thermometer scale 

to the new more frigid situation by moving his bottom scale reading from 

-15° to -35°. This was no doubt only a small part of his acclimatization 

to his recent appointment. 

One of the effects of the industrial revolution in Europe in the nine

teenth century was the provision of capital and expertize'to accord the many sci

entific experiments of the previous century some utilitarian value. Intense 

efforts were now being made to measure and quantify the physical world. Of 

interest in this study is the ever increasing fascination with accurate 

time and meteorological predictions. In the latter case, the first great 

contribution to the meteorological science was made in 1817 when Isothermal 
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Lines was published by Alexander von Humboldt. This consisted of a compar

ison of temperatures in various parts of the northern hemisphere. Within 

four decades there were "troops of observers in all parts of the civilized 
7 

world" measuring and marking their thermometer and barometer readings. 

The result of such research was a book with the rather imposing title "On 

the Distibution of Heat on the Surface of the Globe" written in 1852 by 

Dove . In this volume, the mean temperatures of numerous points in the 

world for each month and year were listed. In 1858, the Bulletin Interna

tional began publishing daily and it included tables of temperature, rain

fall and cloud formations in a large number of European centres. By the 

I860's and 1870's, charts were being published for prevailing winds and 

the mean rainfall in many parts of the globe. All of this meteorological 

research contributed to solving to some extent, what the weather in the 

immediate future would be. 

British North America was not left in the wake of this attempt at 

organized atmospheric measuring. As pointed out above, a number of inter

ested individuals had made their own recordings of the environment. These 

efforts, however, were not part of a coordinated effort to collect and com

pare readings from various parts of the country in an organized manner. It 

was to the military forces in British North America that credit must be 

attributed. They supplied the organization and the, at times, qualified 

personnel. The ultimate responsibility for meteorological observations lay, 

rather lightly, on the Board of Ordnance. The use of the Imperial army for 

the purpose of weather observations was natural enough. Great Britain main

tained a world wide empire due primarily to their control of the sea lanes 

and thus there was an obvious interest in weather forecasting by the mer

chant marine and Royal Navy fleets. Due to their ever expanding empire, 

Britain had military "weather observers" stationed all over the world. 

This meant that a standard measurement system could be applied to all out

posts , something that could not be attempted by other European nations. 

Such a system was not attempted in any satisfactory manner until the early 

1850's. Until then, the science of meteorology in British North America 

tended to be a minor adjunct to the study of one or more of the other earth 

sciences. 

In 1839, a magnetic observatory was established on the grounds of the 
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present University of Toronto. It was to be a small part of a global study 
Q 

of magnetic fluctuations and disturbances in the earth's magnetic field. 

The observatory was administered by the Board of Ordnance until 1853 when it was 

taken over by the University of Toronto. Two decades later the newly formed 

Dominion Government took on interest and the Canadian Meteorological Service 

was developed. However, the early years of organized meteorology in the 

colonies were in military hands. The first director of the Toronto observa

tory, Lieutenant C.J.B. Riddell, was interested in more" than just the transit 

instruments and time keeping. He also brought to his position a full set 

of meteorological instruments. The second military director, Captain J.H. 

Lefroy assumed Riddell's post in 1841 and was an equally enthusiastic met

eorological observer. It was he who encouraged the recording of weather 

observations in the military establishments of British North America. In

struments and an observing book were placed in each of the guard rooms from 

the Canadas to Newfoundland in order to obtain data regarding temperature, 
9 

wind, aurorae and unusual atmospheric phenomena. Lefroy thus obtained 

statistics from Queenston, Kingston, Toronto, London, Newfoundland, Freder-

icton and Halifax. The records and correspondence for the last named loca

tion have yet to be found, although they did exist. Fredericton by the 

1840's was taking a definite interest and may serve as an example of the 

attitude in the maritime military stations towards the meteorological 

science. 

In 1846, a request was forwarded to the Lieutenant Governor of New 

Brunswick, John Colebrooke, for the establishment of a "Magnetical and Met

eorological Centre" in Fredericton. This centre would be manned by civilians 

and would use as its model the Toronto observatory built a half dozen years 

previously. It was to be erected on the Kings College campus , and all the 

"great climatic influence" like temperature, humidity, pressure and electri

city were to be measured. The last named was considered of especial inter

est with regard to electric storms. Up until that time, observations in 

New Brunswick had been taken by the officers and men of the Royal Artillery 

under the Master General and the Board of Ordnance. This appears to have 

been a common occurrence in military stations throughout the Atlantic pro-
12 

vinces and the Canadas. " Halifax, with its countless steam and sailing 

vessels entering and leaving its harbour, was no doubt on anxious observer 
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of-meteorological conditions. From the above, it would seem that this was 

done by the Royal Artillery and reported to the Toronto observatory under 

Lefroy in the 1840's. By 1851, however, the system became much more coor

dinated and this was due almost entirely to the efforts of one Captain 

Henry James. 

On the day after Christmas, 1851, Lieutenant-Colonel H.J. Savage CRE 

in Halifax, received the first complete set of meteorological instruments 

with explicit instructions as to their employment by the military in Halifax. 

This shipment included barometers, thermometers, wind and rain gauges and 

blank forms for a register. Savage took up this additional duty with 

little enthusiasm. It would be almost a quarter of a century before the 

army in Halifax would divest itself of this rather arduous responsibility. 

The early period was marked by inaccurate instruments and incompetent re

corders as an apparently disinterested group of Royal Engineers sent the 

miscalculated results of their readings back to a demanding Ordnance Board. 

(See Appendix 2). It was probably of little solace to them to realize that 

Royal Engineers in all parts of the empire were receiving an identical box 

of instruments in 1851. 

Numerous consignments of meteorological instruments were sent to all 

the principal Foreign Stations of the Royal Engineers, 19 in all, four of 

which were in Canada (Toronto, Quebec, Newfoundland and Halifax). The ship

ment was preceded by a memorandum from Major General J.F. Burgoyne, Inspec

tor General of Fortifications, to the effect that a series of Meteorological 

Observations were to be recorded in various British stations using a uni

form recording and instrument system. Thus, the observations made in 

British North America would be carried out in the same way as those in Hong 
14 

Kong, Ceylon, or Corfu> Captain Henry James of the Royal Engineers was 

placed in charge of this rather ambitious exercise and his duties included 

compiling abstracts of the registers submitted from abroad and publishing 

them annually in the Royal Engineer papers. He also directed the repair of 

old instruments and supplied new equipment when necessary to the aspiring 

meteorologists abroad. Within four years, one of the original duties of 

Captain James was discontinued. The abstracts were found to be too bulky 
15 

for the corps papers and they were to be published separately. If the 

difjficulties Captain James had with the Halifax station were typical, he 
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perhaps wished that the remainder of his duties could have been terminated 

as well. But this was to come. For now the instruments had been sent, 

operational instructions had been given as to installations and readings 

and Captain James in 1851 patiently awaited the flood of data to wash in 

from the colonies. 

In Halifax, there were a few small operational difficulties to straight

en out. The first problem was quite fundamental. Where would the meteorol

ogical instruments be placed? (For description of instruments See Appendix 

3.) There was no suitable location in the Artillery Park or Engineers square 

which could be adapted for an observatory. Therefore, a small observatory 

was planned for the ramparts of the Citadel. This structure, however, would 

have to wait until the staunching of the arches of the casemates was com

pleted. For the present, the bulk of the instruments was . scattered in 

various places in and around the Sappers Barracks. Only one was installed 

on the Halifax Citadel and this was the anemometer which was located on the 

roof of the Signal hut and placed under the responsibility of the Signal 

Director. This first connection between meteorology and the Halifax 

Defence Complex signal system would continue for much of the last half of 

the century. 

By 1857, a new Observatory was finally outfitted at the Royal Engineer 

office and some of the instruments, the thermometers in this case, were 

moved from the Engineer barracks to their new site. The barometer was sit-
17 

uated in the Royal Engineers quarters. Presumably the anemometer was 

still atop the signal hut on the Citadel ramparts. There is no further 

evidence in the documents to indicate where or when the instruments were 

moved next or if an observatory was actually built on the ramparts. The 

documents do suggest, however, that all meteorological recordings were 

being made on the Halifax Citadel by the Director of Signals after November 

1863. It is altogether possible that the instruments were all on or in the 

vicinity of the Citadel signal hut nearest the main signal mast. (See 

Figure 1). This hut was already in existence in the late 1850's. (See 

Figure 2). it therefore could have housed the instruments in 1863. As 

the measurements were taken by the Director of Signals, this location would 

be the most convenient and therefore the most logical for the recorder and 

the instruments. The details of what records were kept is shown in Appendix 

7 
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The keeper of the meteorological instruments changed as often as the 

Director of Signals and this was frequent. Although the regiment may not have 

changed the position of Director of Signals often did. The meteorological 

records were kept by the Halifax Citadel staff for another nine years before 

their duties were assumed by a civilian in May 1872. In that period of time, 

there were twelve directors of signalling before Robert H. Cogswell assumed 
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responsibility. He gave the recording of meteorological instruments some

thing they had not experienced very much of in the past-precision and per

manence . Where the instruments were located after 1872 is not known. If 

new instruments were introduced by authority of the Dominion Meteorology 

Service, those on the Citadel if not in use by Cogswell would probably 

still remain in place for the use of the military. On the other hand, the 

R.E.'s may have been just as content to forgo the continuation of meteorol

ogical duties. The earliest photographic evidence of meteorological instru

ments on the Citadel after 1872 is 1920 (See Figure 3 ). By this time, 

the weather vane and anemometer were situated on the time ball building. 

Stormy Weather 

Despite the take over by Cogswell in 1872 , the Citadel was not rid of its 

meteorological responsibilities. About the time that the Halifax Citadel 

began making observations for the global survey of Captain Henry James, 

the observatory in Toronto was passing into civilian hands. In 1855, 

Professor G.T. Kingston was appointed Professor of Meteorology and Director 

of the Magnetic Observatory. He saw to it that weather observations were 

made within the grammar schools of Canada West and made the Toronto Obser

vatory the British North American centre of weather data. By 1871, King

ston had been made Director of the Meteorological Service for Canada by 

the newly found Dominion government. The practice of weather observation 

was systemized and chief reporting stations were established in Montreal, 

Quebec, St. John, Fredericton, Halifax, Woodstock (Ontario) and Winnipeg. 

The daily readings from each of these were reported to Toronto and a weather 

report with a forecast was released each day. Such a system thus allowed 

a compilation from various centres, a comparison of the material and from 
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present and past data, a prediction of weather that would occur in various 

parts of the country. The key to weather prediction in this context was the 

communication of this prediction as far and as fast as possible. By the 

1840's, the colonies had at their disposal immediate communications. The 

telegraph provided for the first time the ability to virtually meld thought 

and action in a manner that would have been unbelievable to previous gener

ations. By the 1850's, all the major reporting stations east of Toronto 
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were connected by telegraph. This invention together with accurate met

eorological readings allowed warnings to be transmitted to the areas which 

were in the path of any atmospheric disturbance. As the seaport of Halifax 

was generally affected most severely from storms moving east and north east, 

this service was of great benefit to this east coast centre. Instead of 

attempting the haphazard method of predicting a storm shortly before it 

arrived (or in many cases after), and suffering the dire consequences when 

at sea, the city plugged into the Toronto meteorological system's grid. 

Thus merchants and seamen were given up to 24 hours warning of an approach

ing storm. 

The information was conveyed to them and the Halifax citizenry in a 

very simple manner. Once more the height of the Halifax Citadel was used 

to good advantage and a centuries old communication device was adapted so 

the whole community could be warned. In August of 1873, a storm signal 

mast was raised on the southeast salient by order of the Dominion Govern

ment. Messrs. John E. Butler and N. Tobin were contracted to erect the 

20 

work. It was in working order by September and the population soon be

held yet another signal object on the southeast salient - a storm drum at 

the yard arm of the storm signal mast. Further details of procedures are 

contained in Appendix 4. It would seem that the military operated the drum 

and mast apparatus on the ramparts as it was in close proximity to the other 

signalling systems. However, as with the-meteorological observations, the 

activation of the storm warning system was in the hands of the civilians. 

The military simply raised the storm drum when directed by the Chief Met

eorological Agent,-Frederick Allison. The scope of the storm warning sys

tem was widened considerably in 1890. In that year, weather reports were 
being cabled from Bermuda thus providing an invaluable information to the 

21 
Maritime provinces of the northward movement of West Indian hurricanes. 

9 
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Just about time ! 

Obviously, to coordinate such a storm warning venture, the precise time for 

each area was essential. Steps had already been taken in the 1850's to draw 

up an accurate time system in the North American continent. The recently 

invented telegraph was fundamental to the success of such a scheme. The 

combination of this new electric marvel and the age old science of astronomy 

would provide sufficient data for correct readings of longitutude and from 

such a measurement time. In the late 1840's, a temporary observatory was 

established near Government House, Halifax in order to survey and assess 

the correct longitude of the city. In 1852, with the aid of the Eastern 

Telegraph line connection with Cambridge, Massachusetts, the longitude of 

Halifax was measured to the 100th of a second with respect to Cambridge's 
22 

location. This type of experiment was carried on throughout the Canadian 

colonies as the populace moved from setting their watches by the sun to

wards the complication of a system of standard time zones for all of Canada 

introduced by Sir Sandford Fleming in 1879. 

The mariner relied upon a time mechanism called the chronometer which 

was an important part of navigation. The servicing of these devices was by 

private individual clockmakers who measured astronomical time. By the 1860's, 

however, both seamen and clockmaker were able to utilize a more convenient 

means of accurate standard time keeping. Virtually the same system was used 

as with the storm mast - an electric telegraph signal and a visual communi

cating device. The latter was to put it simply a ball in a cage which was 

suggested in 1870 by the British astronomer G.B. Airy. The timekeeping cen

tre of the maritimes in the 1860's was the bustling port of St. John and 

therefore a time ball apparatus and observatory was established on Fort Howe 

Hill in 1870 for the mariners frequenting the port. This was the first 

such device in the maritime provinces. 

The seamen ; in Halifax depended on Robert Cogswell as their standard 

authority on time. So too did the Halifax Citadel for the noon-day gun was 
23 

fired according to Cogswell's "true time". He was quite precise in this 

regard for in his shop he maintained the correct time for Boston, Greenwich 

and Halifax on astronomical clocks. He rated his chronometers using a tran

sit instrument on his premises. Not surprisingly, this is the same Robert 

Cogswell who had taken over the tabulation of the weather in 1872. 
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By 1868, the Canadian government decided to erect and maintain a time 

ball on Citadel Hill. Such a structure would not only 

be most useful to the shipping interests of an important sea 

port like Halifax, but also to the Citizens generally, as it 

will furnish a ready means of defining the correct time for 

the different public clocks in the city... it would be very 

desirable that the site selected for the Tower on which to 

place the Time Ball should be in some elevated position where 

it could be easily seen by the masters of vessels lying in the 

Harbour as well as by the principal portions of the inhabitants 
24 

of the city. 

Funds were allocatted but it would be almost forty years before the project 

was completed. Malcolm Thomson suggests this was due to the fact that the 

value of the St. John time ball erected in 1870 had yet to be tested or 

alternatively, and perhaps closer to the truth, Robert Cogswell had so 

ingratiated himself to this maritime community that it was safer not to 

upset the status quo. The "true time" provided by Cogswell for the firing 

of the noon gun on the Citadel was officially recognized by the Dominion 

Government in 1876 when an annual payment of $100 per annum was paid to him 
25 

by Ottawa for this duty. This practice was continued to the end of the 

century and at that time plans were made to finally install a time ball on 

the Halifax Citadel, it being the most elevated location. Another staff 

was added to the forest of masts on the southeast salient in the summer of 

1904. It was situated between the main signal mast at the acute angle and 

the storm signal staff already described. The service was inaugurated in 

1904 and the time signal was sent from the head office of the Meteorological 
26 

Department at Toronto by telegraph. A description of this mechanism is 

included in Appendix 5. The staff was replaced by a square building in 
27 

1908 and it was topped by the ball-m-a-cage device, the second of its 

type in the maritimes. (See Figure 4 ). It was an exotic addition to the 

rather crowded Citadel skyline. (See Figure 3 ). 

It is frequently stated that before the last of the British Army depart

ed in 1906, they.had played an active role in the social and economic life 

of the city of Halifax. This essay makes clear that the army, especially 

the Royal Engineers, was also involved in duties of a more mundane, yet 
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beneficial, nature. For over fifty years they took meteorological observa

tion, communicated storm warnings and signalled the correct time to Halifax 

citizenry. Although the collection of these readings was in the hands of 

the civilians by the 1870's, the Royal Engineers, in the years previous to 

this, had provided much of the expertize and more importantly, the tedious 

day-to-day duties so necessary for any meteorological study. Thus, the 

Citadel, by its physical presence, made possible the establishment of facil

ities for communicating time and weather to the city below and for over 

half a century, the personnel in this fortress concerned itself with seasons, 

storms and time. 
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Appendix 1: Meteorological Observation Charts 

1769: 

Days Hours Fahrenheit Winds Weather 

thermometer. 

March 28 9 a.m. 23 N.E. cloudy 

11 p.m. 27 S.E. snow 

29 8 a.m. 21 N.N.W. snow 

11 p.m. 21 N.W. frost 

30 8 a.m. 29 S.E. snow 

11 p.m. 30 S. by E. misty 

- Source: Nova Scotia Chronicle April 11, 1769 pg. 119. 

1863: Daily Readings at Citadel Hill, Fort George. 

1. Hours Thermometer Barometer 

7 a.m. 

3 p.m. 

2. Hours Thermometer in open air Dry Wet 

7 a.m. 

3 p.m. 

4 1/2 p.m. 

3 . Minimum Thermometer: read ing . 

4 . Wind a t Meridian, 

eg. Fresh/N.W. 

Strong/N.W. 

5. Weather at Meridian 

eg. Clear, Dull, Foggy 

6. Remarks : eg. Sunshine, heavy rain at eight. 
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18,72; Reading at Citadel by Robert Cogswell. 

Month Day Barometer Thermometer Wind Comments 

9 a.m. Maximum/minimum Direction 

2 p.m. 
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Appendix 2: Meteorological Correspondence Halifax, 1851-57 

The enthusiasm of Captain Henry James was not contagious and the instru

ment that arrived in 1851 did not foreshadow the beginning of a new era 

of meteorological science in Halifax. Nor did it bring to him a deluge 

of meticulously gathered climatic evidence from this colonial outport. 

His planned atmospheric survey of the world, at least the British Imper

ial world, quickly became undone and the path to his scientific goal from 

1851 to 1857 was strewn with broken thermometers, spilled mercury and 

split gutta percha tubing. The Royal Engineers in Halifax, who were still 

wrestling with the problems of the completion of the Citadel, were more 

concerned with staunching dripping casemates than tending dripping rain 

gauges. They tried to provide what James requested but there were times 

in the correspondence when officers and men seemed very exasperated by the 

whole exercise. Whether this exasperation was exhibited by the less-than-

careful handling of meteorological instruments is not clear. Broken instru

ments were replaced by the Ordnance Survey office and this process usually 

took 4 to 8 months. During this period, observations could not be made at 

all. One can almost hear the lieutenant in charge of these observations 

mutter "Pity"! 

Some of the correspondence as regards the meteorological instruments 

established in Halifax by the Board of Ordnance has been precised below. 

It is included here in order to provide a sprinkle of levity to the early 

attempts and the resulting frustrations of weather measurement. It high

lights the technical difficulties of using the Halifax station, the dis

appointment of the impatient idealist in South .ampton and the inadequate 

understanding by the Board of Ordnance of the weather conditions in Halifax. 

All references have been taken from the Royal Engineer Papers in the 

Public Archives of Nova Scotia. To simplify matters, the only reference 

provided will be of the correspondents, date, volume number and page. 
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26 December 1851 

Ordnance to CRE Halifax 

Case of meteorological instruments re

ceived by Commander, Royal Engineers. 

RE 22, p. 270. 

8 July 1852 

CRE Halifax t o Inspec to r 

General of F o r t i f i c a t i o n s (IGF) 

" . . . i n s t r u m e n t s have been rece ived and 

are in good shape except for the 'Max-

imum-in-Sun' thermometer and i t w i l l be 

sen t back t o be r e p a i r e d . " RE 12, p . 351. 

18 August 1852 

CRE (Halifax) to IGF 

"When the staunching of the arches of 

the Casemates at the Citadel are comple

ted,... it will be desirable to erect a 

small building for an Observatory on the 

ramparts... the present scattered position 

of the instruments being very inconvenient 

to the observer, but cannot be avoided." 

RE 12, p. 365. 

2 7 October 1852 

E. Matson AAG to CRE 

Halifax 

"The present scattered arrangement of 

the Instruments stated by Colonel Savage 

to be temporary is not good, and it is to 

be hoped he will soon be able to make the 

better arrangement he proposed." RE2 3, 

p. 12. 

8 November 1852 

CRE Halifax to IGF 

A Number 1 thermometer received at Royal 

Engineer's office from Ordnance storekeeper, 

the box containing the thermometer was 

given to Lieutenant J.L. Bland who on 

"carefully" opening it found the thermo

meter broken across the tube, it was re

turned to London and another requested. 

RE 12, p. 382. 
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25 November 1852 

CRE Halifax to IGF 

The Number 6 thermometer was broken by 

Lt. Bland when he was extricating it from 

a mass of ice. Lt. Bland was in immedi

ate charge of the meteorological observa

tion at the station. RE 12, p. 394. 

2 8 February 1853 

G. Butler Ordnance to IGF 

Another Number 6 thermometer was sent out 

to Halifax for the one broken during met

eorological observations. RE 23, p. 30. 

24 March 1853 

CRE Halifax to IGF 

two reports forwarded from Lt. Bland 

stating the breakage by frost of a ther

mometer No. 6 and one of the measuring 

glasses belonging to the rain gauges. 

RE 12, p. 407. 

23 March 1853 

Lt. J.L. Bland to CRE 

Halifax 

The No. 6 thermometer was broken by frost 

for it was enclosed by wire protection 

and was "...secure from external violence." 

RE 12, p. 408. 

9 June 1853 

CRE to IGF 

Thermometers Numbers 1, 3, & 5 received 

and the scale of No. 1 in the Suns rays 

is not graduated sufficiently high for 

the heat in Halifax, also the bulb of No. 

3 was found broken when opened by the 

Ordnance storekeeper, the thermometers 

should be sent out in wool not bran so 

they cannot work their way through the 

substance and break. RE 12, p. 442. 

20 July 1854 

Captain James to Col. 

Matson RE 

"The registers of March and April have 

not been received. "The Register for May... 

is very incomplete the temperature of the 

air is not registered although there were 
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several thermometers from which it might 

have been obtained." "The observations 

have been taken by Lieut. Neville, whose 

duties may have prevented his taking them 

regularly but if the Commanding Engineer 

be instructed to see that every one be

longing to the Office is taught the simple 

duty of registering the instruments, they 

may be kept up regularly and accurately." 

Marginal notes to the above by Stotherd, CRE (Halifax!. 

"A non-comm. Officer of Sappers shall be 

instructed to register the Instruments as 

the duties of the registering officer of 

Engineers quite preclude his doing it 

satisfactorily:..." RE 23, p. 99. 

12 February 1855 

James to Matson, 

Ordnance 

The registers from Halifax have been in

completely kept and no diagrams have been 

sent. 

The hours of observations have not been 

properly attended to. 

The CRE Halifax should see to this for 

the publication of such observations from 

Halifax will not be for the credit of the 

Corps or the individual officer employed 

there. RE 23, p. 118. 

12 April 1855 

CRE Halifax to IGF 

Forwarded reports of Lieut. Bland showing 

defective state of instruments and noted 

that there are three indifferent and six 

broken. RE 13, p. 48. 

30 October 1855 

•James to Matson Ordnance 

"The rain gauge above ground is reported 

as having its tubing destroyed by frost." 

RE 23, p. 148. 
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18 December 1855 

Matson to CRE Halifax 

All meteorological instruments requiring 

repair are to be sent direct to Lt. Col. 

James at Ordnance Survey Office, South

hampton. RE 23, p. 150. 

3 December 1856 

Lt. Col. J.W. Gordon D.A.G. 

to all CRE's in foreign 

stations at which meteorolog

ical Observations are taken. 

"The Registers from the greater numbers 

of the stations, prove that the observa

tions are taken with great care and 

regularity but those which have been re

ceived from some of the Stations indicate 

either a want of attention on the part 

of the Officers or that there are not a 

sufficient number of persons who have 

been taught to read the instruments." 

RE 23, p. 188. 

25 February 1857 

CRE Halifax to IGF 

Sent seven broken thermometers and comment

ed that the instruments are still not sat

isfactory. 

The grass thermometer has been stolen. 

RE 13, p. 250. 

16 July 1857 

CRE Halifax to IGF 

RE 13, p. 289 

"...1 have to report that on the receipt 

of a new set of thermometers, I ordered 

a new Observatory convenient for the above 

purpose, to be fitted up at the Royal 

Engineer office and directed Lieut. Corey, 

RE to remove the Barometer and person

ally to accompany the Instrument, for • 

safety, from the R. Engineer Barracks to 

the New Observatory. 

I regret very much to have to report 

that in doing so a considerable quantity 

of Mercury must have been lost from the 

tube, as Lt. Corey neglected to reverse 
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the instrument in its transmission. ... 

Having ascertained that on a former 

occasion of the removal of the Barometer, 

a loss of Mercury had occurred, ... it is 

probable that all the barometrical obser

vations have been hereby vitiated for the 

present year." BE 13, p. 2 89. 

16 July 1857 Some mercury escaped from the thermometer 

Captain H. Grain while it was being transferred and it was 

(Halifax) to CRE "...carefully spooned up and replaced. 

Halifax RE 13, p. 290. 
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Appendix 3: Meteorological Instruments 

The following descriptions of meteorological instruments have been taken 

from an article by Captain Henry James, Royal Engineers and published in 

the Professional Papers of the Royal Engineers (New Series Vol. 1 1851) 

(See Bibliography). It is known that instruments of this type were re

ceived in Halifax in 1851. There were later substitutions and these have 

been noted below under the heading 1863. Further research is necessary 

in order to obtain a correct description of later instruments. 

List of Meteorological Instruments 

1 Barometer, by Barow and Co.-The index errors of the barometer 

will be determined by a comparison with the stand

ard barometer at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. 

6 Thermometers (self-registering) by Troughton and Simms. 

1 For maximum in the sun. 

1 For minimum in the grass. 

1 For maximum in air. 

1 For minimum in air. 

1 For maximum, wet bulb. 

1 For minimum, wet bulb. 

And one standard thermometer, the index errors of 

which will be determined by a comparison with the 

standard thermometer at Greenwich, and by which the 

index errors of the six self-registering thermometers 

are to be determined. 

Hygrometers-Dry and Wet Bulb.-The four last thermometers are 

arranged so that they may serve for two independent 

dry and wet bulb hygrometers, or using the mean of 

the readings of the two air thermometers, and of the 

two wet-bulb thermometers, as a double dry and wet-

bulb hygrometer. ... 
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1 Wind Guage.-l to each station, by Barrow and Co. Books. 

1 copy of the "Report of the Committee of Physics, including 

Meteorology," adopted by the Royal Society. 

1 copy of Mr. Glaisher's "Hygrometrical Tables, and Description 

of the Dry and Wet Bulb Thermometer." 

1 copy of "Description of the Mode of Using Daniel's Hygrometer, 

with Tables." 

1 copy of Belville's "Manual of the Thermometer." 

Barometer: 1851 

The barometer (See Figure 5) may be placed in any ordinary room, 

but care should be taken, in selecting a position for it, that 

the sun cannot shine on it, nor should it be near a fire; at 

the same time it should be in good light. If the bottom of the 

board to which the barometer is attached is placed at about 2 

feet 9 inches from the ground, the height will be found a conven

ient one for most observers. The instrument should be put up 

as nearly vertical as possible, and secured to the wall by means 

of the screws through, the board. ... 

The barometers are of the construction recommended by the 

Astronomer Royal; their index errors have been ascertained by 

a comparison with the standard barometer of the Royal Observa

tory at Greenwich. 

The index error of each, and the amount of capillary action, 

is recorded in a note pasted to the board on which the instru

ment is mounted, and should always be stated in the corner of 

the printed register. 

1863: This type of barometer was probably still being used at this time. 

(See Appendix I for the charts of observations.) 

Thermometers: 1851 

Six thermometers in a case, will be forwarded to each station; 

they are all made to register maximum and minimum temperature. 

The maximum, No. 1, 3, 5, are filled with mercury; the minimum, 

No. 2, 4, 6, are filled with spirit. (See Figure 5 ) ... 
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No. 1 is for registering the maximum temperature in the sun, and 

should be placed out in a position to receive its full power, 

but where the air freely circulates. 

No. 2 is for registering the minimum temperature on the grass; 

the scale is engraved on the glass tube, and in use should be 

laid horizontally on the grass. In taking it out of the wooden 

frame, it should be gently pushed with the thumb against the 

small end of the tube. If the temperature is not read whilst 

it is on the grass, it should be lifted gently and horizontally, 

that the position of the index may not be altered. 

The maximum and minimum of Nos. 1 and 2 give the extreme range 

of the temperature for the previous 24 hours. 

Nos. 3,4,5, and 6, should be kept in the case in which they are 

sent out, the front and back of which takes off, leaving a skele

ton frame to which these thermometers are attached. The case 

should be put up in a position where the air freely circulates, 

and where the thermometers will be perfectly shaded, as well 

from the reflected as from the direct heat of the sun. 

The sketch of the stand used at the Royal Observatory, at Green

wich, will enable the officers to construct similar ones. They 

should be fixed firmly in the ground, and the case of thermometers 

may be kept about an inch from the back of it by blocks of wood. 

(See Figure 5). These thermometers all turn upon screws at their 

ends, so that they may be tilted up, and gently tapped to cause the 

indices to slide into their places. A magnet may be used for the 

steel indices. 

The standard thermometer may also be kept in the case under the 

side of the frame, when Nos. 1 and 2 are taken out. 

No. 3 is for registering the maximum temperature of the air in 

the previous 24 hours; and 

No. 4 for registering the minimum temperature of the air, dur

ing the same period. 

The mean of the above gives proximately the mean temperature 

of the air at the station in the previous 24 hours. 

No. 5 is for registering the maximum indications of the wet-

bulb thermometer; and 
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No. 6 the minimum indications of the wet-bulb thermometer dur

ing the previous 24 hours. 

A piece of cotton wick from the trough of rain, or distiller 

water (W), preserves the requisite degree of moisture on the bulbs. 

The index errors of the thermometers are to be determined by 

comparison with the thermometer previously compared with the 

standard thermometer at Greenwich Observatory. 

1863: Despite the numerous breakages mentioned in Appendix 2, these thermo

meters were probably still being used. 

Hygrometers: 1851 

Dry and wet bulbs. 

Nos. 3, 5, and 4, 6, thermometers, may be considered as two 

hygrometers, or the mean of the corrected readings of 3 and 4, 

and 5 and 6, may be entered in Nos. 5 and 7 columns of the register. 

These readings furnish the data from computing the temperature 

of the dew-point, and the degree of humidity of the air. 

Each station will be furnished with a copy of Mr. Glaisher's 

"Hygrometrical Tables," in which there is a full description of 

the dry and wet-bulb hygrometer, and the precautions to be observed 

in using it; it is, therefore, only necessary here to refer to 

that work. 

1863: Depending on the condition of the thermometers, the hygrometers were 

still being read. 

Wind Gauge: 1851 

The wind gauge (See Figure 6 ) is designed to indicate the 

direction and force of the wind, and its maximum pressure in a 

given period of time. It consists of a vane supported and turn

ing on an iron tube, T, and a plate of tin, P, one foot square, 

sliding on a horizontal rod above the vane, from which a short 

piece of chain is passed over the wheel, W, and attached to a 

wire in the tube, from the index 1. 

The plate P is thus always held at right angles to the direc

tion of the wind, and as it is made to slide with great freedom 
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along the rod by means of friction rollers at F and F in the 

tube which carries the plate, and the friction at the wheel W is 

inconsiderable, the pressure of the wind on the plate is very 

accurately transferred to the index 1, (which is an ordinary cir

cular weighing machine,) and shown by the position of the hand. 

The maximum pressure is known by the position of the smaller 

hand of the index, which remains at the furthest point to which 

it has been carried by the other hand. 

The direction of the wind may be seen by the usual cross bars 

for the compass points; but as it is impossible to foresee the 

various positions which the officers may think it desirable to 

place the wind gauge in, provision has been made for having the 

indications both of pressure and direction seen in a room of any 

house upon which it may be thought desirable to place the gauge, 

and I have represented it standing on a stool, to explain the 

arrangement. 

A truncated hollow cone of brass is screwed on to the head 

of the iron supporting tube T, upon which the vane turns; but 

there is also a smaller copper tube, C, passing up through T 

and the hollow cone, and secured to the vane by screws at S; 

thus this inner tube, which is steadied by friction rollers in 

the lower part of T, turns with the vane and carries a hand over 

a horizontal dial, D, the wire from the plate to the index pass

es down through the inner tube, and, to prevent torsion, there 

are two swivels on the wire. 

The spur wheel at A is for the purpose of leading a string 

from the plate, to which weights may be attached and the accur

acy of the readings of the index tested; the error for friction 

may be taken as half the difference between the weights and the 

readings. The gauge will require to be cleaned occasionally, 

when the error for friction should be ascertained, and added to 

the reading of the index. 

The tube T is fitted and screwed into the socket B, which has 

four feet, and can be secured by screws on the top of a house, 

or a post; if placed on a post, it should have cross-trees at 
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the head to give the means of studying the wind gauge, and to 

admit of its being so far placed off the centre that the wire 

from the plate to the index may lead straight down. 

The post which carries the wind gauge might have a sort of 

umbrella roof around it, at about 6 feet from the ground, under 

which the index and the thermometer stand turning round the post 

might be placed. 

1863: There appears to have been radical changes in this system. In 1859, 

a new anemometer was sent out to Halifax very different from the above 

model. It was probably most similar to the one which appears on the top 

of the time-ball building in 1920 (See Figure 3 ). The description given 

by Rear-Admiral Robert Fitzroy to the Royal United Service Institute in 

1859 is all that is available at present. (See Bibliography). 

Vario\is anemometers, wind-gauges or wind-measures, have been 

brought into use lately, and within the last few days two such 

instruments, on the most approved principles, have been sent 

out to Halifax and Bermuda by the Government (one by the Board 

of Trade and the other by the Admiralty). The principle upon 

which those anemometers measure the wind can be shown by a 

little instrument (intended for use on board ship) mounted on 

gimbals like a compass, in order that it may remain horizontal 

under any motion of the ship. It was found by Dr. Robinson 

(of Armagh) that the shape of a hemispherical cup (exactly the 

half of sphere) offered a third greater proportion of resistance 

to the wind on the concave side than on the convex side, and that 

the velocity of such cups when put in motion by the wind, is 

one-third that of the wind, nearly the wind exerting a third 

greater force upon the hollow side than it does upon the con

vex side. This fact being known, the measurement of the velocity 

and force of the wind is comparatively easy. The proportion 

is not quite exactly three to one, but very nearly so. Such an 

instrument may have a self-registering apparatus with clockwork 

or dials, like those of a gas meter, to register the velocity 

of the wind in a certain time; the force may be ascertained by 

comparison with a pressure-plate, or by calculation. The in-
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struments t h a t are sen t out to Halifax and Bermuda upon the same 

p r i n c i p l e are l a rge and s e l f - r e g i s t e r i n g . There i s an apparatus 

a t t ached t o them of wheels and r o l l e r s , with paper f ixed on the 

r o l l e r s , so t h a t in whatever way these cups move t h e i r i n d i c a 

t i o n s are r e g i s t e r e d by the machinery below, connected with a 

clockwork moving cy l inde r covered with paper , and a p e n c i l making 

the i n d i c a t i o n s . Al l i s so wel l con t r ived , t h a t i t i s only nec

essa ry t o look a t and change the paper once a day. 

Rain Gauge: 1851 

Two are suppl ied to each s t a t i o n . The r e c e i v e r (See Figure 6 ) 

i s merely a 10-inch cub ica l box, made of z i n c , with a p a r t i t i o n 

half-way down, in the form of an i nve r t ed pyramid P, with a ha l f -

inch pipe a t the apex, through which the r a in -wa te r descends i n 

to the lower ha l f of the r e c e i v e r . The objec t of t h i s p a r t i t i o n 

i s t o p reven t l o s s by evapora t ion , by p r o t e c t i n g , as far as p o s s i b l e , 

the water which has been c o l l e c t e d from the ac t ion of the sun 

and wind. A g l a s s measure, graduated for every one-hundredth of 

an inch of the q u a n t i t y c o l l e c t e d in the r e c e i v e r , i s suppl ied 

with each r a in -gauge , i n t o which the water c o l l e c t e d in the p r e 

vious 24 hours should be poured and measured. The g r e a t e s t quan

t i t y i t w i l l measure a t a time i s one-four th of an inch; i t w i l l 

t he re fo re be f requent ly necessary t o f i l l the measure s eve ra l 

t imes . One of the ra in-gauges should be p laced in a hole in the 

ground so t h a t i t s mouth s h a l l be exac t ly l e v e l with the surface 

of the ground. I t would be wel l to have the hole l ined with 

b r i c k s ; or a rough box may be p laced in i t , l eaving a space of 

not more than one-four th of an inch round the gauge. Provis ion 

must be made t o allow water t o d ra in away from the h o l e . 

The o the r ra in-gauge should be p laced about 20 fee t above the 

ground, in some convenient p o s i t i o n on a b u i l d i n g , or on a pole 

put up for the purpose; care being taken t h a t both gauges a r e , as 

far as p o s s i b l e , removed from the inf luence of eddies of wind, 

from b u i l d i n g s , t r e e s , &c. I t w i l l be found convenient , in many 

p l a c e s , t o have a small tube of lead o r gu t t a peroha from the 
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bottom of the upper receiver to the ground, to obviate the necess

ity and discomfort of getting up to the rain-gauge to measure 

the quantity collected. 

186 3: The above procedure was probably still being used on the Citadel. 

The rather detailed instructions as to when observations of these instru

ments are to be taken have been included here. 

Daily observations are to be taken regularly at 9 1/2 a.m. and 

3 1/2 p.m. 

The indications of the self-registering instruments are also to 

be taken at 9 1/2 a.m. 

As these hours fall within the regular working hours of the off

icers and of those who are employed in the offices, all of 

whom may be instructed accurately to read and register the 

instruments, it is expected that the observations at these 

hours will be made with great care and regularity; but it is 

hoped that many of the observers will take an interest in 

Meteorological Science, and make arrangements to have observa

tions also taken at 9 1/2 p.m. and 3 1/2 a.m., as often as 

possible. These observations to be inserted in a separate 

register, writing the word "Night" in the right-hand upper 

corner, and using columns 1 to 12 for the 9 1/2 p.m., and 

columns 23 to 35 for the 3 1/2 a.m. observations. 

Hourly observations are to be taken on the 21st of March, 21st 

of June, 21st of September, and 21st of December, commencing 

at 6 a.m. on those days, unless they fall on a Sunday, in 

which case the observations will commence at 6 a.m. on the 

22nd. 

The same form of register will answer for the hourly observations, 

using 24 of the lines for the days of the month, for the hours 

of the day. 

It would add greatly to the value of the observations of the sta

tion, if the hourly observations are taken more frequently; and 

it is recommended to those who are desirous to furnish more 

exact information (and it is hoped there are many who will do 
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so), to take hourly observations on the 21st of each month. 

Occasional observations should be taken hourly, or even more 

frequently, when any sudden great rise or fall in the baro

meter should seem to indicate great atmospheric changes, as 

well as during periods of hurricanes, or very severe gales of 

wind, or earthquakes. See Report of the Royal Society on 

Physics, page 55. 

The original Registers are to be transmitted monthly, or as soon 

as opportunities occur after the expiration of each month, to 

the Inspector-General of Fortifications, and authentic copies 

of the Registers are to be kept at the station. The diagrams 

are to be filled like the example sent. 

The officers are recommended to furnish the editors of local 

papers with extracts from the registers. 
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Appendix 4: Storm Signals 

The following excerpts have been taken from the article "Canadian Weather 

Telegraphy and Storm Signals" by Frederick Allison, Chief Meteorological 

Agent for Nova Scotia, which appears in the Transactions of the Nova Scotia 

Institute of Natural Science Vol. Ill Part 4 1874, pp. 371-375. 

-STOBM SIGNALS 

On receipt of a telegram from Toronto to the effect that a 

storm is apparently approaching the neighbourhood of Halifax, a 

storm drum will be hoisted at the yard arm of the storm signal 

mast erected on the Citadel by the Dominion Government. Storm 

notices will also be posted in the Dominion Building and in the 

Merchants' Exchange Reading Room. 

A lantern showing a white light will be placed within the 

drum when it is hoisted at night. 

The "storm" signalled must, for the present, be understood 

in a general sense, neither force nor direction being specified. 

If there be good reasons to expect a heavy gale it will be 

thus stated in the notices; but the absence of such a statement 

will not show that a severe gale will not occur. 

The drum and notices will usually remain up about thirty-six 

hours, unless ordered down by telegraph, and will remain up longer 

if a telegram to that effect is received from Toronto. 

If through faulty transmission the telegram does not arrive be

fore the commencement of the storm, the drum will nevertheless be 

hoisted upon the receipt of the warning, in order to show that 

the disturbance is not merely local. The display of the signal 

drum does not convey a distinct prediction, but simply indicates 

the existence of a storm elsewhere, and that the probability of 

its reaching the neighbourhood of Halifax is sufficient to call 
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for vigilance. It must be understood that the utility of the 

drum for warning ships about to leave port is not impaired if 

the storm should be diverted from the immediate vicinity of 

Halifax. 

During February then, we had seven storms. By the word 

"storm" I mean a gale of wind reaching at least a velocity of 

20 miles per hour, for any one hour or more, accompanied by 

rain or snow, or neither—the latter case being very rare. A 

velocity of 20 miles per hour equals a pressure of 2 lbs. per 

square foot; as the square of the velocity in miles per hour, 

multiplied by .005, gives the pressure in lbs. per square foot, 
2 

V X .005 = P. With this pressure it is calculated in the 

Royal Navy that a ship close hauled could just carry close reefs 

and courses. 
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Appendix 5 : Time Ball 

The following has been taken from The Beginning of the Long Dash by Malcolm 

Thorns on, p age s 40-41. 

On 5 August 1904, the Nova Scotian reported that the director 

of the Meteorological Observatory at Saint John was in Halifax 

to superintend the final arrangements for the installation of 

the time ball, and to make the necessary electrical connections. 

The ball, to be located on the Citadel, was to be operated from 

the meteorological office in the Custom House in Saint John. 

That year 1 October marked the inauguration of the time ball 

service in Halifax. Its operation was described a few months 

later by the head of the Meteorological Service : 

The ball is on a staff with base and small house for protection 

of the hoisting gear and electric release [Plate 4]. It is sit

uated on the citadel a little north of the main signal station 

...A clock especially designed for this (release mechanism) ser

vice was placed in the Western Union Office at Halifax. This 

clock has a good movement and a mercury pendulum, is wound elec

trically and is daily corrected or synchronized by the final dot 

at 10 a.m. of the signal sent by our transmitting clock...The ball 

is automatically and electrically dropped at the instant of 1 

p.m., the times of hoisting half elevation, full elevation and 

drop being synchronous with the ball at Saint John. The master 

clock in Halifax sends a signal to the citadel every hour and 

corrects a subsidiary clock placed there by the Meteorological 

Services for the guidance of the hoisting man. The Royal Engin

eers have charge of the hoisting mechanism and Mr. C.W. McKee, 

manager of the Western Union has charge of the electric clock. 

To keep check on the time of the Halifax clock it is fitted with 
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a break circuit attachment which registers a signal on the chron

ograph in Saint John together with one of our standard clocks. It 

shows only a small rate during the day. No failure to synchronize 

it has occurred. On two days when wire trouble existed the Halifax 

ball was dropped from Saint John, the same signal which synchron

ized their clock dropping the ball. 
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1 A view of the Southeast Salient in 1879. Note the object, possibly 

a weather vane, on the small hut closest to the signal mast. Also 

note the canvas ball on the signal mast. 

Source: Public Record Office. 
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2 A view of the Southeast Salient of the Halifax Citadel showing 

the signal mast and signal hut circa 1860. Note the wooden cross 

on the signal staff. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada» 
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3 Photograph of the Southeast Salient, Halifax Citadel circa 1920. 

Note the weather instruments on the timeball hut. 

Source: Halifax Defence Complex-
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4 Custom House, Saint John, NB circa 1900. Note both the signal 

mast and the time ball device topping the building. 

Source: Public Archives of Canada. 
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5 Meteorological Instruments : The barometer and thermometers 

shown here are described in Appendix 3. 

Source : Parks Canada drawings by J.P. Camus. 
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6 Meteorological Instruments: The wind and rain gauge shown here 

are described in Appendix 3. 

Source: Parks Canada drawings by J.P. Camus. 
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